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Dates for your Diary

12 January Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.   
15 January Y8 Parents Info. Evening 7.00 p.m.
20 January Higher Education Evening 7.00 p.m.
21 January Y7 Soloists’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
23 January *Please note the Jazz Dinner Evening will
  now take place on Friday 6 March

27 January Y8 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
30 January Y11 GCSE Art Mock Exam
30 January Y9 PFA cake sale 3.05 p.m.
2 February Used Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
4 February Sixth Form Open Evening 
6 February Drama Soiree 7.00 p.m.

Welcome to the new, purpose-built Lower School at Wilson’s! From September 2015 (which also marks the 400th anniversary of the school’s 
foundation), this building will accommodate all Year 7 and 8 classroom lessons, with facilities in other parts of the school available for 
practical subjects and the sciences.  Our aim is to create a distinctive Lower School ethos within the building, which also contains its own 
Dining Hall (The McAlister Room) and purpose-built Music Room, and which has a great view of the school’s sports facilities.    Each classroom 
is designed to function as a base for the tutor group throughout the day. Storage areas for books and valuables are reserved for each pupil. 
Teaching in practical subjects and Science takes place in specialist teaching rooms in other parts of the school.

We are delighted that our newest Dining Hall is named in honour of Richard Edward McAlister, a governor at the school from 1964, 
throughout the period of the school’s historic move from Camberwell, becoming Chair of Governors from 1990-2006.

With the opening of the Lower School, we will enter our 400th year with the best facilities we have ever had. DfE funding and the 
generosity of both the Welton Foundation and our own Trustees have made this possible. As a result, we will improve yet further the 
experience of Wilson’s boys for generations to come.

Welcome to the 
Lower School 

Welcome to the new, purpose-build Lower School at Wilson’s! From September 2015 
(which also marks the 400th anniversary of the school’s foundation). This building will 
accommodate all Year 7 and 8 classroom lessons, with facilities in other parts of the 
school available for practical subjects and the sciences. 

Our aim to create a distinctive Lower School ethos within the building, which also con-
tains its own Dining Hall (The McAlister Room) and purpose-build Music Room, and 
which has a great view of the school’s sports facilities. 

Mr P Walters, Director of Key Stage 3 
Classrooms 

Each classroom is designed to function as a base for the 
tutor group throughout the day. Storage areas for 
books and valuables are reserved for each pupil. Teach-
ing in practical subjects and Science takes place in spe-
cialist teaching rooms in other parts of  the school. 

WELCOME TO THE LOWER SCHOOL
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LANGUAGES NEWS
Wilson’s students are currently preparing for the 2015 Languages Spelling Bee competition!
All Year 7 students have been taking part in a German and Spanish Spelling Bee competition in class during the autumn term. They had to 
learn a list of 50 words and were given 1 minute to spell either in German or Spanish as many words as possible. Two members of each class 
were selected to represent their house in the school competition that will take place this term. For the second stage of the competition, 
each participant will have to learn 50 extra words. Congratulations to the following boys and good luck!

Wajadullah Rasul  7B   Kiran Lee   7S
Leon Zhang  7B   Dexter Hicks  7S 
Nithin Bose  7C   Aditya Vishwanathan 7G 
Neo Tang   7C   Matthewson Matthews 7G  
Ansh Sharma  7H   Yusuf Hussain   7D
Tom Malcom  7H   Abishek Alagan   7D 
 
Year 7 students take their first steps in Spanish poetry!
Students in 7H have been learning colours in Spanish through poetry. During the first lesson, the class analysed a poem in which similes 
were used to compare colours using the word “como” (like). This was also a good opportunity to revise the different adjectives’ endings in 
Spanish studied earlier in the year. During the 2nd lesson, students were asked to prepare their own similes using their dictionary to find a 
word that each colour could be compared to (eg: blue like the sky: azul como el cielo). For the last lesson, the class used a computer room 
so that everyone could type and print out their poem in which they had to include their similes. The class produced some very impressive 
poems and below are some examples:

 

 

 

 fuera un color seria  

 

Los Colores 

Abinash Sabesan 

Si fuera un color seria el azul 

Azul como el Chelsea                                         

 

 

Si fuera un color seria el rojo 

Rojo como el Manchester Unido 

 

 

Si fuera un color seria el verde 

Verde como el Sporting de Lisboa 

 

 

Si fuera un color seria el blanco 

Blanco como el Real Madrid 

 

 

Si fuera un color seria el negro 

Negro como el Juventus 

 

 

Los Colores 

Mujtaba Imran 

Si fuera un color seria el azul 

Azul como el mar 

 

Si fuera un color seria la violeta 

Violeta como violeta abierta 

 

Si fuera un color seria el Amarillo 

Amarillo como Hayes 

 

Si fuera un color seria al marron 

Marron como el barro 

 

Si fuera un color seria el  

Verde como el arbusto 

 

Si fuera un color seria el blanco 

Blanco como la nube 

 

Si fuera un color seria el negro 

Negro como la oscuridad 

 

Si fuera un color seria el rojo   

Rojo como la sangre 

 

Pero no soy un arco iris 

Solo soy un nino 

 

Los Colores 

Tom Malcolm 

Si fuera un color sería el azul. 

Azul como el mar dulce. 

 

Si fuera un color sería la violeta. 

Violeta como la flor preciosa. 

 

Si fuera un color sería el amarillo. 

Amarillo como el narciso baile. 

 

Si fuera un color sería el marrόn. 

Marrόn como la puerta madera. 

 

Si fuera un color sería el verde.  

Verde como el árbol sano.  

 

Si fuera un color sería el blanco. 

Blanco como el papel nuevo. 

 

Si fuera un color sería el negro. 

Negro como la noche invierno. 

 

Pero no soy un arco iris, 

Sόlo soy un niño. 
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HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 2015 ANNIVERSARY COMPETITION

The History Department is participating in the Historical Association’s Anniversary Competition.  2015 is a year of anniversaries, including 
the signing of the Magna Carta, Agincourt, Waterloo, Gallipoli and the first Zeppelin raids on Britain. The Historical Association invites 
students in Years 7, 8 and 9 to produce a remembrance poster for an anniversary that has a special meaning for you.  The school will submit 
the best three entries received.  

Your poster should make it clear to everyone why your chosen event should be remembered. It must be submitted in hard copy (either by 
hand or printed), and either A4 or A3 size. Remember, this is not an art competition – it is the history that will be judged.

Please speak to your History teacher or Mrs Ford in the Humanities Office for further information.   Entries must be received by Monday 
13 April (first day back after the Easter break) at the latest. 

HANS WOYDA MATHS
Wilson’s beat Emanuel School 37 - 24 in their third Hans Wodya match of the term. By coming second in our group we have qualified for the 
Plate competition. Congratulations to the team of Pavan Murali (U6), Eui Jin Choi (L6), Luke Shortland (11G) and Akash Gupta (9C). Our next 
fixture is on Thursday 15 January 2015, at home to Whitgift. 

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY - TUESDAY 27 JANUARY, 2015

The theme of this year’s event is Keep the Memory Alive as 2015 marks some significant anniversaries - 27 January 2015 marks the 70th 
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau and 2015 marks the 20th anniversary of the Genocide in Srebrenica, Bosnia.

The London Borough of Sutton wants students to participate in this event by submitting a poem, letter, story, artwork (including painting 
or sculpture) or short film that reflects:

-  memories of survivors and other witnesses
-  sharing memory as a legacy; or
-  how should we memorialise the past?

The submissions will be unveiled by the Worshipful the Mayor of the London Borough of Sutton, Councillor Arthur Hookway, at the Hol-
ocaust Memorial Day event.  A catalogue of the submissions will also be available on the Council’s website.  Submissions will be received 
from 8 December 2014 until 19 January 2015.  Authors of selected work will be asked to present their submission at the event.

For more information or to submit work pleae contact Mr Englefield at Wilson’s School (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk).
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Please return this form to the box outside the music dePartment office 

HOUSE MUSIC 2015
ENTRY FORM

Monday 9   -   Friday 13 March 2015

It is your responsibility to fill in these details accurately and correctly, and return to the music department by Monday 9 February

Name ________________________Form _______

Instrument ________________________________

Piece ____________________________________

Composer _________________________________

Will you require an accompanist?/Backing Track?

Accompanist / Backing Track / None

* If you require an accompanist/backing track it will be your responsibility to provide a copy of your 
accompaniment with your name, and put it in the relevant folder in the corridor outside the music room 
after you submit this form (at least two weeks in advance).  One of the music teachers will play it in the 
competition.

   The Young Musician of the Year Final will take place on Monday 20 April
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SCHOOL NOTICES
PROCESS FOR STUDENT ABSENCES DUE TO SICKNESS

In cases of illness it is important that parents contact the school on 
the first day of absence and each day thereafter.  

Requests for absence e.g. hospital appointments, should be submit-
ted three days in advance of the absence.  Requests should not be 
sent in by letter or email but should be submitted on the school’s 
‘request for absence form’.  This form can be found using:  http://
www.wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk/resources/Leave-of-Absence-
Form.pdf.

Dental/routine doctor’s appointments should be made before or 
after the school day.

Parents are respectfully reminded that if their son has sickness or di-
arrhoea he cannot come into school for 48 hours.  This is extremely 
important in preventing the spread of  illnesses around the school.

TOUGH GUY 2015

Meeting with Mr Molyneux in room 2 on Tuesday 13 January at 
1.15 p.m.

JANUARY DRAW
1st £63.75  Agnelo Gonsalves
2nd £38.25  Sunitha Pradeep-Kumar 
3rd £25.50  Laurence Nicholson

There are still spaces available to join the Wilson’s 100 Club which both 
raises money for the school and pays out cash prizes every month.  

For further information see the school website under community/par-
ents/PFA or email:  wilsons.100club@gmail.com.

PFA - 100 CLUB DRAW WINNERS - JANUARY, 2015

7TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
Saturday 10 January 2015 - 1.00pm to 6.15pm

Can you play chess? Then come to the Chess Festival!
The 7th Wilson’s Chess Festival is open to any Wilson’s School pupil.

This will be a UK Chess Challenge event and players scoring more 
than 50% will qualify for the Surrey Megafinal. There will also be 
the normal UKCC badges, mascots and prizes.

Entry fee is £15 but players will get a £5 discount if they are English 
Chess Federation (ECF) members. Any junior who has not previ-
ously been a member of the ECF can become a junior member for 
free by emailing the ECF office (office@englishchess.org.uk) stating 
name, address, school and date of birth. Others can pay on line at 
http://www.englishchess.org.uk 

There is a further £5 reduction for entries received this term. 

Everyone will play 7 games during the afternoon and nobody is 
knocked out. Each time you will play somebody with a similar score 
to your own, and so most games should be between players of 
matched ability.

Clocks will be used (15 mins + 5 secs) and all games will be ECF 
graded. 

For an entry form, or if you have any questions about this event, 
then please ask Dr Cooper. nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk 
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CANTEEN MENU 12 - 16 JANUARY, 2015

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
12 - 16 Jan

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
SOUP Chicken Soup with 

Homemade Bread
Roasted Tomato 

Soup served with 
Homemade Bread

Vegetable soup 
served with Home-

made Bread

Cream of Leek 
soup with home-

made Bread

Sweet Potato Soup 
with homemade 

Bread
MEAT CHOICE Chilli Con Carne 

served on Steamed 
Rice, Minted Yo-

ghurt

Lamb Tagine 
served on Fruity 

Couscous

Roast Pork ,  Roast 
Pots, Cabbage, Gra-

vy, Apple Sauce

Creamy Chicken 
Korma, Rice, Man-

go chutney
Naan Bread

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas

Chicken Goujons, 
Chips, Peas

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE

Broccoli and Cau-
liflower Mornay, 

New Potatoes

 Spinach ,Potato 
and Ricotta Stru-
del, Sweetcorn 

niblets

Chickpea and Len-
til Curry, Pilau Rice

Stuffed Peppers 
with Mixed Vege-

tables

Breaded Vegetable 
fingers, Chip, Peas

LIGHT BITES Chicken Drum-
sticks

Vegetable Slice

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Veg Samosa

 Chicken Drum-
sticks

Vegetable Roulade

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Quorn Escalope

NONE

JACKET POTATO
PASTA 

Topped with a 
Tomato Sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

Topped with a 
Creamy Mushroom 

Sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY 
SOMETHING 

SWEET
Forest Fruit 

Crumble with 
Custard

Rice Pudding 
with Strawberry 

Jam sauce

Apple and Cin-
namon Cake , 

Cream

Chocolate 
Sponge with 

Chocolate Sauce

Iced Doughnuts

 

The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market invest-
ment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number 
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered 
this prestigious competition to make as much profit as possible 
from their initial £100,000 investment fund. They have until the end 
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete 
against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would 
like to see how the groups are performing please see the school’s 
league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.
php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from the school (as 
of 6/01/15) are – 

1 Budget Bill  £111,961.54
2 Sharmalicious  £108,130.45
3 Natus Vincere  £107,090.32
4 Share the love  £106,934.98
5 Loggidation  £106,207.42

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
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Congratulations to the winner of the last compe-
tition of last year- Toby Collins, 7D,   who correctly 
identified the image of Somerset House, London, 
UK.  Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for 
your praise points.  Congratulations to all who 
got this correct!   On to this week’s competition:

Where in the world is this (include the name 
of the landmark and the name of the town 
and country)?  Simply email the information to 
ADS@... and the first person with the correct 
answer wins!  Get  thinking ............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime club (Monday, 
Wednesday and Thursday). Those who aspire to play chess for 
the school are encouraged to also attend Castles Chess Club 
on Thursday after school from 3.30 to 5.00 p.m. In all cases the 
meetings are in F12 in the Maths Department, and further infor-
mation can be obtained from Dr Cooper:  (nsc@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk) 

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room 
10 with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday  lunchtime in 
room 5.  Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided. 
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm 
figures.  Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch 
hour. During the February half term, on a day to be decided we shall 
arrange a Hordes Of The Things day. This will involve games on all 
the terrain boards, including the new boards . Players will be invited 
to choose three commands per side, to allow for a more interesting 
and flexible distribution of troop types. If anyone has a preference 
for a particular day, they should let Mr Lawson know. 
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Dates for your Diary

20 January Higher Education Evening 7.00 p.m.
21 January Y7 Soloists’ Evening 7.00 p.m.
23 January *Please note the Jazz Dinner Evening will
  now take place on Friday 6 March
27 January Y8 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
30 January Y11 GCSE Art Mock Exam
30 January Y9 PFA cake sale 3.05 p.m.
2 February Used Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
  Inter-form Team Chess Challenge
  (3.30 - 6.00 p.m. - main hall)

4 February Sixth Form Open Evening 
6 February Drama Soiree 7.00 p.m.
9 February Y10 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
9 February Y11 Final Options Forms returned
9 February Y8 Preliminary Options Forms returned
11 February A2 Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
13 February House Sports Competition

 

On Wednesday evening of last week the Senior Prize Giving ceremony took place for students in the Sixth Form and recent leavers to 
celebrate success in a huge range of fields during the 2013-14 academic year, from subject prizes (for students who consistently demon-
strate hard work and dedication to the subject, fully exploiting their natural talent and enthusiasm) to prizes for sport, music, CCF, chess, and 
examination performance. There were also prizes such as the Creativity Prize (for students who have impressed their teachers with the ability 
to make new connections between ideas and their fearlessness in taking risks with their work). Many of the prizes have been endowed by old 
boys and former parents and this event gives a strong sense of the rich history of the school.

Our guest speaker for the ceremony was Robert Watkinson (pictured above), an old boy and trustee of the Changarawe Project. He used his 
speech to reflect on his gratitude to the school and to consider how his experiences of travel – particularly to Africa – have enriched his life. 
Further speeches were given by students in both Prize Giving ceremonies about a wide range of activities (including chess, the Army and RAF 
sections of the CCF, badminton, debating, cricket and music).

On Thursday afternoon, the Main School Prize Giving took place to award prizes to students in Years 8-11. Again, this was a very uplifting 
event which – like the Senior Prize Giving – included musical performances of very high quality: many thanks to the players from the Senior 
Orchestra (who performed the first movement from Beethoven’s Septet), as well as Harry Perkin, Oliver De Carteret, Daniel Jacob-Ormson and 
Michael Ahearn, who were first-rate soloists. An important feature of this event is the awarding of form prizes for pupils who have consist-
ently demonstrated kindness and who have worked in various ways to improve the experience that their fellow students have at school.

PRIZEGIVING  - A CELEBRATION OF EXCELLENCE 
AT WILSON’S
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Y13 OUTSTANDING EPQ RESULTS

Congratulations to year 13 on their fantastic results in the EPQ, which have just been confirmed by the exam board. 33% of the year group 
were awarded in A*, 73% an A or A* and 94% a B or above. The results achieved are fully deserved and are a fair reflection of the huge 
amount of work put into the project by both the year group and their teachers. They will make a big difference to students’ UCAS applica-
tions; a number of students have already received reduced offers because of their grades in the EPQ, and many other universities will take 
these grades into account when making offers and deciding in August whether to give students a place.   

Special congratulations to Kyle MacNeill and Harry Perkin, who were both awarded the highest possible mark of 50/50 for their projects on 
Ginsburg’s ‘Howl’ and the collapse of the Qing Dynasty. Congratulations also to Nathan Akintunde, George Barbantan, Masood-Ul Hasan 
Makhdoom, Elliott Kasoar and Neeraj Radia, whose projects all received very high A* grades (49/50).  
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WILSONOMICS

The new edition of Wilsonomics (Issue 20) is now available on the 
Economics department section of the school website. The publi-
cation features the highlights of the outstanding work produced 
during the last term by Wilson’s students in Business Studies and 
Economics as well as an opportunity for students to contribute their 
individual reports on an area which interests them. In this edition 
the key contributors are Ebruba Abel-Unokan (Lower Sixth) who 
discusses the impact of Spotify on the music industry and Balago-
pal Vijayakumar (Upper Sixth) who analyses the Chancellor’s Au-
tumn Statement. For each edition of Wilsonomics the new Features 
Editor Ben Jacob (Lower Sixth) will be selecting the best articles 
written outside of class to be included in the publication.  If you 
would like to be considered, please e-mail him at school or speak to 
a Business Studies / Economics teacher.  

WILSON’S RETROSPECTIVE

The latest edition of the school’s history magazine ‘Wilson’s Retro-
spective’ has been published. All of the articles have been written 
by students.  A copy of the magazine can be found on the history 
department page of the school’s website

On Monday 15 and Tuesday16 December, Year 7 boys participated 
in ‘Number Day’ in support of the NSPCC. Number Day is an annual 
event to raise awareness and sponsorship for the NSPCC. The event 
took place in the 6th form North Study with all the boys working 
in teams over 3 rounds. Round 1 was a number acronyms quiz to 
warm everybody up and Round 2 was a maths relay which required 
maths problems to be solved before running up to get the next 
problem. Finally there was a maths version of Who Wants to be a 
Millionaire? - ‘Who wants to be a mathionaire?!’, to really get pulses 
racing. All boys competed brilliantly in their teams and were highly 
motivated to win the most points for their houses. It was great to 
see all the boys having fun doing some hard maths. Congratula-
tions to 7G who came first, narrowly beating 7D and 7H in second 
and third place respectively. Please note that the return date for 
sponsorship is Wednesday the 21 January 2015.

NSPCC NUMBER DAY
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T S ELIOT POETRY PRIZE

The first Sunday of the Spring term always finds the English staff 
and a cohort of sixth formers at the Royal Festival Hall on the South 
Bank for the Grand National of the poetry world, the T.S. Eliot Prize. 
This annual event, funded from the estate of the great poet of The 
Waste Land to the tune of £20,000, never fails to inspire. Seamus 
Heaney, Sean O’Brien, Carol Ann Duffy and the remarkable 
American poet Sharon Olds have all proved successful in the past 
decade. 

Front-runners this year included John Burnside, Michael Longley 
and the young poet Kevin Powers, already famous for his novel The 
Yellow Birds, written after harrowing service in the U.S. army in Iraq. 
Another young poet, Fiona Benson, was a popular student pick. 
With Ian Macmillan irresistible in the role of compere and jester, 
and the poets reading in contrasting styles, the full-house audience 
received compelling evidence of the power and vitality of modern 
verse.

In the event, the distinguished poet David Harsent, who is Profes-
sor of Creative Writing at the University of Roehampton, emerged 
triumphant with his impressive collection Fire Songs.

Sixth formers also recently attended a symposium on the American 
poet Wallace Stevens at King’s Place and will return for a follow-up 
event on Stevens’ remarkable counterpart Emily Dickinson in 
March. 

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY - TUESDAY 27 JANUARY, 2015

The theme of this year’s event is Keep the Memory Alive as 2015 marks some significant anniversaries - 27 January 2015 marks the 70th 
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau and 2015 marks the 20th anniversary of the Genocide in Srebrenica, Bosnia.

The London Borough of Sutton wants students to participate in this event by submitting a poem, letter, story, artwork (including painting 
or sculpture) or short film that reflects:

-  memories of survivors and other witnesses
-  sharing memory as a legacy; or
-  how should we memorialise the past?

The submissions will be unveiled by the Worshipful the Mayor of the London Borough of Sutton, Councillor Arthur Hookway, at the Hol-
ocaust Memorial Day event.  A catalogue of the submissions will also be available on the Council’s website.  Submissions will be received 
from 8 December 2014 until 19 January 2015.  Authors of selected work will be asked to present their submission at the event.

For more information or to submit work pleae contact Mr Englefield at Wilson’s School (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk).
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7TH WILSON’S CHESS FESTIVAL
Saturday 10 January 2015 - 1.00pm to 6.15pm

A total of 46 pupils played in the 7th Wilson’s chess festival on 
Saturday 10 January. Congratulations to the winners, Ryan Shankar 
and Vignesh Nallathambi Pillai, both of the lower sixth. Third place 
was shared by Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G), Kirishoth Sivalogarajah 
(L6) and Aranan Sivakumar (9B), with Daniel Read (7S), Dylan Perera 
(10B), Samino Fernando (8G) and Eshan Gupta (10C) one point 
behind.

21 pupils scored the 15 points or more to qualify for the UKCC Sur-
rey Megafinal to take place on Monday 4 May, Bank Holiday Mon-
day. Those who did not qualify for the Megafinal can aim to qualify 
at school chess club (Monday and/or Thursday lunchtime) over the 
next 7 weeks or at Castles Chess Club (after school on Wednesdays 
starting 21 January, 2 games each week). 

EXAM INVIGILATORS REQUIRED
£8.50 PER HOUR (inclusive of an allowance for holiday pay)

FLEXIBLE AS AND WHEN REQUIRED 

BEGINNING OF MAY TO END OF JUNE EACH YEAR.  There are also 
other opportunities throughout the year for internal examinations 
and controlled assessments. 

We are seeking to recruit up to four flexible part-time exam invig-
ilators.  Responsibilities will include the provision of an effective 
invigilation support service ensuring the integrity of school exami-
nations. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT MAY AND 
JUNE.

Please contact the Head’s PA, Mrs H Ware at hw@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk or by phone on 020 8773 7680 as soon as possible for 
an application form.  

Closing date is 6 February 2015.  

Appointment will be subject to safeguarding checks including an 
enhanced DBS (CRB) disclosure.

INTER HOUSE CHARITY COMPETITION
This year we are running a CHARITY INTERHOUSE COMPETITION.  In our 400th year we are supporting the Royal Marsden. The boys will be 
encouraged to raise as much money as they can for this worthy charity.  There will be a variety of events running during the course of the 
year  that the boys can get involved in, these will be advertised in the newsletter and on the plasma screen. 

We have already raised just over £3K and our target is 10k. We hope that as many boys as possible wil get involved and help us to reach, or 
even better, our target.

House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.
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CANTEEN MENU 19 - 23 JANUARY, 2015

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
19  -23  January 2015

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
SOUP Cream of Mush-

room Soup with 
Homemade Bread

Minestrone Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread

Potato and Leek 
Soup with Home-

made Bread

Carrot and Cori-
ander Soup with 

Homemade Bread

Courgette Soup 
served with Home-

made Bread
MEAT CHOICE Sausage and Mash 

served with 
Beans and Gravy

Beef Rogan Josh 
served with 

Steamed Rice, 
Mango chutney

Roast Turkey
served with

  Stuffing, Roast 
potatoes Carrots & 

Parsnips, Gravy

 Teriyaki Salmon 
Fillet

 served with
 stir- fried Vegs and 

Egg noodles

Battered Fish or 
Chicken Goujons 

served with
 Chips and peas

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE

Goats Cheese Tarts 
Served with New 

Potatoes, Peas

Vegetable Lasagne 
served with Her-

bed Potatoes

Wild mushroom 
and tarragon ri-

sotto, 

Aubergine and 
Spinach Curry with 

Rice

Spicy bean Burger, 
Chips and peas

LIGHT BITES Chicken Drum-
sticks

Veg curry pastie

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Veg Samosa

 Chicken Drum-
sticks

Cheese and Onion 
Slice

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Quornish pastie

NONE

JACKET POTATO
PASTA 

Topped with a 
Tomato Sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

Topped with a 
Cheesy Sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY 
SOMETHING 

SWEET
Apple & Cinna-
mon Crumble 
with Custard

Rice Pudding 
with Strawberry 

Jam sauce

Marmalade 
sponge with 

Cream

Chocolate 
Sponge with 

Chocolate Sauce

Strawberry 
Cheesecake

The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market invest-
ment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number 
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered 
this prestigious competition to make as much profit as possible 
from their initial £100,000 investment fund. They have until the end 
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete 
against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would 
like to see how the groups are performing please see the school’s 
league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.
php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from the school (as 
of 12/01/15) are – 

1 Budget Bill  £112,622.13
2 Sharmalicious  £108,987.02
3 Natus Vincere  £107,358.59
4 Share the love  £106,833.56
5 Loggidation  £106,723.01

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
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WILSON’S JAZZ DINNER EVENING - 6 MARCH 2015 - 7.00 P.M.

‘Blue Note’ - New York’s famous Jazz club comes to Wilson’s! 

Friday 6 March will really be a night to remember.   All the boys 
who play in Wilson’s jazz groups and sing in the Barbershop group 
will get together and entertain us with a sophisticated evening of 
live jazz and great American themed food with the ambience of 
‘The Blue Note’!

Mel Ross and her team will be preparing an all American feast 
including nibbles on the table as guests arrive, crispy fried chicken, 
sweet potato fries and the infamous Waldorf salad followed by a 
real New York cheesecake…it will be delicious!

The evening is going to be hosted by Archie MacGillivray who will 
certainly keep us entertained with his witty banter between sets.

If you have attended these evenings before you will know what 
a great night it is.   If you are new to jazz at Wilson’s please come 
along for what will, we promise, be a fantastic evening and one 
which you won’t want to miss.   It’s one of those special evenings 
which are worth getting a table together for.   Please make sure 
you let us know who you would like to sit with, or we can make up 
tables on the evening so you get to know new friends.

Tickets are available via Parentmail 2.   

We look forward to seeing you there.
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ART DEPARTMENT UPDATE
The Art Department is always a busy place to be, but we would like 
to share with you what is currently happening in the department.  

In the classroom, Year 7 students are preparing to produce their 
final fantasy beast paintings. In Year 8, the boys are beginning to 
create replicas of real things in their ‘Fakes and Forgeries’ projects 
– in which classes of 31 boys work on their own 2D or 3D ideas. If 
this sounds ambitious, I can assure you that it is, and that is why it 
is such a fantastic job to be Head of Art at Wilson’s.   Exciting work is 
always possible with a class of Wilson’s boys! 

Oil paintings and sculpture projects are on the go in Year 9 and Year 
10 GCSE classes. The GCSE and GCE exam classes of 2015 are in the 
last couple of weeks of their coursework before the exam papers 
are issued, so it’s down to business with exam preparation.

Outside the classroom, A level art student Charlie Stewart present-
ed a talk on Tim Burton’s animation, Vincent, at the regional heats 

of the ‘ARTiculation’ competition, held at the Saatchi Gallery in 
London. 

Our technician, Barbara Cvejik-Reeve, is preparing an entry of work 
by the boys for the annual Sutton Schools art exhibition in Febru-
ary.   She has also just set up the department’s new library area and 
hung fantastic displays of work and resources on the walls of the 
new Lower School.  

The banner for the Food Truck, the outside catering van, has been 
designed using the winning entries of boys from the Art and D&T 
departments, and other art and design competitions will be an-
nounced during this Quatercentenary school year of 2015. 

Meanwhile, after school Life Drawing classes continue as part of the 
department’s focus on drawing as a skill central to all aspects of the 
creative process.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition, Ashwin Venkatakrishnan 8G,   who 
correctly identified the image as Stonehenge in 
Wiltshire, UK.  .  Please come and see Mr Sturt in 
rm 24 for your praise points.  Congratulations to 
all who got this correct!   On to this week’s com-
petition:

Where in the world is this (include the name 
of the landmark and the name of the town 
and country)?  Simply email the information to 
ADS@... and the first person with the correct 
answer wins!  Get  thinking ............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room 
10 with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things club takes place every Friday  lunchtime in 
room 5.  Veterans welcome and new students especially welcome.
It is a fantasy miniatures game; terrain and miniatures are provided. 
Think of it as a poor man’s version of Warhammer, with tiny 6mm 
figures.  Rules are simple and fun games may be had during a lunch 
hour. During the February half term, on a day to be decided we shall 
arrange a Hordes Of The Things day. This will involve games on all 
the terrain boards, including the new boards . Players will be invited 
to choose three commands per side, to allow for a more interesting 
and flexible distribution of troop types. If anyone has a preference 
for a particular day, they should let Mr Lawson know. 
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

Wilson's Dream League 2014/15
FIRST DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
U15A 20 16 1 3 71 27 44 49 2.45 82.50%
U13A 19 14 1 4 77 38 39 43 2.26 76.32%
1st XI 25 15 6 4 63 33 30 51 2.04 72.00%
U12A 18 11 1 6 69 32 37 34 1.89 63.89%
U14A 21 12 0 9 51 41 10 36 1.71 57.14%
3rd XI 14 7 2 3 44 31 13 23 1.64 57.14%
2nd XI 17 6 1 10 42 48 -6 19 1.12 38.24%

Total 134 81 12 39 417 250 167 255 13.117 65.30%
SECOND DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
U12B 12 9 0 3 41 28 13 27 2.25 75.00%
6th XI 4 3 0 1 10 3 7 9 2.25 75.00%
U14B 9 5 2 2 25 14 11 17 1.89 66.67%
U12C 6 3 2 1 33 16 17 11 1.83 66.67%
U15B 7 1 3 2 15 18 -3 6 0.86 35.71%
4th XI 9 2 1 7 15 31 -16 7 0.78 27.78%
U13B 8 2 0 6 17 38 -21 6 0.75 25.00%
5th XI 4 2 0 2 8 9 -1 6 0.00 0.00%

Total 59 27 8 24 164 157 7 89 11 42.40%

Other 15 8 2 4 74 34 40 26 1.73 60.00%

Total 208 116 22 67 655 441 214 370 25 61.06%

FOOTBALL RESULTS
Wednesday 7 January
Wilson’s vs. Brentwood

1st XI won 5 - 0
2nd XI lost 1 - 8
3rd XI lost 2 - 3
4th XI lost 0 - 3
5th XI lost 0 - 4

Friday 9 January
Wilson’s vs. St. Paul’s

U15A lost 0 - 3

Saturday 10 January
Wilson’s vs. wimbledon college

1st XI won 3 - 2
U15A won 4 - 3
U14A lost 1 - 3
U13A won 6 - 1
U12A won 5 - 1

Saturday 10 January
Wilson’s vs. Ewell Castle

2nd XI won 4 - 0
U15B lost 1 - 5
U14B won 4 - 0
U13B won 6 - 1
U12B won 4 - 0
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Dates for your Diary

23 January *Please note the Jazz Dinner Evening will
  now take place on Friday 6 March
27 January Y8 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
30 January Y11 GCSE Art Mock Exam
30 January Y9 PFA cake sale 3.05 p.m.
2 February Used Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
  Inter-form Team Chess Challenge
  (3.30 - 6.00 p.m. - main hall)

4 February Sixth Form Open Evening (6.00 - 8.00 p.m.)
6 February Drama Soiree 7.00 p.m.
9 February Y10 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
9 February Y11 Final Options Forms returned
9 February Y8 Preliminary Options Forms returned
11 February A2 Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
13 February House Sports Competition (Y7)

Wednesday evening saw more than thirty extremely talented Year 7 students showcase their musical prowess at the Wilson’s Year 7 Soloists’ 
Evening.   This is an annual event which allows many of the students who have instrumental lessons at school each week to show their 
parents how they are progressing.   The students performed a wide variety of music including pieces by Beethoven, Grieg, Kember and Han-
del.  

All the boys performed to an incredibly high standard and produced outstanding performances on instruments including the piano, 
keyboard, tuba, violin, flute, trumpet, trombone, clarinet, tuned percussion and saxophone.  We would like to thank all the peripatetic music 
teachers, Mr Clayden and Mr Lissimore for their piano accompaniments and support.   

YEAR 7 SOLOISTS’ EVENING
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VEX ROBOTICS COMPETITION - report by Cosmin Vonsovici (Y8)
“Four students from Year 8,Vishal Anbu, Cosmin Vonsovici, Daniel Burgess and Vaibhav Malhotra, represented Wilson’s in the VEX IQ Robot-
ics Challenge, a contest in which students have to design and build a robot using kits provided in order to compete in a series of challenges 
and games.   Students, with guidance from 6th form students and team manager, Max Riddings (also pictured below), used the VEX Ro-
botics Design System to build innovative robots designed to score the most points possible in qualification matches, elimination matches, 
skills challenges and programming races.  This year the main challenge was to move several cubes from one half of the arena to the scoring 
zone using the robot in 60 seconds.  The team with the most cubes moved to the opposite half of the arena was the winner. 

This meant pupils had to consider speed, size and other relevant factors to make their robot more effective, giving them an advantage. 
For me, this was a thrilling experience.  I loved every second of it.  For me, this was a thrilling experience. I loved every second of it. We were 
arguably disadvantaged because we had only possessed our kits for two months whereas other schools had practiced with them for a year.  
This made it much more challenging and exciting.  Upon entry and seeing what the other schools had built, we thought we had no chance 
of winning.  However, we proved ourselves wrong.  Having won the regional competition, our team will now be competing in the National 
Vex Finals in Birmingham.   I recommend to every Wilson’s boy who wants an unforgettable experience, to participate in this event next 
year.”
by Cosmin Vonsovici (Y8)

 Robotics club is open to all Yr8. Students. Monday 15:30 – 16:30 in the Design & Technology Department. 
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INTER HOUSE CHARITY COMPETITION
This year we are running a CHARITY INTERHOUSE COMPETITION.  In our 400th year we are supporting the Royal Marsden. The boys will be 
encouraged to raise as much money as they can for this worthy charity.  There will be a variety of events running during the course of the 
year  that the boys can get involved in, these will be advertised in the newsletter and on the plasma screen. 

We have already raised just over £3K and our target is 10k. We hope that as many boys as possible wil get involved and help us to reach, or 
even better, our target.

Having come second in our group the team started the plate tournament with a home fixture against Whitgift school.  Each team consists 
of four players – one each from years 13, 12, 11 and 9.  They mainly attempt problems individually, but work in pairs in the geometry round 
and all together in the team round.  

Following a good start the team were outscored in the mental arithmetic round, with questions such as “30 chess players meet for an 
important tournament.  Given that each shakes hands with all the other players at a pre-tournament reception, find how many handshakes 
there are.”   Wilson’s caught up in the algebra round to being only a couple of points down going into the final, race round.  However again 
we were outplayed on questions such as “Find the next year after 2014 which is a prime number.”    So despite a high score of 42 we lost by 
4 points.  It was a good team performance by Adam Taylor (U6), Harry Goodburn (L6), Luke Shortland (11G) and Jonathan Coombe (9H).   
Congratulations to all of them.  

Answers: 435, 2017

HANS WOYDA MATHEMATICS COMPETITION

House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.

SCHOOL NOTICES
WORK EXPERIENCE

A reminder to Y11 that the deadline to find a work experience 
placement is Monday 23 February. If you have found a placement 
already please make sure you have completed the form and re-
turned it to Mrs Chaplin in the School Admin Office so that the
placement can be verified and confirmed.  Mrs Chaplin will also be 
happy to help you find a place if you are having difficulty.

Remember many schools will be going out for work experience at 
the same time in the summer so there is competition for the best 
placements.  In order to be at the front of the queue, make sure you 
find somewhere before the end of February.
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EXAM INVIGILATORS REQUIRED

£8.50 PER HOUR (inclusive of an allowance for holiday pay)

FLEXIBLE AS AND WHEN REQUIRED 

BEGINNING OF MAY TO END OF JUNE EACH YEAR.  There are also 
other opportunities throughout the year for internal examinations 
and controlled assessments. 

We are seeking to recruit up to four flexible part-time exam invig-
ilators.  Responsibilities will include the provision of an effective 
invigilation support service ensuring the integrity of school exami-
nations. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT MAY AND 
JUNE.

Please contact the Head’s PA, Mrs H Ware at hw@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk or by phone on 020 8773 7680 as soon as possible for 
an application form.  

Closing date is 6 February 2015.  

Appointment will be subject to safeguarding checks including an 
enhanced DBS (CRB) disclosure.

Please support Wilson’s 
‘Bag Bottle Box Appeal 2015’

Wouldn't you like to declutter your home of all surplus Christmas 
gifts and raise funds for Wilson’s School simply by doing so ? ?

All donated items are matched to create hamper prizes which are raffled at PFA 
events throughout the year. The proceeds from these raffle sales are then fed back 

to our school for the benefit of our children.      

“…the current fund-raising effort is for the procurement of new school mini-buses”

All items of good quality welcomed! 

…Boxed chocolates, Wines, Spirits, Bath accessories, Perfumes, Soaps, Candles, Home 
fragrances, Costume jewellery, Pen sets, Novelty cups/ glasses/ plates,… 

‘Go on, surprise us!’ 

Collection takes place throughout 
January at 

Wilson’s School Main Reception Desk

BAG, BOTTLE AND BOX APPEAL, 2015
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CANTEEN MENU 26 - 30 JANUARY, 2015

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 26 - 30 Jan 2015 

 

 Monday – Burn’s 
Day Celebration 

Menu 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

SOUP Scotch Broth with 
Homemade Bread 

Tomato soup 
with 

Homemade 
Bread 

Sweet Potato 
Soup  & 

Homemade 
Bread 

Chicken Soup 
with 

Homemade 
Bread 

Vegetable Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread 

MEAT CHOICE Haggis, Neeps and 
Tatties 

Breaded Turkey 
Escalope, with 
New Potatoes 

and Green 
beans 

Roasted Lamb, 
Roast Potatoes, 

Cabbage , 
Gravy, Mint 

Sauce 

Thai Style 
Chicken Curry 
served with 

Rice, Chutney 

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas 

Chicken Goujons, 
chips, peas 

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE 

RUMBLEDETHUMPS 
Potato, Cabbage and 

onion topped with 
Scottish Cheddar 

Lentil Dhal 
served with 

Steamed Rice 

Roasted 
Vegetable 

Tortilla, Herbed 
Potatoes 

Mushroom and 
Courgette 

Stroganoff with 
Basmati Rice 

Vegetable 
Nuggets, Chips 

and Peas 

LIGHT BITES Chicken Drumsticks 
Vegetable Slice 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 
Veg samosa 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Vegetable Roll 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Veg Curry Pastie 

Chicken and 
Mushroom Pie 

JACKET POTATO 
PASTA  

Served with a 
tomato sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheese 

Served with 
three cheese 

sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheese 

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET 

POTATOES TODAY 
SOMETHING 

SWEET 
Butterscotch Tart 

with Cream 
Rice Pudding 
with topping  

Syrup Sponge 
with Custard 

Choc Sponge 
with Choc Sauce 

Chocolate Fudge 
Cake 

The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market invest-
ment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a number 
of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered 
this prestigious competition to make as much profit as possible 
from their initial £100,000 investment fund. They have until the end 
of January to make as large a return as possible as they compete 
against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would 
like to see how the groups are performing please see the school’s 
league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.
php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams from the school (as 
of 21/01/15) are – 

1 Budget Bill  £117,126.53
2 Sharmalicious  £113,495.53
3 CVRK2014  £111,083.61 
4 Loggidation  £110,571.19
5 Natus Vincere  £109,769.56

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE

To celebrate the short life of Scotland’s famous poet and lyricist, Robert Burns who was born on  25 January 1759, the canteen will  be 
producing a traditional scottish menu, consisting of scotch broth, haggis, neeps and tatties followed by butterscotch tart. 
For those not partial to a bit of scottish fayre there will be other options available.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition, Toby Collins, 7D,   who correctly 
identified the image as Anne Frank’s House in 
Amsterdam, Holland.  Please come and see Mr 
Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points.  Congrat-
ulations to all who got this correct!   On to this 
week’s competition:

Where in the world is this (include the name 
of the landmark and the name of the town 
and country)?  Simply email the information to 
ADS@... and the first person with the correct 
answer wins!  Get  thinking ............

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room 
10 with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   We are hoping to have a whole day’s Hordes of the Things 
gaming on Friday 20 February. It is hoped that permission letters 
will be given out this coming Friday, 23 January and will be avail-
able also on Friday 30 January. Come along and get a letter if this 
interests you. It is planned that the entire collection of about 10,000 
miniatures will be used, along with the terrain. The new hobgoblin 
army, complete with terrain will make its debut on Friday
30 January.    It is pretty spectacular and should be seen by anyone 
interested in miniatures gaming, even if they aren’t interested in 
Hordes of the Things.
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

FOOTBALL RESULTS
All football matches were cancelled due to frost.

BADMINTON RESULTS
BADMINTON VS. GLYN - YEAR 7
The year 7 A and B teams took on Glyn school in a timed match.
They played  45 games and the final total points score decided the winners.
Glyn scored 644 points against  Wilson’s but Wilson’s scored  1009 points to make them the winners.
Benjamin and Malcolm were top points scorers for Wilson’s with 164 points from their 5 games
The next match for the school is on Friday when the U.15 C take on Winston Churchill A in the Surrey League.

BADMINTON CLUBS
There has been a change to club practice times starting Monday 26 January.
An additional practice day has been added on Friday after school on 3 courts for those students in Years 7/8 who wish to attend. (3.05 
until 4.30pm).  Year 7 still have a session on Mondays and Year 8 can still attend on Thursdays. The Friday session is open to any players in 
Years 7 or 8, even if they play in the other sessions.

NATIONAL CUP
The next round of the National Cup is to be played on 5 February at Westcroft Sports Centre and involves the U.14 and U.16 teams all day.
Times and teams will be advised closer to the date

CHESS RESULTS
Wilson’s A lost to RGS Guildford A 2.5 – 3.5 
Wins for Philip Knott (U6) and Vyas Raina (L6)

Wilson’s C lost to RGS Guildford B 2.5 – 3.5 
Wins for Aranan Sivakumar (9B) and Thomas Short (U6) 

Wilson’s E beat RGS Guildford C 6.5 – 5.5 
Wins for Kiran Lee (7S, 2 wins), Kiran Gopinathan (10C) Kevin Gu 
(10H), Eshan Gupta (10C) and Sachit Raghavan (7C)

Wilson’s F drew with George Abbott A 6 – 6
Wins for Andy Deng (8C, 2 wins), Samino Fernando (8G), Hashim 
Hussain (9G) and William Eade (9G).
Reserves won 2 – 0 with both Alexander Dang (10S) and Neev 
Treham (L6) winning

Wilson’s U13 beat RGS Guildford U13 8.5 – 3.5 
Wins for Koushikk Ayyappan (7B, 2 wins), Abdullah Ghalib (8C), 
Arenkan Kularaj (8C), Varun Jain (8H) and Nivjesh Aravinthan (7D)
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Dates for your Diary

2 February Used Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
  Inter-form Team Chess Challenge
  (3.30 - 6.00 p.m. - main hall)
3 February  Student Well-Being Day (days ends 3.05pm for 
  Y7-10, 1.05pm for Y11)
4 February Sixth Form Open Evening (6.00 - 8.00 p.m.)
5 & 6 February Drama Soiree 7.00 p.m.
9 February Y10 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.

9 February Y11 Final Options Forms returned
9 February Y8 Preliminary Options Forms returned
11 February A2 Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
13 February House Sports Competition (Y7)
16 - 20 Feb Half Term
23 February  Y12 Internal Exams all week
24 February Iceland Trip Parents’ Information Evening

On Monday 12 January, Charlie Stewart rep-
resented the school at the London heat of 
the ARTiculation competition. This was held 
at the Saatchi Gallery and drew in competi-
tors from other top London schools. 

The competition involves giving a 10 minute 
presentation on a chosen artwork. Charlie’s 
speech on Tim Burton’s animation , Vincent, 
was recited in rhyming couplets in the 
manner of Hollywood horror legend, Vincent 
Price. His was a very popular and engaging 
piece that gained him second prize - a fan-
tastic achievement by Charlie. 

The school track record for prize-winners at 
ARTiculation is now one of the highest in the 
event.

ARTiculation COMPETITION
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Alasdair Harris, OW, has recently been featured in the Daily Telegraph in a substantial article about his work in Madagascar which chal-
lenges the accepted wisdom of marine conservation with a combination of sea cucumber farming and family planning.  

Dr Harris was a pupil at Wilson’s some seventeen years ago before he went to the University of Edinburgh.  At about this time he organ-
ised a trip to Madagascar to survey coral degradation in the Indian Ocean.  The charity Blue Ventures which Dr Harris co-founded with 
Tom Savage, a friend from Edinburgh was founded in 2003.  Their model was to fund conservation by running gap-year expeditions.  
They initially charged £1,500 for six weeks, including full board, scientific training and a diving course (the price is now £2,500).

He is critical of traditional marine conservation and is sceptical about the efficacy of Marine Protected Areas as currently constituted,
preferring an approach which means working more closely with people who live on tropical coasts and for whom the sea is a lifeline.  
Dr Harris intends to extend the Blue Ventures model to south-east Asia, east Africa and the Pacific and, closer to home, he would also 
wish to work with the industrial fishing communities in Britain.

ALASDAIR HARRIS, OLD WILSONIAN
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WILSON’S ANNUAL JAZZ DINNER EVENING
Friday 6 March at 7pm – Buy your tickets now!

Wilson’s Jazz Dinner Evening is nearly here and tickets are selling fast!

Steve Ashworth, Wilson’s answer to Ronnie Scott, will be presenting the evening which will be divided into several ‘sets’ with highlights 
from Wilson’s Senior, Intermediate and Junior Jazz Bands.   There will also be a guest appearance from the Wilson’s House Band.

The food and décor will be ‘New York’ style.  An intimate ambience with Mel Ross and her team serving a delicious buffet with fried chick-
en, Mac ‘n’ Cheese, Waldorf salad, New York Cheesecake and other tasty treats!   Who needs to go to a Jazz Club in London when we have 
such talented musicians and fantastic food here at Wilson’s?

Tickets are £12 each and can be purchased from the Finance Office via Parentmail2.

We are also very excited about the Joint Concert with Wallington High School for Girls on Monday 23 March.   The choirs are busy rehears-
ing Handel’s Messiah and the Dvorak Symphony No 9 and both are sounding great – it’s not too late to get involved, so if you would like to 
join please see Mr Rogers.

Please put the dates in your diary now and buy your tickets through ParentMail2, for what will be another amazing term for Wilson’s 
Music!
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SCHOOL NOTICES
Summer 2015 GCE EXAMS

Students retaking units in the summer of 2015 please be aware of 
the following points:

•	 Ensure	your	Head	of	Department	is	aware	of	any	
 retakes
•	 Please	use	one	cheque	for	all	retakes
•	 Mark	on	the	back	of	the	cheque	your	candidate	number,		 	
 name  and unit code/s
•	 Make	cheques	payable	to	“Wilson’s	School”
•	 Cheques	must	be	given	to	Mr	Harmsworth	in	the	
 School Admin Office by 12.00pm on Friday 20 
 February
•	 Failure	to	meet	this	deadline	will	result	in	the	candidate		 	
 not being entered for the exam
•	 Late	entry	fees	are	charged	at	double	the	rate	by	all	
 exam boards
•	 The	cost	of	retaking	a	unit	is	shown	below:	

AQA/OCR/EDEXCEL

Business Studies    £20.65  
Physics     £16.20   
Biology     £18.80
Chemistry    £13.75    
Mathematics    £16.20   
Economics    £23.30
English Literature    £20.65 
ICT/Computing    £21.10   
French     £27.60 
Geography    £20.65    
Classic Civ    £21.10    
German     £27.60 
History     £20.65   
DT     £21.10    
Gov & Politics    £23.30
Philosophy    £20.65   
Latin     £21.10    
Art     £23.85
Music     £23.85

REMEMBER THE DEADLINE FOR CHEQUES IS 12.00pm ON FRI-
DAY 20 FEBRUARY 2015

COLD WATER SWIMMING
Samuel and Patrick Smith (9B and 7B) took part in the UK Cold Water Swimming Championships on Saturday 24 January held at the 
Tooting Bec Lido. Cold water swimmers came from around the UK and various other European countries, including a large contingent 
from Poland. The races were a 30m swim (one width of the pool) in water which was 3.5°C. Samuel won a gold medal in the 10-14 
breaststroke. Patrick, Mum and Dad just missed medals coming 4th, 4th and 6th respectively in their categories. Also competing was 
Arthur Ingamells 11B who bravely entered the water twice for the 15-19 breaststroke and freestyle.
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
2 - 6 FEBRUARY 2015

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
SOUP Mulligataw-

ny Soup with 
Homemade 

bread

Green Pea & 
Mint  Soup with 

Homemade 
bread

Tomato & 
Basil soup with 

Homemade 
Bread

Sweetcorn 
Chowder with 

Homemade 
bread

Cream of 
Mushroom soup 
with Homemade 

Bread
MEAT CHOICE Chicken con 

carne served 
with Rice, Sour 

Cream

Toad in the Hole, 
Onion Gravy

Roasted chicken, 
Stuffing, Roast 

Potatoes, Carrots

Beef Rogan Josh,  
Pilau Rice, 

Mango Chutney

Battered Fish & 
Chips, peas

Chicken Goujons 
& Chips, Peas

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE

Tomato, Basil, 
Mozzarella 
Bruschetta, 
mixed Salad

Spinach and 
Chickpea Curry, 

Steamed Rice

Sweet Chilli 
Vegetable 

Noodles & Feta

Vegetable 
Tortilla lasagne, 

Sweetcorn

Spicy Vegetable 
Burger, Chips, 
Peas or Beans

LIGHT BITES Chicken 
Drumsticks
Cheese and 
Onion Pastie

Chicken 
Drumsticks

Hash Browns

Chicken 
Drumsticks
Vegetable 

Samosa

Chicken 
Drumsticks

Curry Vegetable 
Pastie

BBQ Chicken 
Legs

Minced Beef Pie

JACKET 
POTATO
PASTA 

Pasta with 
Tomato Sauce

Served with 
Beans/cheese

Pasta with 
Cheesy Sauce

Served with 
Beans/cheese

NONE

SOMETHING 
SWEET

Apple Crumble 
and Custard

Rice Pudding 
served with 

Topping

Lemon Sponge, 
vanilla cream

Chocolate cake 
with Chocolate 

Sauce

Strawberry 
Mousse

The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock market investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies students (plus a 
number of Lower Sixth Economists) have formed groups and have entered this prestigious competition to make as much profit 
as possible from their initial £100,000 investment fund. They have until the end of January to make as large a return as possible as 
they compete against around 7500 teams from around the country. If you would like to see how the groups are performing please 
see the school’s league table at http://www.studentinvestor.org/portfolio-league.php?school=4924. The top 5 performing teams 
from the school as the competition enters its final few days are:-

1 Budget Bill  £120,780.04
2 Loggidation  £114,063.53
3 Sharmalicious  £112,885.66
4 CVRK2014  £112,705.60 
5 ArkTech  £112,122.78

STUDENT INVESTOR CHALLENGE
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition- Ken Li, 7B   who correctly identified 
the	image	of	Urquhart	Castle,	Loch	Ness,	Scot-
land, UK.  Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 
for your praise points.  Congratulations to all who 
got this correct!    

Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  Simply 
email the information to ADS@... and the first per-
son with the correct answer wins!  Get thinking 
(bonus praise as well if you can link to the reason 
this image was chosen!).

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions,	as	well	as	interesting	games	and	puzzles.			

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice	has	equal	weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Wednesday lunchtimes in Room 
10 with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   We are hoping to have a whole day’s Hordes of the Things 
gaming on Friday 20 February. Permission letters will be given out 
on Friday. Come along and get a letter if this interests you. It is 
planned that the entire collection of about 10,000 miniatures will 
be used, along with the terrain. The new hobgoblin army, complete 
with terrain will make its debut on Friday 30 January.    It is pretty 
spectacular and should be seen by anyone interested in miniatures 
gaming, even if they aren’t interested in Hordes of the Things.
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

FOOTBALL RESULTS

Tuesday 20 Jan

U13A     won       4-0          v              KCS Wimbledon               
U13B     lost         2-1          v              KCS Wimbledon
U13C     lost         3-1          v              KCS Wimbledon
U13D     lost         4-2          v              KCS Wimbledon

Wednesday 21st Jan

1st XI      won       3-1          v              Overton Grange (Semi-final  
    District cup)
2nd XI     won       2-0          v              Sutton Grammar
3rd XI      won       5-0          v              Glenthorne (Quarter-final  
    District Cup)
4th XI      lost         0-0          v              Sutton  Grammar                             
6th XI      won       4-0          v              Ewell Castle 1st XI
7th XI      lost         7-5          v              Claremont 1st XI                
8/9th XI  won       4-1          v              Sutton Grammar

Thursday 22nd Jan

U14A     won       5-0          v              Saudi Arabian Academy

Saturday 24th Jan

U15A     won       4-0          City of London U15A
U14A     drew     1-1          City of London U14A
U14B     lost         5-0          Carshalton U14A/B
U13A     lost         3-2          City of London U13A
U13B     lost         7-2          Carshalton U13A/B
U12A     won       3-1          City of London U12A
U12B     won       3-0          Carshalton U12A/B
U12C     lost         6-0          Carshalton U12B/C
U12D     lost         10-4       Carshalton U12C/D

1ST XI MAKE THE FINAL!

With the prospect of a first cup final of the season bearing over 
them, Wilson’s went into their District Cup game against Overton 
with high spirits. A bogey team of many years, we had never found 
beating Overton an easy task, but we knew that today was as good 
a day as ever to finally change our fortunes and eliminate our 
opponents from the competition.

From the kick off, it was clear that we were the stronger of the two 
teams.	Lots	of	aggressive	shutting	down	in	the	middle	and	quick	
passing saw us fashion a few chances, unfortunately with none hit-
ting the target. The game stood evenly balanced for the most part, 
despite us having the majority of possession and control. Neither 
keeper had too many shots to save, leaving the game well-poised.

The deadlock was broken, however, after some brilliant strength 
by Rob Harwood, who worked his way past the full back along the 
byline before sliding in a cross to Curtis Rose who, in a somewhat 
unorthodox	fashion,	managed	to	squeeze	the	ball	over	the	line.	
A strange, unexpected goal, but a goal nonetheless, and we were 
propelled ahead.

Unfortunately, our lead was not to last as long as we’d hoped. A 
rather contentious penalty decision saw Overton gain the oppor-
tunity to put the game level. Their striker stepped up and slammed 
the ball home into the bottom corner past James Sheridan’s out-
stretched hand, and the game stood at 1-1 going into half time.

At the break, Mr. Simmons gave us a talk that urged us on to pur-
sue the chance for cup success. It was now that the ever-present 
JLS lyrics seemed to ring more true than ever, as we looked to seize 
our	“one	shot”	and	“make	it	count”.	A	quick	change	of	personnel	
with Ayo Akin-Agunbiade coming off for Dion Barnaby and we 
were ready to battle in the second half, motivated to succeed in 
true Wilsonian spirit.

Early	doors	it	was	clear	that	we	had	come	out	a	lot	more	quickly	
than our opponents, as we dominated in the centre of the park. 
We were winning first balls, second headers, and our passing 
remained slick as we built on the authority we had begun to exert 
towards the end of the first half.

After a period of domination, it looked inevitable that a goal was 
to come soon - and it did. A mazy run through the centre of the 
park by Jalen Gravesande saw him lay the ball out wide right into 
the feet of Dion Barnaby who, using great speed and strength, 
breezed past the left back into the penalty area before smashing a 
fierce, well-hit shot across the baffled Overton ‘keeper, giving us a 
2-1 lead.

In a position of ascendancy, we looked to consolidate our lead 
in order to put the game to bed. A run down the right wing from 
Dion	Barnaby	saw	him	square	the	ball	across	the	area	into	the	path	
of Jalen Gravesande, who burst across the front of the keeper to 
retrieve the ball, before being brought down in theatrical manner. 
A stonewall penalty, the referee was met with remonstrations from 
the Overton players, but stood firmly by his decision.  Rob 

Harwood stepped up to take the penalty, before cooly slotting 
home, putting us 3-1 up.

As the game reached its closing stages, it was clear that our fitness 
was superior to that of our opponents, as attack after attack 
followed, and we bore down constantly on the Overton goal. Late 
in the game, we were not resting on our laurels, and looked to 
score again. A ball wrapped into the middle by Dion Barnaby was 
touched	down	with	unquestionable	finesse	by	returning	skipper	
Sam Conway into the path of Jalen Gravesande on the edge of 
the area, whose volley, despite being so sweetly struck, whistled 
just	over	the	bar,	denying	us	what	would’ve	been	an	unequivocal	
contender for goal of the season.

Despite a well-contended first half, a strong second spell saw us 
secure the solid 3-1 victory and progress to the final. A tactical 
masterclass from Mr. Simmons means that we march on into the 
District Cup Final, where we wait eagerly to face either Sutton 
Grammar or Stanley Park.
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Dates for your Diary

9 February Y10 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
9 February Y11 Final Options Forms returned
9 February Y8 Preliminary Options Forms returned
11 February A2 Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
13 February House Sports Competition (Y7)
16 - 20 Feb Half Term
23 February  Y12 Internal Exams all week
24 February Iceland Trip Parents’ Information Evening
 

2 March  Parents’ Prayer Group mtg. 8.00 p.m.
6 March  Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
6 March  Y8 Final Options Forms issued
11 March GCSE Musicians’ Evening II 7.00 p.m.
12 March EARLY FINISH
13 March Y9 PFA Cake Sale

 

On Sunday 1 February, a hardy group of staff and boys 
left Wilson’s at 5am for a coach trip to Wolverhampton to 
participate in this year’s Tough Guy Challenge.  A ‘challenge’ 
indeed.  It is a race for very few, for most it is a voyage of 
discovery.  It takes physical strength and endurance, plus 
great mental fortitude to face the challenges and over-
come them.  Over 400 people took part and 40% did not 
finish.  The conditions were as cold as they have ever been.  
The regular immersion in cold water, immense obstacles 
and fear climbs took their  toll.  A number of boys fell by 
the wayside. In most cases the mind was strong but the 
body succumbed to the most stressful examination it had 
ever encountered in its short life.

Jack Mason was only a matter of metres away from the 
finish line before he was pulled from the race by the 
medical staff.  Ben Barry was in 25th position after the 
main part of the run and looking for an outstanding finish.  
However, the cold, icy water caused painful and repetitive 
cramp which was his undoing.   Nathaniel Aloshias lost a 
shoe with a couple of miles to go and despite a huge effort 
could not continue…. and so it went on with others having 
to accept defeat…..Even the school fitness instructor fell to 
the onset of cramp and the cold.  However in amongst the 
carnage a number of boys took on the challenge and suc-
ceeded.  Tim Mash finished first amongst the Wilson’s boys. 
He was followed by Harry Tee, Charlie Newman-Sanders, 
Charlie Mincer, Paul Wrona, Charlie Wood, Harry Rose, Theo 
Bibby, Ewan Robertson, James Barry, Aditya Doshi, Alex 
Storey, Alex Sparks, Hussain Taibjee, James Sheridan and 
Joshua Hyams-Parish.  And of course…….the staff ladies.  
Miss Lambert and Dr Whiting both finished after displays of 
immense fortitude and courage.  They beat huge numbers 
of men in the race and a number of our boys.  Dr Whiting 
was placed 13th out of all the ladies taking part, which 
numbered over 400.

Our thanks go to the parents who attended the event and 
to Miss Gibson who helped with the organisation and 
handed out jelly babies for extra energy!

We hope to have raised lots of money for Multiple Sclerosis 
sufferers in Sutton.

Everyone who stood at that start line is indeed a “Tough 
Guy”.  ARE YOU UP FOR IT IN 2016 ?..........

TOUGH GUY, 2015
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With almost all of the school’s forms sending a team, 140 
pupils gathered in the hall on Monday after school for the 
annual inter-form chess challenge. Players of all abilities 
could take part and it was not long before some of the keen 
Year 7 players realised that even they could beat older 
opponents. Going into the last round last year’s winners 
12S and 10G were in the lead and played each other. 
A close fought draw between these two allowed 9G to 
catch them up. The combined sixth form team from Hayes 
leapfrogged to the top, but as they were not a single form 
they could not take the crown, which this year is shared 
between 12S, 10G and 9G.

In the inter-house part of the competition allowance had 
to be made for Datchelor having only one form not seven. 
It was decided to multiply their total by 6 to counter this 
under-representation. As a result they won the tournament 
ahead of Greencoat and Brecon, with last year’s house 
champions Southwark coming fourth.

House Standings

1st    Datchelor     54
2nd   Greencoat     50.5
3rd    Brecon      45
4th    Southwark     41.5
5th    Hayes      40
6th    Camberwell    38

Form Standings

1st      12H/13H   12.5 
2nd    12S    11    Year 12 winners
        10G    11    Year 10 winners
        9G     11    Year 9 winners 
5th      10S    10   
6th    7H     9.5  Joint year 7 winners 
        8C     9.5   Year 8 winners
        9B     9.5  
        7B     9.5   Joint year 7 winners 
10th   7D     9    
        11G    9     Year 11 winners
12     10B    8.5  
13th 9C     8    
        7S     8    
15th 10C    7.5  
        8G     7.5  
        8H     7.5  
        13B    7.5   Year 13 winners
19th      7C     7    
20th   10H    6.5  
        12G    6.5  
22th       11C    6    
        11B    6    
24th      7G     5.5  
25th      9S     5    
26th      8S     4.5  
27th 8B     4    
        9H     4    
29th      13S    3    

WILSON’S INTER-FORM CHESS CHALLENGE, 2 FEBRUARY, 2015
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MFL WELCOME THEIR NEW LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS

In October, the Department launched an appeal for Volunteer 
Language Assistants for both German and French, a real oppor-
tunity for experts in the community to share their language skills 
and  work with young people at A Level.  

We are pleased  to announce that our quest has been successful 
and our two new assistants have already made a measurable im-
pact on our Sixth Form students’ learning and confidence. 

This is what our German and French Sixth Formers are saying:

“Given that  languages survive only as long as they are spoken, it is 
odd to think that this aspect of linguistic learning can be neglect-
ed so frequently.  To take the language out of the classroom, to 
manipulate it, and to have the opportunity to exchange ideas with 
a native speaker is both enriching and invaluable. Through the 
boundless energy, enthusiasm and (endless) German puns of the 
wunderbaren Frau Negrier, we have been able to experience a 
little bit of Deutschland in no other place than our very own 
Wilson’s School. “Michael Ahearn.

“ Excellent practice and invaluable time to improve my French oral 
skills by practising with a native speaker. She is also a very nice 
person!” Raveen Kumarasinghe.

“She really encourages you and persists in asking you questions 
which makes the practice worthwhile” Andrew McDonald. “Very 
useful for the Speaking exam and really enjoyable” Will Porter. 
“Madame Pezier has helped me deal with points of weakness and 
develop new arguments for my chosen A2 topic”Jacques Burdet.

MADNESS, MURDER AND REVENGE: SIXTH FORM THEATRE 
  TRIP TO THE CHANGELING

Last Friday, Year 12 and Year 13 English Literature students, along 
with teachers from the English department, attended a perfor-
mance of The Changeling at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse – the 
new indoor, candle-lit theatre at Shakespeare’s Globe in central 
London. First performed in the 1620s, Thomas Middleton and 
William Rowley’s play is a darkly comic revenge tragedy about 
illicit desire, madness and murder, and is studied by students in 
Year 13 as part of their focus on Gothic literature. It was a treat for 
all who attended, to see this play in a theatre that aims to recreate 
accurately an indoor playhouse from the seventeenth century – 
the period from which The Changeling dates. Many thanks to all 
the staff who attended this trip, and especially to Miss Lambert, 
who organised it.
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WILSON’S ANNUAL JAZZ DINNER EVENING
Friday 6 March at 7pm – Buy your tickets now!

Wilson’s Jazz Dinner Evening is nearly here and tickets are selling 
fast!

Steve Ashworth, Wilson’s answer to Ronnie Scott, will be presenting 
the evening which will be divided into several ‘sets’ with highlights 
from Wilson’s Senior, Intermediate and Junior Jazz Bands.   There 
will also be a guest appearance from the Wilson’s House Band.

The food and décor will be ‘New York’ style.  An intimate ambience 
with Mel Ross and her team serving a delicious buffet with fried 
chicken, Mac ‘n’ Cheese, Waldorf salad, New York Cheesecake and 
other tasty treats!   Who needs to go to a Jazz Club in London 
when we have such talented musicians and fantastic food here at 
Wilson’s?

Tickets are £12 each and can be purchased from the Finance Office 
via Parentmail2.

We are also very excited about the Joint Concert with Wallington 
High School for Girls on Monday 23 March.   The choirs are busy 
rehearsing Handel’s Messiah and the Dvorak Symphony No 9 and 
both are sounding great – it’s not too late to get involved, so if you 
would like to join please see Mr Rogers.

Please put the dates in your diary now and buy your tickets 
through ParentMail2, for what will be another amazing term for 
Wilson’s Music!

ART NEWS

Wilson’s Art department is exhibiting at the Sutton Library as part 
of the Youth Art Exhibition. There is a variety of 2D and 3D artwork 
from all year groups and we would like to invite all staff, pupils and 
families to visit the exhibition

youth art
exhibition 2015

europa gallery
sutton central library

thu 5th - wed 18th february

(normal library opening times)

showcasing arts & crafts 
from 15 local schools

Arts Network Sutton and Sutton College of Learning for Adults 
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STUDENT INVESTOR 
 CHALLENGE

The ifs Student Investor Challenge is a UK wide stock 
market investment game. All Year 10 Business Studies 
students (plus a number of Lower Sixth Economists) 
formed groups and entered this prestigious compe-
tition to make as much profit as possible from their 
initial £100,000 investment fund. Over the last four 
months they have experienced a volatile market which 
saw many teams initially lose large sums.  However, by 
the end of the competition the vast majority had made 
a profit and most had made a greater return than if the 
money had simply been invested in a bank(the key to 
successful trading!).  

Congratulations to the ‘Budget Bill’ team consisting of 
Hassan-Ali Hassam, Joseph Mattikoyya, Michael Kuc 
and Oliver Wales who led the Wilson’s league for the 
majority of the competition.  They finished 123rd in the 
country.  This is an impressive effort given that there 
were 8720 teams competing nationally.  

The school’s final league table was:-
1 Budget Bill  £122,007.59
2 Loggidation  £114,678.53
3 Share the love  £112,450.63
4 ArkTech   £112,265.72
5. Natus Vincere  £111,647.55
6 Sharmalicious  £111,640.63
7 Jimmy the Giraffe  £110,805.59
8 Men in Black 4  £110,305.81
9 CVRK2014  £110,286.94
10 Banter Business  £109,808.62
11 Banter Boys  £107,091.53
12 Oluwaf Oluwa Olula £105,966.93
13 DAVD10X  £105,797.64
14 WBrownies  £105,396.39
15 The Wild Westoners £104,881.89
16 Yellow And Black Army £104,578.21
17 Smells like animal spirits £102,259.48
18 Wilson’s BBC  £101,623.72
19 Impact10Y  £101,130.60
20 AdZhiPraDeep  £100,620.44
21 Jalapeno Peppers  £99,883.88
22 This is great banter  £99,418.37
23 Da Business Crew  £99,063.70

On Tuesday 3 February about 50 teams from various local schools met 
at St Philomena’s for a heat of the annual SATRO Problem Solving Com-
petition.  Wilson’s entered a team in the Key Stage 3, 4 and 5 categories.  
They were given a design brief, materials and one and half hours to 
construct a solution to the problem.  The previous highest point score 
from other heats was 646.  I am glad to report that the Sixth Form Team 
won their category with a staggering total of 904 points!  The winning 
team comprised Mohammed Abdullah, Reynold Anang,  Ned Foulkes, 
Oliver Godwin,  Charlie Newman-Sanders and Sukanthan Pragalathan.  
They will go on to the Grand Final at Charterhouse on 12 March and we 
wish them well.  Congratulations to the other boys who took part and 
came up with some ingenious ideas.

SUCCESS FOR  WILSON’S AT 
 SATRO PROBLEM SOLVING 
 COMPETITION

EXAM INVIGILATORS REQUIRED
£8.50 PER HOUR (inclusive of an allowance for holiday pay).

FLEXIBLE AS AND WHEN REQUIRED

BEGINNING OF MAY TO END OF JUNE EACH YEAR.  There are also other 
opportunities throughout the year for internal examinations and 
controlled assessments.

We are seeking to recruit up to four flexible part-time exam 
invigilators.  

Responsibilities will include the provision of an effective invigilation 
support service ensuring the integrity of school examinations.  APPLI-
CANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT MAY AND JUNE.

Please contact the Head’s PA, Mrs H Ware at hw@wilsonsschool.sutton.
sch.uk or by phone on 020 8773 7680 as soon as possible for an appli-
cation form.

Closing date is Friday 27 February, 2015.
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The main hall was a particularly noisy place last Friday - it was Year 8 Speed Options day!  Consisting of 17 different subject stations, 
the Year 8s whizzed around gathering as much information as possible from the Year 10 boys so that they could find out what it is 
really like to study those subjectsat GCSE (why take the teacher’s word for it?).

As described by Ahad Hasan (8C): 
“The speed options process was like going through a portal to a parallel universe. It was as if you’d forgotten all your initial thoughts 
on GCSE subjects and had gained a completely new perspective on everything. It definitely affected my overall decision and was the 
best activity in the selection process.”

As described by Tom Bradshaw (8H):
“We had our speed options as last period on Friday 30 January and it was a memorable experience.  We had 3 minutes for each subject 
and we had to cram in as many questions as possible before being moved on.  I found out a lot of things about the pros and cons of 
each subject.  I found it really helpful and would like to thank everyone who helped organise the event and the Year 10s who gave up 
their time to help us.”

The Year 8 boys displayed impressive questioning skills but credit has to be given to the Year 10s who coped admirably well with 
being able to talk for almost 60 minutes non-stop!

Note: Please return Year 8 Preliminary Options forms to the School Office by Monday 9 February.
************************************************************************************************

YEAR 8 SPEED OPTIONS DAY
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SCHOOL NOTICES

Summer 2015 GCE EXAMS
Students retaking units in the summer of 2015 please be aware of 
the following points:

•	 Ensure	your	Head	of	Department	is	aware	of	any	
 retakes
•	 Please	use	one	cheque	for	all	retakes
•	 Mark	on	the	back	of	the	cheque	your	candidate	number,		 	
 name  and unit code/s
•	 Make	cheques	payable	to	“Wilson’s	School”
•	 Cheques	must	be	given	to	Mr	Harmsworth	in	the	
 School Admin Office by 12.00pm on Friday 20 
 February
•	 Failure	to	meet	this	deadline	will	result	in	the	candidate		 	
 not being entered for the exam
•	 Late	entry	fees	are	charged	at	double	the	rate	by	all	
 exam boards
•	 The	cost	of	retaking	a	unit	is	shown	below:	

AQA/OCR/EDEXCEL

Business Studies    £20.65  
Physics     £16.20   
Biology     £18.80
Chemistry    £13.75    
Mathematics    £16.20   
Economics    £23.30
English Literature    £20.65 
ICT/Computing    £21.10   
French     £27.60 
Geography    £20.65    
Classic Civ    £21.10    
German     £27.60 
History     £20.65   
DT     £21.10    
Gov & Politics    £23.30
Philosophy    £20.65   
Latin     £21.10    
Art     £23.85
Music     £23.85

REMEMBER THE DEADLINE FOR 
CHEQUES IS 12.00pm ON 
FRIDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2015
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 

9 -13 February, 2015 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
SOUP Carrot and 

Coriander Soup 
with Homemade 

bread 

 Chicken Soup 
with Homemade 

bread 

Potato and Herb 
soup served 

with Homemade 
Bread 

 Tomato Soup 
with Homemade 

bread 

 Vegetable Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread 

MEAT CHOICE Breaded Turkey 
Escalopes, New 
Potatoes, Mixed 

Vegetables 

 Minced Lamb 
and Vegetable 

Pie, Parsley 
Potatoes 

Roasted Pork,  
Roast Potatoes, 
Carrots, Gravy 

Tandoori 
Chicken served 
on Pilau Rice, 

Mango Chutney 

Battered Fish 
and Chips, peas 
Goujons, Chips, 

Peas 
VEGETARIAN 

CHOICE 
Sweet Potato 

and Lentil Curry 
with steamed 

rice, naan bread 

Cauliflower and 
Broccoli Mornay 

Goats cheese 
and red onion 
Tarts, Mixed 
vegetables 

Quorn and 
vegetable 

Cottage Pie,  

Vegetable 
Nuggets, Chips, 
Peas or Beans 

LIGHT BITES Chicken 
Drumsticks 
Cheese and 
Onion Pastie 

Chicken 
Drumsticks,  

Hash Browns 

Chicken 
Drumsticks, 
Vegetable 

Samosa 

Chicken 
Drumsticks, 

Curry Vegetable 
Pastie 

BBQ Chicken 
Legs 

Chicken & 
Mushroom Pie 

 
JACKET POTATO 

PASTA  
Pasta with Pesto 

Sauce 
Served with 

Beans/cheese 
Pasta with 

Cheesy Sauce 
Served with 

Beans/cheese 
NONE 

SOMETHING 
SWEET 

Rhubarb 
Crumble and 

Custard 

Rice Pudding 
served with 

Topping 

Pineapple 
upside down, 

Cream 

Pancakes with a 
selection of 

toppings 

Chocolate Fudge 
Cake 

 

CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

Creative Writing Club, Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all 
year groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative 
literary skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular 
work? Then come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of 
literature, including:
•													Short	stories
•													Classical	and	modern	poetry
•													Extended	prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want 
to enter competitions or you just want the chance to express 
yourself outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 
at lunchtime on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, 
Archie MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s com-
petition- Keshava Iyengar, 10C,   who correctly 
identified the image as Auschwitz concentration 
camp near Krakow in Poland.   This photo was 
chosen because of the recent 70th anniversary of 
the liberation of the Jews from Auschwitz on 27 
January.  Please come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 
for your praise points.  Congratulations to all who 
got this correct!    

Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  Simply 
email the information to ADS@... and the first 
person with the correct answer wins!  

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   We are hoping to have a whole day’s Hordes of the Things 
gaming on Friday 20 February. Permission letters will be given out 
on Friday. Come along and get a letter if this interests you. It is 
planned that the entire collection of about 10,000 miniatures will 
be used, along with the terrain. The new hobgoblin army, com-
plete with terrain made its debut on Friday 30 January.    It is pretty 
spectacular and should be seen by anyone interested in miniatures 
gaming, even if they aren’t interested in Hordes of the Things.

The hobgoblins will be on show this Friday.  They are finished and so 
is their associated terrain board.  That means that there will be a big 
new gaming board, with a huge river; there will be six new dragons, 
six new aerial heroes, six new air boats, loads of hordes, shooters 
and warband and twenty-four new units of spider-riders.  It should 
be quite a spectacle.
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House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

FOOTBALL RESULTS

Monday 26 January
Wilson’s vs. Cheam in the Surrey Cup
U15A  won 0 - 0  (full time)
  1 - 1  (after extra time)
  4 - 3  (on penalties)
They play Hampton in the semi-final on Saturday 7 Febru-
ary.

Wednesday 28 January
Wilson’s vs. Whitgift
1st XI won 4 - 1
4th XI lost 1 - 3  (vs 2nd XI)
Wilson’s vs. Archbishop Tenisons
2nd XI won 3 - 1
3rd XI won 4 - 2 (vs. 1st XI)

Friday 30 January
Wilson’s vs. Greenshaw (District League)
U12A won 10 - 0
Wilson’s vs. Cedars School
U12B won 4 - 1 (vs. U12A team)

Saturday 31 January
ALL GAMES CANCELLED DUE TO SNOW

Wilson's Dream League 2014/15
FIRST DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
U15A 25 21 1 3 88 33 55 64 2.56 86.00%
1st XI 27 17 6 4 70 35 35 57 2.11 74.07%
U13A 21 15 1 5 83 42 41 46 2.19 73.81%
3rd XI 17 10 2 4 69 37 32 32 1.88 64.71%
U12A 21 13 1 7 84 38 46 40 1.90 64.29%
U14A 23 13 1 10 57 42 15 40 1.74 58.70%
2nd XI 20 9 1 10 53 51 2 28 1.40 47.50%

Total 154 98 13 43 504 278 226 307 13.788 67.11%
SECOND DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
6th XI 5 4 0 1 14 3 11 12 2.40 80.00%
U12B 14 11 0 3 49 30 19 33 2.36 78.57%
U14B 9 5 2 2 25 14 11 17 1.89 66.67%
U12C 7 3 2 2 34 19 15 11 1.57 57.14%
5th XI 4 2 0 2 8 9 -1 6 0.00 50.00%
U15B 7 1 3 2 15 18 -3 6 0.86 35.71%
4th XI 10 2 2 7 15 31 -16 8 0.80 30.00%
U13B 9 2 0 7 17 40 -23 6 0.67 22.22%

Total 65 30 9 26 177 164 13 99 11 48.62%

Other 20 9 2 6 88 54 34 29 1.45 50.00%

Total 239 137 24 75 769 496 273 435 26 62.34%

CHESS RESULTS

Wilson’s A lost to Hampton A 1.5 - 4.5
Win for Philip Knott (U6), draw for Vyas Raina (L6)

Wilson’s B beat  Hampton B 4.0 - 2.0
Wins for Jon-Man Chung (L6), Kenta Watson (L6), Ryan 
Shankar (L6) and Aranan Sivakumar (9B)

Wilson’s C beat Hampton C  3.5 - 2.5
Wins for Jake Eaw (9B) and Vignesh Nallathambi (L6)

Wilson’s E beat Hampton D  8.0 - 4.0
Wins for Kiran Lee (7S), Sergiu Vonsovici (two wins, L6), Es-
han Gupta (10C), William Eade (two wins, 9G) and Samino 
Fernando (8G)

National Cup
Wilson’s A lost to Eltham College 1.5 - 4.5
Win for Ryan Eaw (10B), draw for Vyas Raina (l6)
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Dates for your Diary

16 - 20 Feb HALF-TERM
23 February  Y12 Internal Exams all week
24 February Iceland Trip Parents’ Information Evening 
  7.00 p.m. in the Lecture Theatre.
2 March  Y13 Internal Exams all week
2 March  Parents’ Prayer Group mtg. 8.00 p.m.
6 March  Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
6 March  Y8 Final Options Forms issued
9 - 13 March House Music Week

10 March Y9 Rugby 7s Festival
11 March GCSE Musicians’ Evening II 7.00 p.m.
12 March Y9 Parents’ evening
12 March EARLY FINISH (1.05p.m.)
13 March Y9 PFA Cake Sale
13 March PFA 400 Celebration Evening
16 March Second Hand Uniform Sale 3.45 p.m.

 

IN THE LAST FORTNIGHT, students across the school have heard Janet Tobin of the Royal Marsden speak of the fabulous work they do to help 
treat and support those suffering from cancer. In the spirit of NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS (‘not for oneself, but for all’), a representative group of 
over 70 students, old boys, staff and governors will be taking part in the Marsden March on Sunday 22 March to raise funds for this amazing 
cause.   More details about the Marsden March can be found here:  http://www.royalmarsden.org/march/home.

HOUSE COMPETITION
 I do hope you will be able to sponsor those students who are representing your son’s House, via our JustGiving page.:  
https://www.justgiving.com/teams/Wilsons400.

MARSDEN MARCH, SUNDAY 22 MARCH
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In Key Stage 3 students are introduced to a broad range of number, algebra, data handling and shape, space & measure topics, which form 
the foundations for work that is extended in later years. In the last few weeks Year 7 have been finding rules to describe a sequence and 
Year 8 have been learning to write numbers in standard form which they will need to use in Maths, Science and other subjects.

In Key Stage 4 students build on these foundations and develop their skills in using and applying maths. Recently Year 9 students have 
been applying Pythagoras’ theorem which they first learnt last year to more advanced situations such as 3D problems. Year 10 students 
have been working on the core algebra topic of ‘factorising quadratics’ which is vital for the top grades at GCSE and for A-level maths. For 
Year 11, the current focus is very much on exam preparation!

MATHS DEPARTMENT UPDATE

Students in the sixth form work on a broad range of modules in A-level Mathematics. A2 maths students complete modules in Statistics 
and Mechanics as well as Core Mathematics, whilst those in the further maths groups complete 12 modules in total! Lower Sixth students 
have recently been learning situations in which they can use the Binomial and Geometric distributions and how these can make proba-
bility calculations easier. Students in the Upper Sixth standard maths have been introduced to a new integration technique, ‘integration 
by parts’, this greatly increases the number of functions that they are able to integrate. Further maths students have been using Dijsktra’s 
algorithm to find the shortest route between two points (the problem your Sat-Nav will normally answer) as part of the Decision Mathe-
matics module.

As usual, last week was also a busy one for the Mathematics department outside of the classroom.

On Monday, we received the final total that the Year 7s had been able to raise for the NSPCC from their number day activities. We are very 
proud to announce that we beat our previous record total and raised an impressive £1,418.49. Well done to Year 7 and a massive thank you 
to all those who contributed.

On Tuesday, four students from the sixth form represented Wilson’s at the national final of the Senior Team Maths Challenge. They finished 
10th overall and were ranked the best state school in the country. Also on Tuesday we had our own Year 7 inter house maths challenge 
which was enthusiastically attended. It was very close, but after a sudden death final round between Southwark and Datchelor, 7S were 
triumphant.
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YOUTH PARLIAMENT SUCCESS

Congratulations to Daigan Reid [second from the left], L6 who has been elected as Deputy  Member of Youth Parliament Member for 
Sutton having polled 1,734 votes. Archie MacGillivray, who also stood, will also be actively involved in this group.

On Thursday, all students from years 8 to 11 sat the Intermediate Mathematics Challenge and answered questions such as “The total 
weight of a box, 20 plates and 30 cups is 4.8 kg. The total weight of the box, 40 plates and 50 cups is 8.4 kg. What is the total weight of the 
box, 10 plates and 20 cups?” We should receive the results of who has been awarded Bronze, Silver and Gold certificates shortly after half 
term.
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BRITISH BIOLOGY OLYMPIAD

Congratulations to Harrison Coninx, James Gunnell and Alastair Prince, who all took part in the British Biology Olympiad recently. The 
competition involved completing  two one-hour online tests, comprising of multiple choice questions that draw upon a syllabus wider 
than A Level. Harrison and James earned the Bronze award and Alastair achieved the highest score, obtaining a Silver award – well done!”

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION

The Geographical Association’s Post 16 and HE Phase Committee is running a competition for post 16 students celebrating what makes 
geography an amazing subject.  Can you create an imaginative resource to show why geography is amazing?

There is a prize of £100 for the winning entry which will be published on the GA website.  They are looking for inspirational ideas as to why 
you think geography is an amazing subject.  You can present your work in whatever media and formats you wish, for example in writing, 
a poster, or podcast.  Just amaze the judges! Entries can be submitted on behalf of individuals or groups of two to three students and 
should be your own work.

The deadline is Monday 2 March 2015 with judging by a small panel from the Post 16 Committee and the prize will be awarded at the April 
GA Conference.

For more details see your Geography teacher.

Geography is Amazing! A competition for post 16 students.
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CANDLELIGHT DRAMA SOIREE - 5 & 6 FEBRUARY, 2015

Last week students from years 7, 11 and the Sixth Form took part in the annual Candlelight Drama Soiree in the Drama Suite at the top 
of the Foundation Building – performing a wide variety of dramatic/comic/tragic pieces which had the audience engrossed throughout.  
The year 7s tackled the works of William Shakespeare with haunting witches, fallen emperors and a couple of lost twins along the way. 
For many of the Year 7s it was their first performance on a stage in front of a live audience EVER but you wouldn’t have known it. Wilson’s 
congratulates them on holding their nerves, remembering their stage craft and giving thoughtful and engaging performances! Here’s to 
many more! 

The year 11 and Sixth Form attacked the works of post 20th Century playwrights with monologues from Arthur Miller, Tennessee Wil-
liams, Demons and You’re A Good Man Charlie Brown. Particular highlights included a brief return to last term’s acclaimed production of 
Macbeth, as Charlie Stewart and Matthew Jeffery performed their show stealing scene when Macbeth returns from battle, and from Year 
11 Alec Walker who gave a funny rendition of a man under pressure from “Looks Get In The Way”.

Many thanks to Tom Coop and Barbara Cvejik-Reeve for their help on both nights and we look forward to next year’s foray into the 
delicacy of monologues and duologues.
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Are you ready to take part in the largest survey of student careers plans?

This short survey should help you learn more about the many career and study options available to you in the future and may just 
land you one of our fantastic prizes:

£300 top prize and four prizes of £50

Aimed at students aged 13-19, the survey aims to discover what you know about your options after school/college, what help and 
advice you’re getting and what you think about companies and universities.

To complete the survey visit:

cascaid.co.uk/survey2015

WORK RELATED LEARNING

CORPUS CHRISTI, CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE 
  COMPETITION

WILSON’S ANNUAL JAZZ DINNER EVENING
Friday 6 March at 7pm – Buy your tickets now!

Wilson’s Jazz Dinner Evening is nearly here and tickets are selling 
fast!

Steve Ashworth, Wilson’s answer to Ronnie Scott, will be presenting 
the evening which will be divided into several ‘sets’ with highlights 
from Wilson’s Senior, Intermediate and Junior Jazz Bands.   There 
will also be a guest appearance from the Wilson’s House Band.

The food and décor will be ‘New York’ style.  An intimate ambience 
with Mel Ross and her team serving a delicious buffet with fried 
chicken, Mac ‘n’ Cheese, Waldorf salad, New York Cheesecake and 
other tasty treats!   Who needs to go to a Jazz Club in London 
when we have such talented musicians and fantastic food here at 
Wilson’s?

Tickets are £12 each and can be purchased from the Finance Office 
via Parentmail2.

We are also very excited about the Joint Concert with Wallington 
High School for Girls on Monday 23 March.   The choirs are busy 
rehearsing Handel’s Messiah and the Dvorak Symphony No 9 and 
both are sounding great – it’s not too late to get involved, so if you 
would like to join please see Mr Rogers.

Please put the dates in your diary now and buy your tickets 
through ParentMail2, for what will be another amazing term for 
Wilson’s Music!

The L6 Computing boys all wrote an Essay for the Corpus Christi, Cambridge Computer Science Competition :

http://koo.corpus.cam.ac.uk/computerists/competition.php

Eui Jin Choi and Mario Micallef  will be representing the School in this competition. 
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ART NEWS

Last week we wrote about the opening of the Youth 
Art exhibition at the Sutton Library Europa Gallery. 
This is an opportunity for schools from the borough to 
show their work to the community. 

We had, again, one of the best displays on show and 
some beautiful work that started attracting attention 
even as we were putting it up. 

Two of our students received prizes for their pieces, 
David Vuolo L6 for his light drawing photograph, ‘Il 
Lungo Mare’, and Charlie Newman Sanders L6 for his 
series of wire sculptures, ‘The Kingfisher’. Both of these 
pieces were part of the ‘Waterworld’ project the boys 
did as part of their Art GCSE course last year. 

Other students representing the Department were: 
William Harman, Aaron Abrams and James Hilton; 
all last year leavers. Wazim Hoozeer U6 , Spencer 
Rynsaard and Joseph Lee L6, a group of Y7 students 
with their clay figures ‘Little Critters’  and a group of 
students from Y8 with their ‘ Shoes’. 

The exhibition will be open until 13 February.  Do 
make a note to visit as it is well worth the time.
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CCF - RAF SECTION NEWS 

PER ARDUA AD ASTRA

On Sunday the RAF Section of the CCF entered a Team in the Regional Final of the Air Squadron Trophy. 
Captained by CWO Jordan Smith the team was made up of F/Sgts Alvarado-Rivero, Kingsnorth & Padhi, Sgts Godwin and  Robertson , Cpls 
Nizam, Moore, Gotts and Carr and LCpls Pal, Ganguli (WHSG) and Blagg (WHSG), the first two girls to compete for Wilson’s in this event.   
The travelling reserve was L/Cpl Windsor and the standby reserves were  LCpl Fairman (WHSG) and LCpl McAvoy (WHSG).

They competed with schools from across the South Central region of Great Britain in seven disciplines:   Military Knowledge, Aircraft Rec-
ognition, Command Tasks, First  Aid, Shooting, Drill and Fitness.   They won an unheard of five out of seven of these, being unplaced in the 
shooting and third in the fitness.  As a result they are now South Central ASTC Champions.   They  now go forward to the National Finals 
where they will meet with all the regional winners and runners up, including Dulwich College, last year’s National Champions who won 
the SE regional competition by the same margin.

Major Burton who was present to see their performance said “ I couldn’t be prouder of these cadets. They have trained every Thursday 
night since October in addition to Tuesday parades, as well as spending a weekend away preparing at Saint Martin’s Plain  Camp. They 
have worked very hard and deserve to enjoy their success.”
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SCHOOL NOTICES

Summer 2015 GCE EXAMS
Students retaking units in the summer of 2015 please be aware of 
the following points:

•	 Ensure	your	Head	of	Department	is	aware	of	any	
 retakes
•	 Please	use	one	cheque	for	all	retakes
•	 Mark	on	the	back	of	the	cheque	your	candidate	number,		 	
 name  and unit code/s
•	 Make	cheques	payable	to	“Wilson’s	School”
•	 Cheques	must	be	given	to	Mr	Harmsworth	in	the	
 School Admin Office by 12.00pm on Friday 20 
 February
•	 Failure	to	meet	this	deadline	will	result	in	the	candidate		 	
 not being entered for the exam
•	 Late	entry	fees	are	charged	at	double	the	rate	by	all	
 exam boards
•	 The	cost	of	retaking	a	unit	is	shown	below:	

AQA/OCR/EDEXCEL

Business Studies    £20.65  
Physics     £16.20   
Biology     £18.80
Chemistry    £13.75    
Mathematics    £16.20   
Economics    £23.30
English Literature    £20.65 
ICT/Computing    £21.10   
French     £27.60 
Geography    £20.65    
Classic Civ    £21.10    
German     £27.60 

History     £20.65   
DT     £21.10    
Gov & Politics    £23.30
Philosophy    £20.65   
Latin     £21.10    
Art     £23.85
Music     £23.85

REMEMBER THE DEADLINE FOR 
CHEQUES IS 12.00pm ON 
FRIDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2015

WORK EXPERIENCE REMINDER

A reminder that  the deadline for handing in work experience forms 
is Monday 23 February.  If you are having a problem in finding 
placements, please speak to Mrs Chaplin in the main school office 
as she may be able to help you.

NAMING OF UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT

We are still seeing an enormous amount of lost property that is not 
named.  Please can all parents ensure that their son has his name in 
all of the items that he brings to school.  If he loses anything it can 
then be returned to him.  

For items such as pencil cases and glasses cases please put a card in 
them with your son’s surname and form written on it.
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 
23– 27 Feb 2015 

 

 Chinese New 
Year 

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

SOUP Chicken and 
Sweetcorn soup 

Roasted Tomato 
Soup served with 
Homemade Bread 

Vegetable soup 
served with 

Homemade Bread 

Cream of Leek 
soup served with 
Homemade Bread 

Lentil and Bacon 
Soup served with 
Homemade Bread 

MEAT CHOICE Sweet and Sour 
Chicken  or 

Steamed Soy 
Salmon with 

Noodles or egg 
fried rice 

Paella (chicken, 
prawns, chorizo, 
mussels) served 

with Crusty Bread 

Roast Beef , 
Yorkshire Pudding, 

Roast Pots, 
Cabbage, Gravy 

Creamy Chicken 
Korma, Rice, 

Mango chutney 

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas 

 
Chicken Goujons, 

Chips, Peas 

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE 

Braised Tofu with 
Chinese vegetables 

Roasted Vegetable 
Quiche served with 

new potatoes 

Spinach and 
Chickpea Curry 

served with Pilau 
Rice 

Vegetable Crumble 
served with mixed 

salad 

Spicy Bean Burger 
in a Bun 

LIGHT BITES Chinese Ribs 
Vegetable Spring 

Rolls 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Vegetable Pasty 
 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Cheese and Onion 
Slice 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Vegetable Samosa 
 

BBQ Chicken Legs 
Chicken and 

Mushroom Pie 

JACKET POTATO 
PASTA  

Served in a Tomato 
and Oregano Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

Served in a Cheesy 
Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

NONE 

SOMETHING 
SWEET 

Lychees with Ice 
cream 

Rice Pudding 
with Sliced 

Peaches 

Apple and 
Cinnamon Cake  

Cream 

Chocolate 
Sponge with 

Chocolate Sauce 

Strawberry 
Cheesecake 

 

MCALISTER ROOM AND CATERING VAN MENU 
23 – 27 FEB 2014 

 

 MONDAY – CHINESE 
NEW YEAR 

TUESDAY – FRESHLY 
MADE PIZZAS 

WEDNESDAY- 
BURRITOS 

THURSDAY – IT’S ALL IN 
A BREAD 

FRIDAY – CHIP SHOP 
DAY 

MEAT OPTION Sweet chilli spiced 
chicken noodles 
Prawn crackers 

Homemade Pepperoni 
pizza 

BBQ Pork, mixed beans 
in a tomato sauce with 
steamed rice wrapped 

in a flour tortilla 

Breaded Chicken fillet 
burger with garlic 

mayonnaise served in a 
sesame bun 

Fish, chips and beans 
BBQ Chicken and Chips 

Homemade chicken 
goujons and chips 

VEGETARIAN OPTION Stir fried vegetables in 
soy sauce mixed with 

egg noodles 
Prawn crackers 

Homemade cheese and 
tomato pizza 

Roasted Vegetables, 
mixed beans in a 

tomato sauce with 
steamed rice wrapped 

in a flour tortilla 

Melted mozzarella and 
basil baguette 

Spicy bean burger 
served in a sesame bun 

with chips 

SOMETHING SWEET Homemade biscuit of 
the day 

Homemade tray bake of 
the day 

Homemade muffin of 
the day 

Homemade flapjack of 
the day 

Doughnut of the day 

 Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 
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CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

Creative Writing Club, Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year 
groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•													Short	stories
•													Classical	and	modern	poetry
•													Extended	prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, Archie 
MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.

House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s com-
petition- Ken Li (7B),   who correctly identified 
the image as Millau Viaduct bridge near Millau, 
southern France.     Please come and see Mr Sturt 
in rm 24 for your praise points.  Congratulations 
to all who got this correct!    

Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  Simply 
email the information to ADS@... and the first 
person with the correct answer wins!  

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB Y 7-9[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

COMPUTER CLUBS
Computing Drop In and Scratch Club
KS3  Mondays F5 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mr Poole
KS4 & KS5 Tuesdays F4 1.15 - 1.50 p.m.    Mrs Gill
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   We are hoping to have a whole day’s Hordes of the Things 
gaming on Friday 20 February. Permission letters will be given out 
on Friday. Come along and get a letter if this interests you. It is 
planned that the entire collection of about 10,000 miniatures will 
be used, along with the terrain. The new hobgoblin army, com-
plete with terrain made its debut on Friday 30 January.    It is pretty 
spectacular and should be seen by anyone interested in miniatures 
gaming, even if they aren’t interested in Hordes of the Things.

The hobgoblins will be on show this Friday.  They are finished and so 
is their associated terrain board.  That means that there will be a big 
new gaming board, with a huge river; there will be six new dragons, 
six new aerial heroes, six new air boats, loads of hordes, shooters 
and warband and twenty-four new units of spider-riders.  It should 
be quite a spectacle.
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SOUTH OF ENGLAND BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS

Picture of the u.14 badminton team who came second in the south of england championships on Thursday of last week.
They lost the final 2-3 to Wimbledon Hall school.

Picture of the U.16 badminton team who won the south of England championships last Thursday and now progress to the National 
School semi – final.

Wilson’s comfortably won all their matches and beat Hampton in the final.

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

FOOTBALL RESULTS

Monday 4 February
Wilson’s vs. City of London
1st XI won 2 - 1
2nd XI won 7 - 0
3rd XI drew 1 - 1
4th XI won 8 - 1  
5th XI won 11 - 1
6th XI drew 4 - 4

Saturday 7 February
Wilson’s vs. Hampton
1st XI lost 0 - 5
3rd XI won 2 - 1 (vs. Hampton 2nd XI)
U15A lost 1 - 1 full time
  1 - 1 after extra time
  4 - 5 on penalties (Surrey Cup Quarter  
            Final) 
U13A lost 3 - 4 
U12A lost 1 - 4
U12B lost 2 - 4

Monday 9 February
Wilson’s vs. Sevenoaks
U15B won 3 - 2 (vs. U15A)
U15C lost 0 - 1 (vs. U15B)
U15D lost 2 - 3 (vs. U15B)

RUGBY RESULTS

Year 7 Rugby  vs. Graveney

9 a side Tournament

Team 1:
Played 4  Won 3 Drew 1 Lost 0

Team 2:
Played 4  Won 2 Drew 1 Lost 1

Excellent performances by all the players resulted in just 
one loss in eight games; with Team 1 going on to win the 
tournament.  Top try scorer and player of the tournament 
went to the impressive Ollie Flowers.

TABLE-TENNIS RESULTS

On Monday 9 February, the national schools under 16 
qualifiers sponsored by the Jack Petchey Foundation took 
place at Greenshaw High School.  Seven boys from our 
under 16 team participated:  Liam Grant, Alex Lane, Achal 
Srivastav, Cameron Hadizad, Jeffery Kan, Lok-Wai Chung 
and Agithan Thuraisingham.

It was a successful start as 5 out of 7 boys got through the 
group stage of the competition.  However, due to tough 
competition, only 2 made it through the round of 16 to the 
quarter finals.  After that, only Liam was left as he cruised 
into the final.  With the help of new coach Miss Izyk, Liam 
then won the tournament with an emphatic 3-0 win over 
James Smith from Whitgift school who was last year’s 
winner.  Liam will now play in the national competition in 
April.

Report by Alex Lane.
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Dates for your Diary

2 March  Y13 Internal Exams all week
2 March  Parents’ Prayer Group mtg. 8.00 p.m.
2 March  Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
6 March  Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
6 March  Y8 Final Options Forms issued
9 - 13 March House Music Week
9 March  Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
9 March  Charity Cake Bake Sale 1.05 p.m.
10 March Y9 Rugby 7s Festival
11 March GCSE Musicians’ Evening II 7.00 p.m.

12 March EARLY FINISH (1.05p.m.)
12 March Y9 Parents’ evening 4.00 p.m.
13 March Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
13 March PFA 400 Celebration Evening
16 March Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
16 March Second Hand Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
16 March Y8 Final Options Form Return Date
17 March Medical Information Evening 7.00 p.m.
17 March Y8 Rugby 7s Festival
18 March AS Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.

Before half term, the Sixth Form Prefects were thanked for their extraordinary service to the school during their term of office at a dinner 
hosted by Vice Chair of Governors, John Nicholson. It is no exaggeration to say that the school simply could not function as it does without 
the prefects. They undertake significant numbers of duties before school, at break and lunch and the Senior Prefects have many additional 
responsibilities besides. All of this they manage with good cheer in the spirit of the school’s motto, NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS, showing they 
understand that true leadership is about service.  

NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS
THANK YOU, PREFECTS.
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Wilson’s PFA 400th Anniversary Celebration for parents, staff, sixth form and friends is taking place on Friday 13 March 2015 in the Main 
School Hall.  Please join us for what will be the best night out you will have this year and the last major event ever to be held in our old, 
1970s, school hall!

Piyush Patel  (father of Dilan Patel in the Lower Sixth) has kindly offered to DJ for the evening.   Piyush specialises in 1970s and 80s music 
and has held many gigs in major venues, including the Gherkin!  Mel Ross and her team will be providing us with a sumptuous buffet and 
the PFA bar will ensure there is plenty of Prosecco and other tipples to keep us all lubricated through the evening!   The hall will be bathed 
in disco lights with a dance floor waiting to be used to its full potential.

So, come on and join us for what will be a fun and fabulous evening, find those LBD’s, get a group of friends together, or join us to meet 
new friends. Tickets are now on sale via ParentMail2.   Let’s make it A Night to Remember!

THE 400 YEAR CELEBRATIONS CONTINUE ................

ALEX KELLY

Congratulations to Alex Kelly (11C) who over the half term took 
part in the GB Trials for rowing. He won his singles race with a very 
impressive time (18.03 minutes) with a full  7 second lead against 
the under 16 rowers from England, Wales, Scotland and N Ireland. 
He also came third in the Doubles race. 

This is a fantastic achievement and we wish him well in the 
National Junior Sculling Championship which will take place in 
a few weeks time in March.  We look forward to hearing how he 
fares.
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LANGUAGES SPELLING BEE TEAM

All Year 7 boys have been taking part in a German and Spanish Spelling Bee competition in class during the autumn term. Two members 
of each class made it through to represent their house in the school competition. On Wednesday 11 February, twelve boys competed to 
be in the top 4 positions.  After fierce competition, the Wilson’s Year 7 Languages Spelling Bee team has been finalised:
Abishek Alagan (7D), Matthewson Matthews (7G), Dexter Hicks (7S), Kiran Lee (7S) will represent the school in the regional competition 
that will take place in April at The Coopers’ Company and Coborn School in Upminster !

Congratulations to all the boys who participated and good luck to our Year 7 Languages Spelling Bee team!

P.E. DEPARTMENT UPDATE

The year 11 GCSE PE class are improving 
their analysis and observation skills this 
term in preparation for their external 
moderation days after Easter. We have 
recently integrated the year groups to 
improve their observation skills while 
giving the Year 7’s their own Year 11 
coach for a new sport, Volleyball. Each 
Year 7 pupil was allocated a coach from 
the Year 11 GCSE PE cohort, the lesson 
was divided into sections to allow time 
for the pupils to interact, giving detailed 
feedback against criteria generated by 
the PE department. 

At first a Year 7 boy said “it was daunting 
at the beginning seeing all the Year 11’s 
watching”,  however once the lesson 
started and the practises progressed 
they enjoyed it. The words of advice 
and encouragement were welcomed; 
these exchanges often involved demon-
strations. At the end of the lesson both 
classes valued the experience and asked 
to repeat it in the future. We are looking 
at other ways to promote this type of 
collaboration of different year groups. We 
have a number of Year 9 and 10 GCSE pu-
pils coaching football on Thursdays after 
school, helping the year 7 and 8 
C - E teams.
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MATHS CIRCLE LECTURES

As in recent years, Wilson’s are hosting a sequence of Maths Circle 
lectures on Mondays in March. These are suitable for anyone stud-
ying A level mathematics, and pupils from a dozen schools attend. 
The lectures start at 4pm and finish by 5pm, and are held in the 
lecture theatre.  Wilson’s pupils are encouraged to attend as it is an 
ideal opportunity to enrich their experience of mathematics. This 
year’s lectures are as follows:- 

2 March  “Maths of Gambling” by Prof Emma McCoy, Imperial 
 College, London 
9 March  “Maths in Science” by Dr Neill Cooper, Wilson’s School
16 March “Maths in the city” by Mr Robert Charnley of Goldman  
 Sachs
23 March ““2D or not 2D” - Maths, Art and Dimension” by Mr Tony  
 Mann of Greenwich University

SENIOR TEAM MATHS CHALLENGE

Wilson’s came tenth in the national finals of Senior Team Maths 
Challenge. With over a thousand schools entering the event, and 80 
who had qualified for the finals, this was a great achievement. 

In the group round, where they had to answer ten tough ques-
tions they got all but one correct. Then in the cross number, like 
a crossword but with numbers instead of words as answers, they 
only made one mistake. This task is made more challenging by one 
pair being given across clues and the other down clues. Then in the 
“shuttle round” where the answer to one question is used in the 
next question, they got all the answers correct. 

Last term Wilson’s won the Regional final held at Royal Holloway, 

University of London. 

Team members: Adam Taylor, Philip Knott (U6); Harry Goodburn, 
Eui Jin Choi (L6)
The sort of question they had to answer was: 
1) Amal wants to write the number 1000 as the sum of 
different powers of 3. How many powers does he require?
2) The radius of the circle at the top of a frustum of a right 
circular cone is half the radius of the circle at its base. This frustum 
has the same volume as a hemisphere whose radius is equal to that 
of the circle at the frustum’s base. What is the ratio of the height of 
the frustum to the radius of its base?
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The CCF took full advantage of the half term break as usual with a number of internal and external camps and courses involving over 200 
members of both services across the partnership schools.

EXERCISE CAVAN
Two platoons worth of Year 10 and Year 11 cadets supplemented by sixth form platoon commanders and sergeants and a carefully se-
lected “enemy” set off on Saturday morning for Minley Training Areas.   Ex Cavan is the test exercise for the advanced infantry phase of the 
Year 10 cadets training and the final aspect of the Year 11’s section commander’s course.  After two days in the field with recces complete, 
a company ambush of a bridge and a company attack on various enemy positions in depth the tired and contented cadets had all passed 
their various courses with flying colours. Of particular note were the performances of  Sgt Luke Curran, his first as a Platoon Commander 
and LCpl Lilian Thomas who, despite not being on the section commanders course, stepped into that role very capably after a “field pro-
motion” during the Company attack. 

RECRUITS CAMP
Nearly 190 recruits, cadets, NCOs and a team of staff took over Longmoor Camp from Monday to Thursday. It was by far the largest contin-
gent of Wilson’s cadets to assemble outside the confines of the school in the modern era. The aim was to get as many recruits as possible 
through their various tests and introduce them to the rigours of camp as well as the fun that is to be had. The RAF & Army sections ran 
largely separate programmes but came together on the first afternoon for a familiarisation course on the assault course and after dinner a 
“night noise demonstration” on the training area.   On Tuesday the Army and RAF Sections ran Exercise Tangiers and Megiddo respective-
ly. Carousels of activity and training designed to give the cadets the aptitudes that they needed to pass their tests and move forward as 
cadets.   By the end of the day all cadets in both sections had passed the tests they were required to pass, a great achievement by them 
but also by the NCOs and adult instructors that had trained them.  Wednesday saw the RAF section recruits leave by coach to RAF Odiham, 
the HQ of the Heavy Lift element of Joint Helicopter Command, in other words, the home of the Chinook helicopter. On the day they were 
unable to fly. However, the staff at Odiham kept the recruits entertained, showing them around the armoury and survival equipment areas 
as well as letting them inside the stationary helicopters.  The Army section spent Wednesday in the field. After being treated to a first class 
section attack demonstration by “demo troops” from B Company they toured a series of fieldcraft and living in the field stands including, 
basher building, patrolling and duties of a sentry.  Many firing their first blank round on “The Stalk”.  Thursday saw both sections conduct a 
drill and turn out test, which all passed, meaning a record number of cadets returned home sporting either a Royal Air Force or a Princess 
of Wales Royal Regiment Beret and Cap Badge.  On the final morning the best recruit from each school in each section was announced, 
having been nominated by the cadet NCOs the winners are chosen by the Officers Mess.
The winners were For the Army Section Cadets Wakefield & Owen and for the RAF Cadets Sutherland and Ganguli.

PROMOTIONS
As a result of their performance during the half term the following cadets were promoted:
Luke Curran to Colour Sergeant
Emily Hoskins-Turner to Sergeant
Matt Macaulay, Olly Sagrott, Sajawall Nawaz, Adam MacKenzie, Lilian Thomas, Ayngharran Vasudevan, Jack Coates to Corporal
Isaac Hance, Lucie Begbie, Cerys Roberts to Lance Corporal
Hannah Mahmood, Rahael Luke, Lousia Wong and Loraine Mintah to Acting Lance Corporal 

RAF JUNIOR AND SENIOR NCOs CADRES
Meanwhile Deesha Ganguli and Sophie Blagg were on the Junior, and Karim Nizam on the Senior SE Area RAF NCOs Cadre. Both are test-
ing and well run courses and all three returned with top grades. Congratulations to them, we await their detailed reports with interest.

CCF NEWS
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CCF NEWS CONTINUED
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WILSON’S ANNUAL JAZZ DINNER EVENING
Friday 6 March at 7pm – Buy your tickets now!

Wilson’s Jazz Dinner Evening is nearly here and tickets are selling 
fast!

Steve Ashworth, Wilson’s answer to Ronnie Scott, will be presenting 
the evening which will be divided into several ‘sets’ with highlights 
from Wilson’s Senior, Intermediate and Junior Jazz Bands.   There 
will also be a guest appearance from the Wilson’s House Band.

The food and décor will be ‘New York’ style.  An intimate ambience 
with Mel Ross and her team serving a delicious buffet with fried 
chicken, Mac ‘n’ Cheese, Waldorf salad, New York Cheesecake and 
other tasty treats!   Who needs to go to a Jazz Club in London 
when we have such talented musicians and fantastic food here at 
Wilson’s?

Tickets are £12 each and can be purchased from the Finance Office 
via Parentmail2.

We are also very excited about the Joint Concert with Wallington 
High School for Girls on Monday 23 March.   The choirs are busy 
rehearsing Handel’s Messiah and the Dvorak Symphony No 9 and 
both are sounding great – it’s not too late to get involved, so if you 
would like to join please see Mr Rogers.

HOUSE MUSIC 2015

Date:    Instrument Class Room  Adjudicator  Time

Monday 9 March   Guitar  Percussion Suite Fred Lawton  2pm – 3.30pm 
    Woodwind Bowden Room Alex Birchall  2pm – 3.30pm

Tuesday 10 March   Piano  Bowden Room Alison Eales  2pm – 4pm

Wednesday 11 March  Voice  Bowden Room Monica McGhee  2pm – 3.30pm
    Percussion Percussion Suite Gareth Roberts  2pm – 3.30pm

Thursday 12 March   Strings  Percussion Suite Annmarie McDade  2pm – 3.30pm
    Brass  Bowden Room Martin Grainger  2pm – 3.30pm

Well done to all the boys who have entered the 2015 House Music Competition – Just by entering and performing you will earn two very 
valuable house points!

This year there are nearly 200 entrants with boys from every year group playing everything from the Cor Anglais to the South Asian 
Mridangam.   Once again, Mr Clayden has found some extremely talented adjudicators who will have the tremendously difficult task of 
deciding which boys deserve to go through to the final.

The Final will be held on the evening of Monday 20 April 2015.   All those who would like to support their friends and house are welcome 
to come along.  

Finally, all the details are posted on the board outside the Music Office – please check to ensure all the information about you and what 
you are playing is correct, and that you have put a clearly-labelled copy of your accompaniment in the correct yellow folder in the music 
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SCHOOL NOTICES

LIBRARY NEWS
Dozens of new Fiction books  have been put on display in the 
Library.  New series include:
Chris Bradford’s Young Samurai,
Kami Garcia’s Beautiful Creatures
Tom Palmer’s Foul Play

There are new Rick Riordan and Anthony Horowitz novels too.
In addition, lots of new Manga and Graphic Novel books and a 
few Simpsons.  There’s something for everyone.

Mrs Cowell (School Librarian)

CHARITY NEWS

House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.

House points for:
• Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• House that raises most money

MONDAY 9th March 2015

1:15 pm in the North Study

All money raised - Royal Marsden  Fund
Any questions see Mrs Gill

 HOME BAKED CAKES ONLY PLEASE
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
2 -6 March 2015

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
SOUP Carrot & Corian-

der Soup with 
Homemade 

bread

Vegetable Broth 
with Homemade 

bread

Tomato & Ba-
sil soup with 
Homemade 

Bread

Potato and 
Leek soup with 

Homemade 
bread

Cream of Mush-
room soup with 

Homemade 
Bread

MEAT CHOICE Chilli con carne 
with Rice, Sour 

Cream

Marinated Pork 
Chop with Pota-
to wedges and 

vegetables

Roasted chicken, 
Stuffing with 

Roast Potatoes 
and  Carrots

Beef Rogan Josh, 
with Pilau Rice 

and  Mango 
Chutney

Battered Fish 
and Chips, peas

Chicken Gou-
jons, Chips, Peas

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE

Tomato, Basil, 
Mozzarella 

Brushetta, mixed 
Salad

Sweet potato 
Curry, Steamed 

Rice

Wild mushroom 
and asparagus 

risotto 

Vegetable lasa-
gne with Sweet-

corn

Vegetable nug-
gets, Chips, Peas 

or Beans

LIGHT BITES Chicken Drum-
sticks

Cheese and 
Onion Pasty

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Hash Browns

Chicken drum-
sticks

Vegetable Sa-
mosa

Chicken drum-
sticks

Curry Vegetable 
Pasty

BBQ Chicken 
Legs

Chicken and 
Mushroom Pie

JACKET POTATO
PASTA 

Pasta with Toma-
to Sauce

Served with 
Beans/cheese

Pasta with Pesto 
Sauce

Served with 
Beans/cheese

NONE

SOMETHING 
SWEET

Apple Crumble 
and Custard

Rice Pudding 
served with 

Topping

Lemon Sponge, 
vanilla cream

Chocolate cake 
with Chocolate 

Sauce

Chocolate Fudge 
Cake

McAlister Room and Catering Van menu  
2 – 6 MARCH 2015 

 

 MONDAY- 
BURRITOS 

TUESDAY – 
FRESHLY MADE 

PIZZAS 

WEDNESDAY- 
OODLES OF 
NOODLES 

THURSDAY – IT’S 
ALL IN A BREAD 

FRIDAY – CHIP 
SHOP DAY 

MEAT OPTION Cajun spiced 
chicken , mixed 

beans and tomato 
wrapped in a flour 

tortilla 

Homemade Meat 
feast Pizza 

Sweet chilli 
chicken and 

vegetables with 
egg noodles 

BBQ chicken, 
lettuce baguettes 

Fish, chips and 
beans 

BBQ Chicken and 
Chips 

Homemade 
chicken goujons 

and chips 
VEGETARIAN 

OPTION 
Spicy vegetable 

and mixed beans 
with tomato 

wrapped in a flour 
tortilla 

Homemade 
cheese and 

tomato pizza 

Soy sauce stir fried 
vegetables mixed 
with egg noodles 

Spinach and 
Falafel burger in 

sesame bun 

Vegetable Nuggets 
and Chips 

SOMETHING 
SWEET 

Homemade biscuit 
of the day 

Homemade tray 
bake of the day 

Homemade muffin 
of the day 

Homemade 
flapjack of the day 

Doughnut of the 
day 

 Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 
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CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

Creative Writing Club, Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year 
groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•             Short stories
•             Classical and modern poetry
•             Extended prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, Archie 
MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition- Lennie Nucinkis, 7H,  who cor-
rectly identified the image of the Schloss Neus-
chwanstein, Hohenschwangau, Germany.   Please 
come and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise 
points.  Congratulations to all who got this 
correct!    

On to this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  Simply 
email the information to ADS@... and the first 
person with the correct answer wins!  

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

ICT & COMPUTER CLUBS
KS3 ECDL ICT drop in           Mondays F5 1.10 - 1.50  
KS4  ICT drop in               Tuesdays F4 1.10 - 1.50 
KS5 Computing/KS4 ICT drop in       Wednesday F4 1.10 - 1.50
Wednesday Computing/ICT coursework  Wednesday  3.30 - 4.30
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   
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Recently, the HOTT club (run by Mr Lawson in Room 5 during Friday lunchtime) has managed to arrange a part of a day to spend 
playing the games. Normally the club hasn’t got enough time to finish the games we play so this was a great event for us as it let 
us spend a lot more time playing.   The club plays a table-top war game in which you lead your troops around the board in order to 
destroy the enemy general. Your moves require lots of planning but it won’t ruin the fun (It’s a bit like chess but with more freedom of 
movement and more rules). The game has many different troops: from Heroes to Dragons to Canons (Artillery). The troops and tables 
were all designed by Mr Lawson who put in a lot of hard work and detail.

HOTT day was on Friday 20 February. It started at 8:30 am and ran on till 2:30 pm. It was a very special day to us as it let us try lots of 
new things we didn’t have time to try during the normal lunch breaks at school. First we all tried to play with more than one com-
mand – However the most important part of the day was when we all played on one big table.

After lunch, we all assembled our armies for one big battle. The battle involved 3 people attacking and 3 defending. It was great 
fun as we got to work together much better and it also let us use bigger armies so we could use more tactical plans. It also helped 
introduce us to more of the rules that wouldn’t normally affect us during our play. This showed us how to quickly change our tactics 
especially after an enemy attack. In the end the Attackers won by destroying the commander in chief who leads the army and if he 
dies you lose the game. Even though I lost it was great fun and I had been looking forward to it all week. I’m really glad that I went.
If you feel like you can come up with good strategies or enjoy playing table top games then please try and come. If you enjoy chess 
you may also like it as it can be thought of as quite similar in terms of strategy. I’m sure you will enjoy it if you like this kind of style of 
games so please come!

Report by Quangminh Bui-Le, 9H.  Here follows a pictorial record of the big battle and a view of troops available for battles every 
Friday lunchtime.

HORDES OF THE THINGS DAY

This is the whole collection from which players select their 
armies. Choices include vikings, dwarves, sand people, wood-
land realm, dread elves, volcanic people, hobgoblins, undead, 
minotaurs and lizardmen.

At the start of the big battle, the attacking airboats 
move backwards across the crystal bridge, followed 
by the sand people phalanx.
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Mid-battle, the attacking airboats are intercepted by defending 
orc fighter planes and defending archers, with artillery support, 
begin to outflank the sand people phalanx on the bridge.

Attacking dwarf cavalry, riding mini polar bears are surprised 
and destroyed by the volcanic right flank guards, led by their 
monstrous beast.

A sand people surprise flanking move is foiled by the sudden 
appearance of an orc dragon.

The endgame; the attacking airboats and phalanx force the 
defending aerial hero into the fight and he is killed. As the de-
fenders have also lost more troops overall, they lose the battle.

The pioneers of HOTT day had a really good time.
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

BADMINTON RESULTS
Wilson’s vs. Glyn

U14B won 7 - 2  vs. Glyn U14A
U16B won 7 - 2  vs. Glyn U16A

Year 7 House Competitions Overall Results 

                      

SPORT Brecon Camberwell Greencoat Datchelor Hayes Southwark 

Football 
            

16 24 20 11 11 24 
            

Total 30 60 40 20 20 60 

Badminton 
            

28 15 20 15 16 13 
            

Total 60 30 50 30 40 10 

Table tennis 
            

23 15 7 20 23 17 
            

Total 60 20 10 40 60 30 

Basketball 
            

25 16 13 12 22 19 
            

Total 60 30 20 10 50 40 

       Overall Running 
Total 210 140 120 100 170 140 

 

If you shop at Sainsbury’s and are offered the ‘Active Kids’ vouch-
ers the school would be very pleased to accept them from you.  
If we collect sufficient of these vouchers we will be able to use 
them to purchase additional sports equipment for your sons to 
use.
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Dates for your Diary

6 March  Jazz Dinner Evening 7.00 p.m.
6 March  Y8 Final Options Forms issued
9 - 13 March House Music Week
9 March  Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
9 March  Charity Cake Bake Sale 1.05 p.m.
11 March GCSE Musicians’ Evening II 7.00 p.m.
12 March EARLY FINISH (1.05p.m.)
12 March Y9 Parents’ evening 4.00 p.m.

13 March Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.05 p.m.
13 March PFA 400 Celebration Evening
16 March Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
16 March Second Hand Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
16 March Y8 Final Options Form Return Date
17 March Medical Information Evening 7.00 p.m.
18 March AS Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
20 March Unique Timetable

After a rigorous selection procedure, we are delighted to name Dion Barnaby as the School Captain for 2015-2016.  Dion will be ably assisted 
by five Deputy School Captains:  Ben Jacob, Ewan Robertson, Art Sett, Chris Spaull and Charles Stewart  who were also identified as role 
models within the school.    We offer our congratulations to all of them as they all performed extremely well at interview and should be proud 
of their achievement.

SCHOOL CAPTAIN AND DEPUTIES
2015 - 2016
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Wilson’s PFA 400th Anniversary Celebration for parents, staff, sixth form and friends is taking place on Friday 13 March 2015 in the Main 
School Hall.  Please join us for what will be the best night out you will have this year and the last major event ever to be held in our old, 
1970s, school hall!

Piyush Patel  (father of Dilan Patel in the Lower Sixth) has kindly offered to DJ for the evening.   Piyush specialises in 1970s and 80s music 
and has held many gigs in major venues, including the Gherkin!  Mel Ross and her team will be providing us with a sumptuous buffet and 
the PFA bar will ensure there is plenty of Prosecco and other tipples to keep us all lubricated through the evening!   The hall will be bathed 
in disco lights with a dance floor waiting to be used to its full potential.

So, come on and join us for what will be a fun and fabulous evening, find those LBD’s, get a group of friends together, or join us to meet 
new friends. Tickets are now on sale via ParentMail2.   Let’s make it A Night to Remember!

PFA

Y11 GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS SUPPORT FARM AFRICA

It is always good to hear when our students take an active role 
in supporting a charity. After a few lessons on appropriate aid to 
the developing world, students took it upon themselves to buy a 
goat through Farm Africa. The money raised goes to help African 
farmers in Tanzania and Kenya to improve food security and raise 
incomes sustainably. They have apparently decided to name the 
goat ‘Geoff’. No reason given! If you or your son would like to sup-
port this charity, then Mr Cady would welcome any donations.
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ENGINEERING MASTER CLASSES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2015

On Saturday 28 February ten students from Year 9 started a six week series of classes at Trinity School.  This week half of the boys were 
introduced to and constructed their own loudspeakers and the other half studied submarines and attempted to make a ‘glider’ which 
could move up and down in the water as well as being propelled forward.  The boys lucky enough to be selected for this course were 
Byron Sutherland, Akash Gupta, Jae Hun Ko, Ben Flatt, Andrew Leggett, Mahesh Mottram, Sean Hutcheson, Shaheer Ahmed, David 
O’Domhnaill and Harvey Pitts.  They will complete two more Saturday mornings before Easter and three afterwards.  Classes coming up 
include robotics, DNA forensics, fuel cells, skin bioengineering, bridges and car crash testing.

A HUNGARIAN DELEGATION

On Tuesday night of this week the CCF had some unusual 
visitors. Major Burton and Captain Grant hosted a 
delegation from Hungary who are on a fact finding 
mission with a view to starting a cadet force in their own 
country. Their party included Colonel dr. László Töll a 
Government Minister, Colonel József Gulyás, Defence, 
Military and Air Attaché to London and 
Mr Gábor Berkecz - Head Teacher of Károly Kratochvil 
Military Secondary School and Campus. They were 
accompanied by Major Simon Ettinghausen from the 
Ministry of Defence.

After a brief reception in the Board Room, they met with 
Mr Cole to talk about the benefits that the CCF brings to 
the school and its students, before watching a parade 
and an outstanding drill demonstration from the RAF Air 
Squadron Trophy Team.  They were then taken on a tour 
of the training facilities at the unit buildings and had the 
chance to meet and talk with the cadets.

On leaving, they expressed how impressed they had 
been and their intention to try and emulate the Cadet 
Force model in Hungary. They left after an exchange of 
gifts, leaving the CCF with a Bronze Medallion from the 
Hungarian Ministry of Defence.

As they left Colonel Gulyás said to Major Burton “You 
must be very proud of what you have here.”   To which 
the Major replied  “Thank you. Yes I am.”
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MATHS CIRCLE LECTURES

As in recent years, Wilson’s are hosting a sequence of Maths Circle lectures on Mondays in March. These are suitable for anyone studying 
A level mathematics, and pupils from a dozen schools attend. The lectures start at 4pm and finish by 5pm, and are held in the lecture 
theatre.  Wilson’s pupils are encouraged to attend as it is an ideal opportunity to enrich their experience of mathematics. This year’s 
lectures are as follows:- 

9 March  “Maths in Science” by Dr Neill Cooper, Wilson’s School

16 March “Maths in the city” by Mr Robert Charnley of Goldman Sachs

23 March ““2D or not 2D” - Maths, Art and Dimension” by Mr Tony Mann of Greenwich University

INTERMEDIATE MATHS CHALLENGE RESULTS 2015

This year we had 350 candidates take the Intermediate Maths 
Challenge on 5 February 2015. Of these over 85% gained a Bronze, 
Silver or Gold Award by scoring 37 or more.  93 pupils gained 
the Gold Award with a score of 64 or more, 132 pupils gained a 
Silver Award and another 72 the Bronze Award. All pupils will be 
informed of their results by their maths teacher.

Isuru Jayasekera (10B) performed the amazing feat of gaining top 
marks, only the third Wilson’s pupil to do so in the past 10 years. 
The next highest scores were gained by Gabriel Cairns (10C) and 
Liam Hopson (10B). Top score in year 11 was by Cellan Brady (11S), 
in year 9 was Christian Foulkes (9S) and in year 8 by Andy Deng 
(8C). All of these pupils have qualified for the Intermediate Maths 
Olympiad on Thursday 19 March, periods 3 and 4. 

Also qualifying for the Olympiad are: 

Year 10: Soham Sarkar, Chia da Yap, Luke Patel and Oliver Wales; 
Year 9: Tharshan Kuhendiran, Jonathan Coombe, Nathan Mitchell, 
Muhammad Al Ghifari and Marat Yusupov
Year 8: Tony Lin, Ahad Hasan and Rubaiyat Khondaker

In addition 44 pupils in years 10 and 11 qualified for the following 
“Pink Kangaroo” and 31 in years 9 and 8 for the “Grey Kangaroo”. 
This will also be taken on Thursday 19 March during period 4.

Congratulations to all our pupils on their outstanding results!

ECF NATIONAL SCHOOL CHESS CHAMPIONSHIPS

On Sunday 1 March three Wilson’s teams played at Eton College 
in the repecharge of the National School’s chess championships. 

Wilson’s A team dominated the event, winning all five matches, 
and so have qualified for the National Knock-out championships, 
where they play Westminster School in the first round. 

Wilson’s second team won their first three matches before being 
drawn against the A team and then a strong Dr Challoner’s GS 
team. They just missed out on qualifying for the national Plate 
competition, using the final tie break of age (they were too old!). 

Wilson’s C team did creditably. 

Congratulations to the all the players, but in particular those who 
won all 5 matches; Adam Taylor (U6), Vyas Raina (L6), Kenta Wat-
son (L6) and Jonathan Coombe (9H). Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G) 
and Sachit Raghavan (7C) were undefeated on the day. Other 
good scores were Pavan Murali (U6, 4/5), Kirishoth Sivalogarajah 
(L6) and Aranan Sivakumar (9B) 3½/5 and Ryan Shankar (L6), 
Aurideep Nayak (7H) and Kevin Gu (10H) 3/5.
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MARSDEN MARCH - COLLECTION OF SPONSORSHIP MONEY

When a promise of sponsorship has been made the default position is that donations should be made by using the justgiving 
website on: https://www.justgiving.com/teams/Wilsons400 and then choosing the appropriate house from the list available.

If it should prove impossible encourage the donor to use the website then please arrange that the donation should come to the 
school only in the form of a cheque NOT cash.  The cheque should be made payable to Wilson’s School Charity Account and be 
endorsed with the name of the pupil walker and his house.  The cheque should be placed in the appropriate collection box in Mrs 
Wood’s Office.

You may be interested to know what the current state (27/02/15) of sponsorship is.  Each house, with the exception of Datchelor 
House because there is only one Datchelor form, has a target of £1615.00 as do the staff and the Old Boys.  The Wilson’s Runners, 
in the persons of Mr Johnstone and Mr Alderson are engaged in a run elsewhere on the day of the Marsden March but are arrang-
ing sponsorship on behalf of the Marsden Hospital (it should be noted that running is not allowed during the Marsden March 
itself.)

Collecting group  Target (£s) Money collected (£s) Percentage (%)
Brecon   1615  70   4
Camberwell  1615  160   9
Datchelor  1615  550   34
Greencoat  1615  305   18
Hayes   1615  130   8
Southwark  1615  170   10
Staff and OWs  1615  1293.71   80
Wilson’s Runners  500  220   44

ARTICLE FOR YEAR 7 PARENTS

Hazel Middleton and Gill Biju are new to Wilson’s and have boys in Brecon (David Middleton) and Hayes (Oscar Biju).  We would 
like to know if any other Year 7 parents would find it helpful to have contact details for one another.  Under data protection 
legislation, Wilson’s is not able to share parents’ details and therefore we propose to draw up contact lists which can then be 
distributed to other parents in your child’s form.  It should be made clear that Wilson’s will in no way be involved in the collation 
or distribution of your details and that the school is therefore not responsible for their security.

If you would be happy to share your email address and/or mobile telephone number (and also be happy for these to be distribut-
ed to all other parents in your son’s form), 
If you have boys in Hayes, Camberwell or Southwark contact Gill Biju at Gillian_biju@fastmail.fm.
If you have boys in Brecon, Datchelor or Greencoat contact Hazel Middleton @hhmiddleton@btinternet.com

All we are requesting is your and your son’s name, his House, and your mobile number (optional).  We will then put lists together 
after half term, so if you could let us know by Sunday 15 March that would be very helpful.  We will then e-mail class lists back to 
those who have contacted us.

We are also looking for volunteers to become House representatives in order to make it easier to pass on information in the fu-
ture, so please let us know if this is something you would be prepared to do.

Finally, we thought it would be nice to organise an informal get together in the near future, so having your details would be a 
great help in sending out invites.
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SCHOOL NOTICES

LIBRARY NEWS
Dozens of new Fiction books  have been put on display in the 
Library.  New series include:
Chris Bradford’s Young Samurai,
Kami Garcia’s Beautiful Creatures
Tom Palmer’s Foul Play

There are new Rick Riordan and Anthony Horowitz novels too.
In addition, lots of new Manga and Graphic Novel books and a 
few Simpsons.  There’s something for everyone.

Mrs Cowell (School Librarian)

CHARITY NEWS

House Points Awarded. Charity Cup for winning House.
If you have any ideas see Mrs Gill.

House points for:
• Best tasting cake
• Best looking cake
• House that raises most money

MONDAY 9th March 2015

1:15 pm in the North Study

All money raised - Royal Marsden  Fund

I cannot guarantee fridge facilities.
Any questions see Mrs Gill

HOMEMADE CAKES ONLY

 HOME BAKED CAKES ONLY PLEASE
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU
9 -13 March 2015

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
SOUP Cream of Mush-

room Soup with 
Homemade Bread

Minestrone Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread

Potato and Leek 
with Homemade 

Bread

Carrot and Cori-
ander Soup with 

Homemade bread

Vegetable Soup 
served with Home-

made bread
MEAT CHOICE Sausage and Mash 

served with Beans 
and Gravy

Chicken Korma 
Served with 

Steamed Rice, 
Mango chutney

Roast Lamb,  
Roast potatoes 
Cabbage Gravy

Maple glazed 
Chicken, with 

Herby Potatoes 
and Broccoli

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas

Chicken Goujons, 
Chips, Peas

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE

Mixed Bean Chilli 
served with Rice

Goats Cheese Tarts 
with New Potatoes, 
Mixed vegetables

Roasted Pepper 
and Courgette 

Quiche

Aubergine and 
Spinach Curry with 

Rice

Vegetable Burger, 
Chips and peas

LIGHT BITES Chicken Drum-
sticks

Veg Spring Roll

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Vegetable Curry 
Pastie

 Chicken Drum-
sticks

Cheese and Onion 
Slice

Chicken Drum-
sticks

Spicy Bean Pattie

NONE

JACKET POTATO
PASTA 

Topped with a red 
pesto  Sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

Topped with a to-
mato and oregano 

sauce

Served with Beans/
Cheddar

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY 

MCALISTER ROOM AND CATERING VAN MENU 
9 – 13 MARCH 2015

MONDAY- BURRI-
TOS

TUESDAY – FRESH-
LY MADE PIZZAS

WEDNESDAY- OO-
DLES OF NOODLES

THURSDAY – IT’S 
ALL IN A BREAD

FRIDAY – CHIP 
SHOP DAY

MEAT OPTION BBQ chicken , 
mixed beans and 
tomato wrapped 
in a flour tortilla

Homemade Pep-
peroni Pizza

Thai spiced chick-
en and vegetables 
with egg noodles

NO SERVICE TO-
DAY

Fish, chips and 
beans

BBQ Chicken and 
Chips

Homemade chick-
en goujons and 

chips
VEGETARIAN OP-

TION
Chilli vegetable 

and mixed beans 
with tomato 

wrapped in a flour 
tortilla

Homemade 
cheese and tomato 

pizza

Thai spiced stir 
fried vegetables 
mixed with egg 

noodles

Vegetable Burger 
and Chips

SOMETHING 
SWEET

Homemade biscuit 
of the day

Homemade tray 
bake of the day

Homemade muffin 
of the day

Doughnut of the 
day
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CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

Creative Writing Club, Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year 
groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•             Short stories
•             Classical and modern poetry
•             Extended prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, Archie 
MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition- Ken Li 7B (a regular winner now!),  
who correctly identified the image of The Orien-
tal Pearl Tower in Shanghai China.  Please come 
and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points.  
Congratulations to all who got this correct!    

On to this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  Simply 
email the information to ADS@... and the first 
person with the correct answer wins!  

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

ICT & COMPUTER CLUBS
KS3 ECDL ICT drop in           Mondays F5 1.10 - 1.50  
KS4  ICT drop in               Tuesdays F4 1.10 - 1.50 
KS5 Computing/KS4 ICT drop in       Wednesday F4 1.10 - 1.50
Wednesday Computing/ICT coursework  Wednesday  3.30 - 4.30
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   

ARABIC CLUB FOR YEARS 7 & 8
Ever wanted to learn the 5th most spoken language in the World?  
Then come along to F15 Mondays after school from 3.40 p.m. to 
4.30 p.m. where Ms Mauthoor will be to help you learn how to read, 
write and speak in Arabic.  Please note that there is a limited num-
ber of places (15 students maximum); allocation of spaces will be on 
a first come first served basis.
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If you shop at Sainsbury’s and are offered the ‘Active Kids’ vouch-
ers the school would be very pleased to accept them from you.  
If we collect sufficient of these vouchers we will be able to use 
them to purchase additional sports equipment for your sons to 
use.

FOOTBALL RESULTS

Wednesday 25 February
Wilson’s vs. Richard Challoner (Surrey League)
1st XI       won        2 - 0          vs Richard Challonar – A  
2nd XI      drew       1 - 1          vs  Richard Challonar – B 

Thursday 26 February
Wilson’s vs. city of London
U14B      won     3 - 1          
U14C      won        5 - 1                   
U14D      lost         0 - 4      
U14E       drew      4 - 4    

Saturday 28 February
Wilson’s vs. KCS Wimbledon
1st XI      drew      1 - 1      
3rd XI       lost           0 - 2        vs 2nd XI
Wilson’s vs. Dulwich College
U14A      drew      1 - 1         
U14B     lost         1 - 3      
U14C      lost          1 - 5         
U13A      drew      1 - 1          
U13B      lost          1 - 4      
U13C     lost         1 - 5     
U12A      lost          3 - 4    
U12B     lost          0  - 5      
U12C      lost          1 - 2         

CHESS RESULTS

Wilson’s A  beat Whitgift A   4½ - 1½ 
Wins for Adam Taylor (U6), Tharshan Kuhendiran (9G), Philip 
Knott (U6) and Ryan Eaw (10B)

Wilson’s D  drew with Reigate B  3 – 3
Win for Han-Joo Kymm (10C)

Wilson’s E  beat Whitgift B   10 – 2
Win’s for Kiran Lee (7S, 2 wins), Kiran Gopinathan (10C), Kevin 
Gu (10H, 2 wins), Eshan Gupta (10C), William Eade (9G, 2 wins) 
and Samino Fernando (8G, 2 wins)

Wilson’s F  beat Emanuel   6½ - 5½
Wilson’s reserves beat Emanuel reserves 3½ - ½
Wins for Vishu Ketheeswaran (9G, 2 wins), Samuel Deyanov 
(8C), Hashim Hussain (9G), Christian Marti (U6), Arenkan Kula-
raj (8C, 2 wins) and Koushikk Ayyappan (7B, 2 wins)
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Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

Wilson's Dream League 2014/15
FIRST DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
U15A 26 21 1 4 89 34 55 64 2.46 82.69%
U13A 24 16 2 6 103 50 53 50 2.08 70.83%
1st XI 32 19 7 6 77 45 32 64 2.00 70.31%
3rd XI 20 11 3 5 71 41 30 36 1.80 62.50%
U12A 27 16 1 7 109 57 52 49 1.81 61.11%
U14A 25 14 2 10 63 47 16 44 1.76 60.00%
2nd XI 23 11 2 10 63 53 10 35 1.52 52.17%

Total 177 108 18 48 575 327 248 342 13.441 64.95%
SECOND DIVISION

Team PLD Won Drawn Lost For Agst GD Points Pts Av. Win %
6th XI 7 4 1 2 19 9 10 13 1.86 64.29%
U12B 19 10 1 7 50 47 3 31 1.63 55.26%
U14B 14 6 2 6 30 27 3 20 1.43 50.00%
U12C 8 3 2 3 35 21 14 11 1.38 50.00%
5th XI 5 2 1 2 20 11 9 7 0.00 50.00%
4th XI 15 4 3 8 27 36 -9 15 1.00 36.67%
U15B 7 1 3 2 15 18 -3 6 0.86 35.71%
U13B 10 2 0 8 17 46 -29 6 0.60 20.00%

Total 85 32 13 38 213 215 -2 109 9 42.52%

Other 24 12 2 7 99 59 40 38 1.58 54.17%

Total 286 152 33 93 887 601 286 489 24 58.92%
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Dates for your Diary

13 March PFA 400 Celebration Event - CANCELLED
16 March Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
16 March Second Hand Uniform Sale 3.30 p.m.
16 March Y8 Final Options Form Return Date
17 March Medical Information Evening 7.00 p.m.
18 March AS Recital Evening 7.00 p.m.
20 March ACTIVITY DAY
23 March Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.

23 March Joint Concert at Wallington High School
  for Girls 7.00 p.m.
25 March Y7 Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
27 March Mufti day (in aid of the Dominican Friars)
27 March END OF TERM
13 April  BEGINNING OF SUMMER TERM

Congratulations to Ben Barry who is having an outstanding 2014/15 Cross Country season.   

In January, Ben came 8th in the U17 Surrey Championships at Reigate Park.   This secured him a place in the Surrey County U17 Men’s Team 
and last weekend he represented Surrey in Birmingham against 300 of the best runners in the UK.   The 6km course was muddy, hilly and 
windy but Ben ran extremely well and came 5th for Surrey securing the team 6th position in the country.   Ben was also placed sixth in 
Surrey in the South East Schools Inter-counties Event last month and has gained a place in the Sutton Squad for the London Mini Marathon 
in April for the fifth consecutive year.   

Ben is hoping to set up a Cross Country Running Club at school in September – please let him know if you are interested!

BEN BARRY - CROSS COUNTRY SUCCESS FOR SURREY
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Last Thursday saw four Year 10 students compete in 
the Further Mathematics Support Programme Maths 
Feast competition; an event in which teams of four 
Year 10s from numerous schools work as a team to 
solve a variety of mathematical challenges, ranging 
from extended problem solving to origami. 

Shavindra Jayasekera, Kevin Gu, Gabriel Cairns and 
Ryan Eaw competed against 13 other teams at the 
event, held at Wallington County Grammar School, 
and emerged victorious in the five round event, 
winning three rounds outright and coming joint top 
in the remaining two. Of particular note is the origami 
round, where teams were given complex instructions 
to follow to build a series of cubes with one vertex 
chopped off, which they then had to stack. Most 
teams managed one cube, and a couple managed two 
or three. However, as I’m sure you’ll agree, stacking five 
cubes as you can see in the picture is very impressive 
indeed!

FURTHER MATHEMATICS SUPPORT PROGRAMME - MATHS                                  
 FEAST COMPETITION

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION TRUST’S LESSON FROM AUSCHWITZ

Early in the morning of 5 February, Jonathan Chatterjee and 
Charlie Francombe (both Year 12) boarded a flight to Poland 
to take part in the Holocaust Education Trust’s Lessons from 
Auschwitz project. The project aimed to illuminate the human 
nature of the Holocaust, and stressed the importance of pre-
venting modern-day persecution. The students visited the town 
of Auschwitz, where they visited a Jewish pre-war cemetery, 
to comprehend the normality of life for Europe’s Jews before 
persecution. Following this enlightening stop, the boys went 
to Auschwitz I, where they viewed the camp museum, and 
the barbarity of the gas chambers. This harrowing experience 
was supplemented by a visit to the cold external buildings of 
Auschwitz-Birkenau where the reality and suffering of the gen-
ocide came to light. The day was concluded with a ceremony 
led by Rabbi Marcus and the Lessons from Auschwitz team. The 
day was a harrowing experience for both students. Jonathan 
said, “the trip was deeply moving”. The students plan to build on 
their work by writing personal reflections upon their experience 
of the Holocaust  and talking to Year 8 students in their history 
lessons about the persecution of the Jews in Nazi Germany. 
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COMMONWEALTH DAY PARADE

Wilsons School CCF were asked to represent the CCF at the Commonwealth Day parade held at the Commonwealth Memorial Gates on 
Monday 9 March 2015.  The Memorial Gates is a war memorial located at the Hyde Park Corner end of Constitution Hill in London, UK. It 
commemorates the armed forces of the British Empire from Africa, the Caribbean and the five regions of the Indian subcontinent 
(Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka) who served in the First and Second World Wars. The memorial was officially inaugurat-
ed in 2002 by H.M .The Queen.

As a formed up body of men; Regular, Reserves and Cadets, we marched under the guidance of the Garrison Sergeant Major London 
District up to the memorial behind the Band of the Coldstream Guards, an experience the Cadets will never forget.

The Rt. Hon. Eric Pickles MP, Baroness Flather and Field Marshal Baron Guthrie of Craigiebank GCB, LVO, OBE, DL were the principal guests 
of honour.

Moving speeches were delivered in particular by Field Marshall Guthrie who thanked all for attending and reiterated the sacrifice and the 
on-going remembrance for all who have served from the Commonwealth in both world wars but in particular in these anniversary years 
of the Great War.   We were reminded of the honour such men had in serving, and especially on this day, the 100th anniversary of the 
Battle of Neuve Chappelle in Northern France where over a third of the attacking force came from the Indian Corps, one of their earliest 
experiences of action on the Western Front.  A particularly moving lament was played by a Piper from the Royal Ghurka Rifles and then 
the wreaths were laid by over 20 organisations.

A very proud day for all involved and the Contingent Commanders thanks go to the five Cadets who represented Wilson’s School CCF 
outstandingly: LCpls Raheal Luke, Hannah Mahmood, Jo Mattikoyya, Lorraine Mintah & Cdt David Okoh.
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JAZZ EVENING
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CHARITY NEWS RESULTS: 

£  £270 Raised for the Marden Fund.

Tasting Look Money
1st S H G
2nd D G B
3rd H C C
4th G S S
5th B B H
6th C D D

The cakes all looked good and, judging by the 
pictures on the next page, it seems that they all 
tasted good too!

Congratulations to all those who took part, 
baking, eating and buying.   

The cake sale raised £270 for the Marsden Fund.
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 

16th-20th March 2015 

 Monday St Patrick’s Day Wednesday Thursday Friday 
SOUP Pea and mint soup 

with Homemade 
Bread 

Celeriac soup with 
Irish soda bread 

Vegetable soup 
served with 

Homemade Bread 

Sweet Potato soup 
with Homemade 

Bread 

Roasted Tomato 
Soup served with 
Homemade Bread 

MEAT CHOICE Chicken fillet 
burger served in a 
bun with lettuce, 
garlic mayonnaise 

and potato wedges 

Traditional Irish 
Stew with lamb, 

potatoes and 
vegetables 

 
Irish mussels 

Roast Pork ,  Roast 
Potatoes, Carrots, 

Gravy, Apple Sauce 

 Beef madras, Rice, 
Mango chutney 

Naan Bread 

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas 

 
Chicken Goujons, 

Chips, Peas 

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE 

Quorn and 
vegetable cottage 

pie 

Irish cheddar and 
potato bake  

Chickpea and Lentil 
Curry, Pilau Rice 

Stuffed Peppers 
with Mixed 
Vegetables 

Spicy bean burger 
Chip, Peas 

LIGHT BITES Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Hash Browns 

Cheese and onion 
pasty 

 Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Vegetable Samosa 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Quorn Escalope 

NONE 

JACKET POTATO 
PASTA  

Topped with a 
Tomato Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

Topped with a 
Creamy Mushroom 

Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY  
SOMETHING 

SWEET 
Apricot Crumble 

with Custard 
Country Apple 

cake with cream 
Ice cream with 
fruit compote 

Chocolate 
Sponge with 

Chocolate Sauce 

Iced Doughnuts 

  

MCALISTER ROOM AND CATERING VAN MENU  
16 – 20 MARCH 

 

 MONDAY- BURRITOS TUESDAY – FRESHLY 
MADE PIZZAS 

WEDNESDAY- OODLES 
OF NOODLES 

THURSDAY – IT’S ALL IN 
A BREAD 

FRIDAY – CHIP SHOP 
DAY 

MEAT OPTION BBQ pork , mixed beans 
and tomato wrapped in 

a flour tortilla 

Homemade Tandoori 
Chicken Pizza 

Chicken curry  and rice 
pot 

Sliced beef and onion 
baguette 

NO SERVICE TODAY 

VEGETARIAN OPTION Chilli vegetable and 
mixed beans with 

tomato wrapped in a 
flour tortilla 

Homemade cheese and 
tomato pizza 

Cajun spiced stir fried 
vegetables mixed with 

egg noodles 

Mozzarella and tomato 
Bagel 

 

SOMETHING SWEET Homemade biscuit of 
the day 

Homemade tray bake of 
the day 

Homemade muffin of 
the day 

Homemade cake of the 
day 

 

 Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 

Fresh fruit, yoghurts 
and sandwich selection 

always available 
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CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

Creative Writing Club, Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year 
groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•             Short stories
•             Classical and modern poetry
•             Extended prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, Archie 
MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.

SCHOOL NOTICES

TEACHERS RAISING MONEY FOR 
CHARITY
On the day of the Marsden March, when students and staff from the 
school will be walking 14 miles to raise money for the Royal 
Marsden Cancer Charity, Mr Johnstone and Mr Alderson will be 
running in the Richmond half-marathon to fundraise for this char-
ity. 

If you would like to sponsor them, this can be done via the Just 
Giving website at this address: https://www.justgiving.com/Wil-
sonsRunners/  

PFA 400 CELEBRATION DISCO EVENT - 
CANCELLED

The PFA have had to cancel the disco that was going to take place 
this Friday, 13 March.  However, they have many other events 
planned to celebrate the 400th anniversary of the school.  All 
events will be advertised in the newsletter and they hope you will 
be able to join them at one of the forthcoming events.

MATHS CIRCLE LECTURES

As in recent years, Wilson’s are hosting a sequence of Maths Circle lectures on Mondays in March. These are suitable for anyone studying 
A level mathematics, and pupils from a dozen schools attend. The lectures start at 4pm and finish by 5pm, and are held in the lecture 
theatre.  Wilson’s pupils are encouraged to attend as it is an ideal opportunity to enrich their experience of mathematics. This year’s 
lectures are as follows:- 

16 March  “Maths in the city” by Mr Robert Charnley of Goldman Sachs

23 March  ““2D or not 2D” - Maths, Art and Dimension” by Mr Tony Mann of Greenwich University
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition- Michael Oduyemi, 7H, who correct-
ly identified the image first, as The Senedd, (The 
Welsh Assembly building) , Cardiff Bay, Cardiff 
Wales, and also to Sam Stuart, 7C, who won a 
bonus praise point for a correct entry in the 
Monday prize draw.  Please come and Mr Sturt in 
rm 24 for your praise points.  Congratulations to 
all who got this correct!  

Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  There 
are two praise points up for grabs this week.  The 
first for the first correct answer and then there 
will be a draw on Monday at break (for another 
Praise point) for a correct entry received by then.  
Simply email the information to ADS@...!  Get 
thinking (bonus praise as well if you can link to 
the reason this image was chosen!).

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys 
in the future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school 
science club teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in 
S10 from 3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who 
would like to join should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the 
waiting list.

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9

DO YOU LIKE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING?
- Drama Games
- Scene Study 
- Creating Characters
- Debating/Discussing
- Writing Plays/Films
- Acting/Singing/Dancing
- Fun/Fun/Fun
…THEN JOIN THE JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB!

EVERY WEDNESDAY LUNCHTIME @ 1.20pm in the 
DRAMA SUITE (F23).

[Type text] 
 

 

WE PRESENT 
THE WILSON’S… 

LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WORLD OPERATES AND HAVE A SAY ON 
ECONOMIC CURRENT AFFAIRS. (THERE’S FREE FOOD TOO) 

TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES IN 6F4 
STARTS ON 11th NOVEMBER   

CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

ICT & COMPUTER CLUBS
KS3 ECDL ICT drop in           Mondays F5 1.10 - 1.50  
KS4  ICT drop in               Tuesdays F4 1.10 - 1.50 
KS5 Computing/KS4 ICT drop in       Wednesday F4 1.10 - 1.50
Wednesday Computing/ICT coursework  Wednesday  3.30 - 4.30
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.
NO DROP IN AFTER SCHOOL ON 18 MARCH.

HANDWRITING CLUB
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

NEW WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   

ARABIC CLUB FOR YEARS 7 & 8
Ever wanted to learn the 5th most spoken language in the World?  
Then come along to F15 Mondays after school from 3.40 p.m. to 
4.30 p.m. where Ms Mauthoor will be to help you learn how to read, 
write and speak in Arabic.  Please note that there is a limited num-
ber of places (15 students maximum); allocation of spaces will be on 
a first come first served basis.
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SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

Mud and grass. Grass and mud. And a few trees. This was the 5 kilometres of Roundshaw Parkrun. Last Satur-
day morning a few runners from Wilson’s gathered to run until they dropped- or at least until they finished 
the race. After a few announcements (one of which was Mr Alderson winning a prize), the whistle blew and 
we were off. George and I had decided to run together, for the sake of banter. We were soon overtaken by 
faster, more practiced people. After the long flat straight, we turned left onto the steep uphill. We overtook 
the occasional straggler from the front, and despite both our intentions we did not ditch the other. As we 
got back to the downhill straight, we did not get the mad rush to sprint, as there was still the second lap to 
go. We were greeted by the marshals as the entire thing began once more. If anything, the second lap was 
easier than the first. Now the paranoia of being overtaken was gone, we kept going at a steady pace. Before 
we knew it, we were back at the downhill part. Here was the final straight- we were going for the win. We 
increased our pace, getting ready for the last burst. When we were in sight of the finish, I realised we were 
catching Mr Walters. It was too good an opportunity to miss - with the frenzy of the finish upon me I began 
sprinting. With a quick shout of “Hello, sir!” I overtook him, but Mr Walters was quick on the uptake. Pretty 
soon it was neck and neck as we dashed towards the finish. However, I was unable to beat his pace.

Well done to everybody who took part and we look forward to seeing many more join us at the next Parkrun.

ROUNDSHAW PARKRUN - Report by Andy Deng, 8C
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If you shop at Sainsbury’s and are offered the 
‘Active Kids’ vouchers the school would be very 
pleased to accept them from you.  

If we collect sufficient of these vouchers we will 
be able to use them to purchase additional sports 
equipment for your sons to use.

FOOTBALL RESULTS

Tuesday 3 March
Wilson’s vs. Stanley Park (Quarter-Final of District Cup)
U13A won   9 - 1          vs Stanley Park 

Wednesday 4 March
Wilson’s vs. St. Paul’s 
1st XI      drew      1 - 1          
2nd XI     won        2 - 0        
3rd XI      drew      0 - 0          
4th XI      lost          5 - 0          
6th XI      won        1 - 0          
7th XI      lost          4 - 2          
8th XI      won        3 - 2         

Friday 6 March
Wilson’s vs. Carshalton Boys (Semi-Final of District Cup)
U12A     lost           3 - 0          
U15A     won         1 - 0          v              
(final is to be held on Thursday 19 March)

Richard Challoner cancelled all B team games scheduled 
for Saturday.

Saturday 7 March
Wilson’s vs. Richard Challoner
U12A      won         5 - 1
U13A won 8 - 0
U15A won 4 - 2
U16A won 2 - 1      

Monday 9 March
Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar (Semi-Final of District Cup)
U16A      won         5 - 1

CHESS RESULTS

Wilson’s A  beat  KCS Wimbledon A     5 - 1
Wins for Adam Taylor (U6), Pavan Murali (U6), Vyas Raina (L6, 
Vatsal Raina (L6) and Jon-Man Chung (10G)

Wilson’s C  lost to  KCS Wimbledon Jnrs A 1 – 5
Draws for Aranan Sivakumar (9B) and Shavindra Jayasekera 
(10B)

Wilson’s E  beat  KCS Wimbledon B     8 – 4
Wins for Kiran Lee (7S, 2 wins), Kevin Gu (10H, 2 wins), Sergiu 
Vonsovici (L6), Sachit Raghavan (7C, 2 wins) and Eshan Gupta 
(10C)

Wilson’s U13  beat  KCS Wimbledon Jnrs. A  7 – 5 
Wins for Andy Deng (8C), Samino Fernando (8G), Adam Phil-
lips (8H), Daniel Read (7S), Arenkan Kularaj (8C) and Koushikk 
Ayyappan (7B)

Wilson’s U13  drew with KCS Wimbledon Jnrs A 7 – 7
Wins for Thivyesh Baskaran (7G), Abdullah Ghalib (8C), Sam 
Bollard (7D), Karar Al-Atia (7B) Nivjesh Aravinthan (7D, 2 wins) 
and Shivank Khare (7D).

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

RUGBY  RESULTS

Year 9 rugby had a great day at the Surrey Seven’s losing 
to Dunottar in the plate Quarter-Finals. It was a fantastic 
experience against some of the best school rugby sides in the 
country.

Top Try Scorer: Milo Wakefield/ James Kutin

Top Points Scorer: Milo Wakefield

Player Of The Tournament: Adam Abu-Seer
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Dates for your Diary

23 March Maths Circle Lecture 4.00 p.m.
23 March Joint Concert at Wallington High School
  for Girls 7.00 p.m.
25 March Y7 Music Showcase 7.00 p.m.
27 March Mufti day (in aid of the Dominican Friars)
27 March END OF TERM at 3.05p.m.
13 April  BEGINNING OF SUMMER TERM
  LATE START for students 10.50 a.m. registration
20 April  Young Musician of the Year Final 7.00 p.m.

20 April Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.
23 April Vocal Evening 7.00 p.m.
27 April Used Uniform Shop 3.30 p.m.
28 April Y7 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
1 May Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.00 p.m.
4 May Bank Holiday
6 May Summer Concert 7.00 p.m. 
8 May Year 11 and Year 12 Study Leave begins
11 May Public Examinations begin
13 May EARLY FINISH FOR STUDENTS 1.05 p.m.
20 May Junior Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

Having won the ‘Last Chance Saloon’ at Eton College at the start of the month Wilson’s qualified for the last 16 of the National Schools Chess 
Championships.  We were drawn at home to Westminster School.  On paper the teams were evenly matched, though Westminster then pro-
duced a strong player who had retired from chess playing a few years earlier to bolster the strength of their team, whereas we had a player 
withdraw ill on the day.

The match was played over 2½ hours and we were grateful to be allowed to play in the Board Room. After 2 hours of play most games 
looked close, but with one or two of ours looking unpromising.  However Ryan Eaw (10B) produced a win to calm the nerves and this was 
followed by Vatsal Raina (L6) also winning.  Not long after this Vyas Raina (L6) won when his opponent played an unsound rook sacrifice.  
In the last 10 minutes we won all the remaining games, with Adam Taylor (U6) winning his opponent’s queen, Tharshan Kuhendiran’s (9G) 
attack on his opponent’s king winning a piece and then the game, whilst Philip Knott (U6) won one time when winning an ending. 

It was very gratifying for the team to win 6 – 0 against such a strong team as Westminster School. However, now that we are in the National 
Quarter Finals, we know that the next match will be against even tougher opponents and the whole team are looking forward to the chal-
lenge.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS CHESS CHAMPIONSHIPS
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PER ARDUA AD ASTRA

Having won the South Central Regional Final of the Air Squadron Trophy Competition at a canter last month, the RAF ASTC Team 
competed in the National Finals at RAF Halton on Sunday.  

They competed in seven disciplines- Drill, Shooting, Command Task, Aircraft Recognition, RAF Knowledge, Fitness and First Aid.   
Wilson’s School CCF won the Aircraft Recognition Trophy and finished 2nd in Drill,  3rd in Military Knowledge and  4th in First Aid.    They 
were placed 4th overall of the 12 finalists and out of 208 schools in the UK with an RAF Section who were eligible to enter at the regional 
stage.  They were yet again placed as the top state school CCF.  

While the cadets were a little disappointed not to make the top three they should be proud of a very creditable result, especially given 
the strength of the competition. Major Burton is certainly extremely proud of his cadets and the level of dedication they have shown in 
preparing for this event. 

The team consisted of:   Cpl Carr
CWO J Smith    Cpl Gotts
FS Padhi     CPl Moore   
FS Kingsnorth    LCpl Pal
FS Alvarado-Rivero    LCpl Ganguli (WHSG)
Sgt Godwin (Oliver)   LCpl Blagg (WHSG)   
Sgt Robertson    LCpl Windsor (Travelling Reserve)
Cpl Nizam    LCpl Fairman (WHSG (2nd Reserve)
Cpl Moore              

Although they didn’t make the final team LCpls St Clair-Gray and  Ramful continued to train with the team to help out and to put 
themselves in a stronger position for next year, showing great resilience and team spirit.

Wilson’s Year 8/9 Maths team went to Trinity School, Croydon 
on Friday 13 May for the annual competition against 35 
other local schools. The event tests both mathematical 
ability and speed of calculation, starting by working in a 
group of four but with most challenges tackled as pairs. 

Things started exceptionally well with the team solving all 
ten group round questions correctly. In the cross number 
(like a cross word but with numbers, with digits replacing 
letters) they worked in pairs, with one pair given across clues 
and the other pair down clues. Again they made no mistakes 
meaning at the  lunchtime break they were still on 100% 
score. After lunch things did not go quite so well. In the shut-
tle round, where the answer derived by one pair of students 
was needed by the other pair to answer their question, a few 
mistakes crept in. The final relay race round involved pupils 
walking fast (or even running) around the Trinity School hall. 
The Wilson’s team answered almost all the questions. 

In the final scores the team came second, ahead of such 
schools as Trinity, Whitgift, Wallington CGS, Wallington HSG 
and Nonsuch. They were just beaten by Sutton GS who were 
faster in the relay. We now wait until May to hear whether 
we get one of the ‘highest scoring runners up’ places at the 
national finals. 

The team shown in the photo are Akash Gupta (9C), Kit 
Foulkes (9S), Rubaiyat Khondaker (8G) and Ahad Hasan 
(8C).  They were assisted in their preparation by other squad 
members: Jonathan Coombe (9H), Rajiv Guha (9S), Andy 
Deng (8C), Tony Lin (8S) and Varun Jain (8H) and their year 
11 mentors: Rathesh Kananathan (11S), Cellan Brady (11S) 
and Sajawall Nawaz  (11S). 

TEAM MATHS CHALLENGE
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CCF PROMOTIONS FOR THE NEW TERM

In order to organise and train the cadets in our expanding CCF in the Summer term, Major Burton and his staff carefully considered and 
developed a structure for the Summer term.   The CCF traditionally trains cadets of all year groups together in the third term of the year 
and this year this will happen in Two Rifle Companies and an RAF Squadron.   In order to staff this new structure a number of cadets 
were promoted or given new appointments on Tuesday evening. 

CWO Smith was appointed as Regimental Sergeant Major of the Corps, the first RAF Cadet Warrant Officer to be given that post.  
WO2 Rogers was appointed Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant  of the Army Section and will also act as Company Sergeant Major 
of Cambrai Company with Colour Sergeant Skinner being promoted to WO2 and appointed Company Sergeant Major of the newly 
formed Dettingen Company.  CWO Smith was replaced as Senior cadet in the RAF Section by the newly promoted Cadet Warrant Officer 
Kingsnorth. 
Below them a substantial number of roles were filled from Colour Sergeant and Flight Sergeant to promotions from cadet to Lance 
Corporal the first rung on the NCO ladder.  Our Congratulations go to all those who were promoted.

CWO SMITH  CWO (RSM)  LCPL PAL   CPL
WO2 (CSM)  ROGERS WO2(RQMS)  CDT BAFFOUR-AWUAH LCPL
CSGT SKINNER  WO2(CSM)  CDT LOU   LCPL
FS KINGSNORTH  CWO   CDT ROBERTS  LCPL
SGT NASH  CSGT   CDT DOUIRI  LCPL
SGT GODWIN  FS   ANSCOMBE  ALCPL
SGT ROBERTSON  FS   KARRUNAVANNAN  ALCPL  
CPL SHANTHARUBAN SGT   FIDELI   ALCPL
CPL NEWMAN- SANDERS SGT   KONG   ALCPL
CPL BURDET   SGT   NELSON   ALCPL
CPL NIZAM  SGT   GODWIN   ALCPL
CPL GOTTS  SGT   ADIL   ALCPL
CPL CARR  ASGT 
LCPL PATEL  CPL
LCPL BERDNIKOV  CPL
LCPL THOMAS  CPL
LCPL EL BAKKOURI  CPL
LCPL  INGAMELLS  CPL
LCPL HANCE  CPL
LCPL CHUNG  CPL
LCPL BLAGG  CPL
LCPL WINDSOR  CPL
LCPL GANGULI  CPL
LCPL CHAU  CPL
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HOUSE MUSIC RESULTS

I’m delighted to announce this year’s House Music Results, below.  Every boy that is on the list below battled through a great deal of com-
petition (over 180 boys took part).  The competition in the piano class on Tuesday afternoon was particular fierce with over 50 boys, and 
3 hours of music, in that category alone!  Every boy that entered gained 2 points for their house, with the winners receiving the following 
bonus points: 1st place (50 points), 2nd place (25 points), 3rd place (10 points), and Highly Commended (5 points).

Not only would I like to thank the boys for the impressive display of musical talent (all of the external adjudicators remarked on how im-
pressed they were with the level of talent that the boys displayed) but I would also like to thank all of those who helped set up the venues 
each day and recommend adjudicators to come and offer their expert opinion.  

The Grand Finale takes place soon after Easter (Monday 20th April, 7pm), and the boys highlighted in bold below will be asked to take part 
(usually it is the top junior performer and top two senior performers).  They will then battle it out to see who is crowned Wilson’s School 
Young Musician of the Year 2015!

Category    Winners     Highly Commended
BRASS  JUNIOR  1. Patrick Smith, 7B   Danny Sampson, 7B
    2. William Eade, 9G   Edward Straw, 7H
    3. Kevin Arulananthan, 8G    
  SENIOR  1. Oliver De Carteret, Sixth H  Anthony Matthews-Mroz, 10S
    2. Tom Thornton, 10H
    3. Oliver Wales, 10G 
STRINGS  JUNIOR  1. Ted Perkin, 8G   Kai Chang, 8H
    2. Jonathan Coombe, 9H
    3. Andy Deng, 8C 
  SENIOR  1. Harry Perkin, SixthG  Sam Gates, 11S 
    2. Linden Hogarth, SixthC
    3. Luke Patel, 10C 
VOICE  JUNIOR  1. Oliver Cavadino, 8C  Gabriel Lumsden, 9C
    2. Vou-Fri Sett, 9B
    3. Sam Belgrove, 9G 
  SENIOR  1. Sashank Srikanth, 10S  Xavier Leonard, 11S
    2. Ramon Nartallo, 10H 
    3. Lukas Alemu, 11S 
PERCUSSION OVERALL  1. Liam Grant, 11C
    2. Praveen Rajeevan, 7D
    3. Joe Chandler, 7H 
PIANO  JUNIOR  1. Jake Eaw, 9B   Jaciron Kamalathasan, 7C
    2. Joseph Crawford, 7S  Michael Lowe, 7B
    3. = Thomas Bradshaw, 8H  Richard Gotts, 8B
     = Andy Deng, 8C   Neel Maniar, 8B
         Cosmin Vonsovici, 8H
         Peter Wales, 8H
         Pranav Madan, 
  SENIOR  1. Timothy Cheng, SixthB  Tim Harper, 10C
    2. = Suryava Bhattacharya, SixthS Sam Gates, 11S
     = Isuru Jayasekera, 10bB  Sam Kinch, 11C
    3. = Michael Ahearn, SixthC  Mark Mayo, 11C
     = Jon-Man Chung, 10G  Alexander Nielsen, 11G
WOODWIND JUNIOR  1. Oliver Cavadino, 8C  Daniel Wan, 7H
    2. Samuel Smith, 9B
    3. Jacob Fihosy, 7S 
  SENIOR  1. Sam Gates, 11S   Owen Child, 10S
    2. Daniel Jacob-Ormson, SixthH
    3. Matt Clark, SixthC 
GUITAR  JUNIOR  1. James Craik, 8H   Jamie Park, 8B
    2. Akash Gupta, 9C
    3. Dulhan Jayalath, 9H 
  SENIOR  1. Gautam Vyas, 10C   Jack Weeks-Greener, 11B
    2. Cameron Overeynder, 11B
    3. Jake Rightmyer, SixthB 
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PFA 100 CLUB DRAW 
WINNERS - FEBRUARY 2015

FEBRUARY DRAW
1st  ££63.75  P Anang
2nd  £38.25  E Cooke
3rd  £25.50  C Kinch

There are still spaces available to join the Wilson’s 100 Club 
which both raises money for the school and pays out cash 
prizes every month.

For further information see the school website under commu-
nity/parents/PFA or email:  wilsons.100club@gmail.com

MATHS CIRCLE LECTURES

As in recent years, Wilson’s are hosting a sequence of 
Maths Circle lectures on Mondays in March. These are suit-
able for anyone studying A level mathematics, and pupils 
from a dozen schools attend. The lectures start at 4pm and 
finish by 5pm, and are held in the lecture theatre.  Wilson’s 
pupils are encouraged to attend as it is an ideal opportuni-
ty to enrich their experience of mathematics. The remain-
ing lecture for this year is:

23 March  ““2D or not 2D” - Maths, Art and 
  Dimension” by Mr Tony Mann of 
  Greenwich University

SCHOOL NOTICES

TEACHERS RAISING 
MONEY FOR 
CHARITY
On the day of the Marsden March, 
when students and staff from the 
school will be walking 14 miles to 
raise money for the Royal 
Marsden Cancer Charity, Mr
Johnstone and Mr Alderson will 
be running in the Richmond 
half-marathon to fundraise for this 
charity. 

If you would like to sponsor them, 
this can be done via the Just 
Giving website at this address: 
https://www.justgiving.com/Wil-
sonsRunners/  

CAKE TINS
Following various cake sales we 
have a number of unclaimed tins 
which are waiting to be reunited 
with their owners.  If you are 
waiting for a cake tin to be 
returned, please ask your son to 
come to reception to reclaim your 
tin.

DofE GOLD AWARD

Congratulations go to former pupils Seb Ayers, Jonathan Mash, 
Stefan Sivapatham and Michael Vereycken and to current students 
Will Kingsnorth and Dominic Pellew on being awarded the highest 
accolade in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Scheme, The Gold Award.

Well done to all and they can look forward to receiving their award 
from either HRH Prince Phillip, The Duke Of Edinburgh or HRH Prince 
Edward, Earl of Wessex in the near future.

At the beginning of March, Mr Englefield, Robert 
Cochrane and Oliver Green (both Upper 6th) travelled 
to Belgium to take part in the First World War 
Centenary Battlefield Tours Programme.  The 
Programme, designed to raise awareness about 
the First World War and its effects on communities, 
included visits to memorials such as Menin Gate, 
Thiepval and the Newfoundland Memorial Park. 
Other activities included a comparison of the British 
army in 1914 with present day methods, as well 
as viewing trenches at the Ulster memorial. The 
students will use the trip in order to make a project 
on the impact of the war on Wilson’s School and local 
community. 

FIRST WORLD WAR CENTENARY BATTLEFIELD TOUR
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 
23-27 March 2015 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
SOUP Cream of 

Mushroom Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread 

Tomato and Basil 
Soup with 

Homemade Bread 

Vegetable Broth 
with Homemade 

Bread 

Carrot and 
Coriander Soup 

with Homemade 
Bread 

Courgette Soup 
served with 

Homemade Bread 

MEAT CHOICE Maple glazed 
chicken served 

with New Potatoes 
and Green beans 

 Traditional beef 
spaghetti 

bolognaise 

Honey roasted 
Gammon, Roast 
potatoes, Root 

vegetables, Parsley 
Sauce 

Chicken massaman 
curry Served with 

Steamed Rice, 
Mango chutney 

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas 

 
Chicken Goujons, 

Chips, Peas 
VEGETARIAN 

CHOICE 
Vegetable and feta 

cheese tagine 
served with 

fragrant couscous 

Vegetable crumble 
with Herby 
Potatoes 

Sweet potato and 
coconut Curry 

served with 
jasmine rice,  

Vegetable Lasagne 
served with mixed 

salad 

Vegetable Burger, 
Chips and peas 

LIGHT BITES Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Veg curry pasty 
 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 
Veg Samosa 

 Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Cheese and Onion 
Slice 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Quornish pasty 

NONE 

JACKET POTATO 
PASTA  

Topped with a 
Tomato Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

Topped with a 
Pesto Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY  
SOMETHING 

SWEET 
Apple & Cinnamon 

Crumble with 
Custard 

Rice pudding 
served with fruit  

Red velvet cake 
served with cream 

Chocolate Sponge 
with Chocolate 

Sauce 

Chocolate fudge 
cake 

 
McAlister Room and Catering Van menu  

23 – 27 MARCH, 2015 
 

 MONDAY- 
BURRITOS 

TUESDAY – 
FRESHLY MADE 

PIZZAS 

WEDNESDAY- 
OODLES OF 
NOODLES 

THURSDAY – IT’S 
ALL IN A BREAD 

FRIDAY – CHIP 
SHOP DAY 

MEAT OPTION Fish finger, iceberg 
lettuce and 
mayonnaise 

served in a flour 
tortilla 

Homemade 
pepperoni pizza 

Thai spiced 
chicken and 

vegetables with 
egg noodles 

Chicken fillet 
burger served in 

sesame bun, with 
lettuce and garlic 

mayonnaise 

Fish and chips 
Chicken and chips 

 

VEGETARIAN 
OPTION 

Vegetable goujons 
lettuce, sweet 

chilli sauce served 
in a flour tortilla 

Homemade 
cheese and 

tomato pizza 

Stir fried 
vegetables in soy 
sauce served with 

egg noodles 

Roasted vegetable 
and houmous 

baguette 

Vegetable burger 
and chips 

SOMETHING 
SWEET 

Homemade biscuit 
of the day 

Homemade tray 
bake of the day 

Homemade muffin 
of the day 

Homemade cake 
of the day 

Doughnut of the 
day 

 Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

ICT & COMPUTER CLUBS
KS3 ECDL ICT drop in           Mondays F5 1.10 - 1.50  
KS4  ICT drop in               Tuesdays F4 1.10 - 1.50 
KS5 Computing/KS4 ICT drop in       Wednesday F4 1.10 - 1.50
Wednesday Computing/ICT coursework  Wednesday  3.30 - 4.30
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.
NO DROP IN AFTER SCHOOL ON 18 MARCH.

HANDWRITING
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

 WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   

ARABIC CLUB FOR YEARS 7 & 8
Ever wanted to learn the 5th most spoken language in the World?  
Then come along to F15 Mondays after school from 3.40 p.m. to 
4.30 p.m. where Ms Mauthoor will be to help you learn how to read, 
write and speak in Arabic.  Please note that there is a limited num-
ber of places (15 students maximum); allocation of spaces will be on 
a first come first served basis.

CREATIVE WRITING CLUB
Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•             Short stories
•             Classical and modern poetry
•             Extended prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, 
Archie MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.

ECONOMICS CLUB
Tuesday lunchtimes, 6F4.

TEXTILES CLUB
Fridays in F13 from 1.10 p.m.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB - YEARS 7-9
Every Wednesday lunchtime at 1.20 p.m. in the Drama Suite (F23)

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the 
future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club 
teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 
3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join 
should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the waiting list.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s 
competition- Ken Li, 7B,  who correctly identified 
the image first, as The Spire in Dublin, Ireland 
(chosen as it’s St. Patrick’s day this week) and also 
to David O’Domhnaill, 9S2,  who won a 
bonus praise point for a correct entry in the 
Monday prize draw.  Please come and Mr Sturt in 
rm 24 for your praise points.  Congratulations to 
all who got this correct!  

Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  There 
are two praise points up for grabs this week.  The 
first for the first correct answer and then there 
will be a draw on Monday at break (for another 
Praise point) for a correct entry received by then.  
Simply email the information to ADS@...!  Get 
thinking (bonus praise as well if you can link to 
the reason this image was chosen!).

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?
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SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

The U.14 Badminton team won the Surrey cup on 
Monday beating Howard of Effingham 3 – 2 in the 
final.  Well done to them.  This is the tenth straight 
year which Wilson’s have won this trophy.
The team consisted of:
Tim Li
Akash Gupta
Sam Cheung
Jake Eaw

U14 BADMINTON

LONDON SCHOOLS GAMES VOLLEYBALL FINALS

A month ago Wilson’s were approached to see if we 
could put together a volleyball team to represent 
the borough of Sutton in the London School 
Games.  There is nothing like a challenge, so we set 
about the task of selecting a team of Year 10 boys 
to train and play.  After many early morning train-
ing sessions, a squad was selected to compete.

We did not really know what to expect having 
never played a volleyball match before but set off 
for the University of East London early on Thursday 
morning with hopes of at least being competitive.
The boys were superb, ably led by captain Michael 
Ojetunde. We won our group on points difference 
and progressed to the last 16. Sadly we lost our 
next game 23 – 25 and we then had to win our 
next 3 matches to be placed in the top ten. This we 
managed to do with a minimum of fuss with some 
excellent play, particularly from Toby Godwin and 
Jon Chen.

So we ended up placed 9th out of the 26 teams 
which started the competition; a great effort! Per-
haps the start of a new sport in which Wilson’s can 
compete on a regular basis.

The squad consisted of:
Michael Banh
Jon Chen
Toby Godwin
Michael Ojetunde
Piralash Pathmanathan
Finian Barke-Asuni
Agithan Thuraisingham
David Okoh
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SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

DUBAI CRICKET TOUR

During the half term, Wilson’s embarked on one of its most adventurous trips; to take 26 boys on a cricket tour to Dubai. However, after 
much preparation for the staff involved, namely Mr Parkinson, Mr Bullen and Mr Chappell, the tour was booked and we were buzzing, 
ready to face the challenges that lay ahead. Upon arrival in Dubai, our first taste of the place was during the traditional camel racing at 
sunrise. It was both a strange but beautiful sight, the camels running round with the sun slowly rising over the sandy landscape. After the 
camels, our next stop was the Sevens training ground, where we had our first taste of playing in the blistering heat, something England 
would never replicate. After nets and a quick shower to freshen up after the nightmarish 6.5 hour flight, we went to our hotel, The 
Chelsea Towers, to rest and prepare ourselves physically and mentally for the next 4 days, which all of us knew would be very difficult. 
Our first match was a T20 against DSI. Wilson’s batted first, imposing a strong total of 149-3, with contributions of 62 from Moore, and 39 
from Kellingley.  We then went on to bowl DSI out for 62 from 15.1 overs, with figures of 3-8 from Srivastav and 1-7 from Ford.  All in all, a 
fantastic start for us, and something at the time we looked to build upon. 

Our next match was a 30/30 against Dubai College. Wilson’s batted first, posting a respectable total of 135 all out from 30 overs, with 21 
runs from Shelton and 19 from Pal.  Alas, our success from the first game could not be carried over, with DC achieving our total in 22.5 
overs with 8 wickets in hand. Ford impressed with the ball again with figures of 2-20. At this point, we were starting to adapt to the con-
ditions, which were so alien to us , but we still struggled with the slow wicket, and the sticky bounce.

Our third game proved to be the closest we played throughout the week. It was a T20 against Zayed Academy, with Zayed Academy 
batting first and scoring 139-3. Commendable efforts from all the bowlers once again with Hussain posting figures of 1-15,and Kellingley 
with figures of 1-27. In the second innings we battled hard against some good bowling, with Srivastav scoring 39 runs. With 7 needed off 
the last over, it was still anybody’s game. Unfortunately, we were unable to get over the line, despite an excellent 23 from Norman.

Our final day didn’t start with a match, but started with a tour of the Grand Mosque in Abu Dhabi. Despite our initial reluctance to the 
tour, we actually really enjoyed the Mosque. It gave us something that not many of us thought we would get from a cricket tour; a 
genuine insight into the eastern culture. After the Mosque, we headed to our final game, a 40/40 against YTCA. YTCA batted first, scoring 
340 off 38.5 overs, with outstanding figures from Hussain with 4-51. Needless to say we had a huge task ahead, and we fell well short, 
scoring 107 all out with 21 from Suganthan and 20 from Page. Yes, we lost, but it was arguably the game we learnt the most from.
The whole tour was a highlight for us, but if I had to pick some best bits, going up the Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the world, was 
something none of us will ever forget. Also, visiting the Yas Marina Grand Prix circuit, watching the AMG Mercedes stunt team whip 
round was quite something. 

In terms of the time spent on the pitch, the whole team played well, and we truly gave it our all. Specific awards of best bowler and best 
batsmen went to Sami Hussain and Daniel Moore respectively, with our MVP trophy going to everyone’s favourite scorer, Tommy 
Highwood. Despite winning only 1 game, we learnt so much from the tour, both as individuals and as a team. The beautiful thing about 
the tour was that despite our differences, and however confident each of us were, we pulled through not just as individuals, but as a 
team.  I guess our efforts really epitomised the Wilson’s way; not for oneself, but for all.

By Daniel Moore - 11H2
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DUBAI CRICKET TOUR - contd.

The 2015 cricket tour, which took place in the February half term, was arguably one of the most fascinating and exhilarating trips I have 
ever been on. The experiences shared between the students who went to Dubai were ones which will never be forgotten and all who 
went have their own stories. We faced highs and lows but everything was overruled by the excitement of the events that took place.

We arrived in Dubai at 3 am local time and relaxed for most of the day in the sevens training facility, a large compound with training 
pitches and a clubhouse. After a 2 hour net session which helped us play ourselves into the conditions, we caught some well-earned rest. 
This small pocket of time seemed to go so fast before we had to get on the coach and check into our Hotel, Chelsea Towers, in Dubai’s 
city centre. The whole place seemed to be in a whole different world with skyscraper after skyscraper on a 7 lane wide road. It was a great 
sight but also slightly overwhelming! The rest of the day was ours to rest and get used to our rooms and roommates. This was exactly 
what everyone needed after what was already a long day. We then went to the Dubai mall, the largest mall in the world, to eat and make 
any purchases that we wanted. This brought the long day to a close and we returned to the hotel to get some sleep.

The tour consisted of a further 4 days of cricket in the blistering 30-degree heat, which had a mixture of results. The first game was close, 
but was lost by a mere 15 runs followed by the second, which was drawn. The third was a low scoring match with our opposition reach-
ing our score in their innings. The final game was of two innings each, which saw some good batting performances but was unfortunate-
ly lost after a poor run chase by us in the second innings. These games were the main reason for our trip and gave us great experience of 
overseas cricket but were not the only highlights of the trip. On the third day we had a trip up the Burj Khalifa, the tallest building in the 
world.  Even though we only went two thirds of the way up, it was still a view to remember. We also had the chance to purchase souve-
nirs from the gift shop to remind us about the place we had been. This was followed by a trip to Abu Dhabi, the Grand Mosque and the 
grand prix circuit. All these places were exhilarating and intriguing places to witness what life is actually like in the UAE.

On the final day we had the chance for the second time to look around the Dubai mall or watch the water show in the famous fountains 
next to the largest shopping center in the world. This was the perfect way to end what in my eyes was a very enjoyable tour.

By Marcus Brown 8G

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 
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If you shop at Sainsbury’s and are offered the 
‘Active Kids’ vouchers the school would be very 
pleased to accept them from you.  

If we collect sufficient of these vouchers we will 
be able to use them to purchase additional sports 
equipment for your sons to use.

WILSON’S U13D VS. CHRIST’S HOSPITAL

Match Report Wilson’s U13 D vs Christ’s Hospital by Andy Deng 8C

On Tuesday the Wilson’s U13 D Team lined up for one of their rare fixtures: 

Starting XI
JJ (C) Athi 
Athithan Yorke Ferrucio Kwasi
Arenkan Adam Alfie Chris
Leon                                           
Akash, Ali and I were on the bench.

As the match kicked off, neither side dominated, but then the scoring was opened when Ferrucio scored a flukey goal from the halfway 
line. The powerful shot sailed towards the goal... and through the legs of the keeper. 1-0 to Wilson’s.  Then JJ scored to strengthen our 
lead.  The cross came in and (according to his humble self ) he volleyed it without even looking. 2-0.

Christ’s Hospital’s U13C team made use of the very few opportunities, although these attacks fizzled out and became fruitless. Leon in 
goal did not have to work too hard to keep his clean sheet due to the dominance of the Wilson’s defensive performance. Athithan made 
it 3-0 with a magnificent goal just before half time, he took the ball on the wing, ran past the bewildered defense and slammed it straight 
into the goal! 

Just before half time, a few changes were made: I came on for Chris at centre half (Alfie became full-back) and Akash replaced Kwasi on 
the right wing.

At half time we received a team talk from Mr Simmons about playing in position, being disciplined and such; we were now ready for the 
second half. In this half we were playing downhill. We were 3-0 up after playing uphill- who knew what was going to happen now? Just 
before we started, Ferrucio came off for Ali.

The fourth goal was not long in coming- Athi, looking for a chance to score, passed instead to Akash in the penalty area and he fired at 
goal. 4-0.

Christ’s Hospital began to crawl back at us attempting to build an attack although the hill and slight wind proved to be too much 
resistance. The final goal of the game came with 7 minutes remaining when Ferrucio’s shot was deflected straight into my path, I then 
skipped past the on rushing defender to slot the ball home. 5-0!  

A few more changes were made, but we played it by the book and went on to victory. There were many more shots-on-target. Alfie shot 
but it hit the crossbar. Well done to both Wilson’s and Christ’s Hospital. Man of the match went to Chris Weston, for a clean sheet and 
disciplined playing in position; Ferrucio Animali too for an energetic display. Once again, I say this: Well done. 

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 
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FOOTBALL RESULTS

Monday 9 March
Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar (Semi-Final of District Cup)
U16A won   5 - 1       

Tuesday 10 March
Wilson’s vs. Christ’s Hospital
U13B won 3 - 1 vs.  A team
U13C won 4 - 2 vs.  B team
U13D won 5 - 0 vs.  C team     

Wednesday 11 March
Wilson’s vs. Christ’s Hospital
1st XI      won      3 - 1          
2nd XI     won        1 - 0        
4th XI      won           4 - 1        vs. 3rd XI
Wilson’s vs. RGS Guildford
3rd XI      won      1 - 0        vs. 1st XI         
5th XI     won        2 - 0        
6th XI      won           6 - 1        vs. 3rd XI
7th XI drew 3 - 3        vs. 4th XI

Thursday 12 March
Wilson’s vs. Wallington (Semi-Final of District Cup)
U13A     won        4 - 2         

Saturday 14 March
Wilson’s vs. Dulwich College
1st XI      won       4 - 1        
2nd XI     won      5 - 1        
3rd XI      lost          3 - 0         
U15A      drew      2 - 2        
U15B      lost          2 - 1         
U15C      lost        4 - 1         
U14A      won        1 - 0          
U14B      won        5 - 2          
U14C      lost          4 - 1          
U13A      won        7 - 1       
U13B      drew      1 - 1          
U13C      won        4 - 3         
U12A      won        3 - 1         
U12B      drew      1 - 1        
U12C drew 0 - 0 

  

CHESS RESULTS

Wilson’s B  beat  Reigate GS A     4 - 2
Wins for Ryan Shankar (L6), Kenta Watson (L6), Thomas 
Short (U6) and Jaw Eaw (9B)

Wilson’s F beat  Reigate GS C     6.5 - 5.5
Wins for Samino Fernando (8G), Andy Deng (8C), Hashim 
Hussain (9G), Daniel Read (7S) Adam Phillips (8H) and 
Arenkan Kularaj (8C)

Wilson’s Reserves beat  Reigate GS      3.5 - 0.5
Wins for Vishu Ketheeswaran (9G, 2 wins) and Koushikk 
Ayyappan (7B)

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

RUGBY  RESULTS

Friday 13th March - RUGBY

Year 7 first full size Rugby fixture, lost 23-7 v Sutton Grammar

BASKETBALL RESULTS

Year 8

U13’s won 17-9 v Glenthorne in the District League
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Dates for your Diary

27 March END OF TERM at 3.05p.m.
13 April  BEGINNING OF SUMMER TERM
  LATE START for students 10.50 a.m. registration
20 April  Young Musician of the Year Final 7.00 p.m.
20 April  Prayer Group Meeting 8.00 p.m.
23 April  Vocal Evening 7.00 p.m.
27 April  Used Uniform Shop 3.30 p.m.

28 April Y7 Parents’ Evening 4.00 p.m.
1 May Y9 PFA Cake Sale 3.00 p.m.
4 May BANK HOLIDAY
6 May Summer Concert 7.00 p.m. 
8 May Year 11 and Year 12 Study Leave begins
11 May Public Examinations begin
13 May EARLY FINISH FOR STUDENTS 1.05 p.m.
20 May Junior Musicians’ Evening 7.00 p.m.

In celebration of our 400th Anniversary, members from all quarters of the school community (Governors, staff, parents, students and old 
Wilsonians) undertook the 14 mile Marsden March on Sunday 22 March in order to raise funds for the Royal Marsden Hospitals. 

The sun shone and at the end our feet hurt, but we feel sure that Edward Wilson would have been pleased to observe that four hundred 
years after the school’s foundation, we still embrace its core principle, enshrined in our motto – NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS – not for oneself, 
but for all.

We have significantly exceeded our ambitious target of £8286.50 and money is still coming in.  For those people who would wish to make a 
contribution or who are still collecting sponsorship, there are two ways of making sure that the money arrives at the Marsden.  Firstly there 
is the JustGiving website at http://www.justgiving.com/teams/wilsons400 from which the choice of the appropriate house should be made 
or secondly cheques (made out to Wilson’s School Charity Account) may be sent into school and deposited in the ‘Marsden March’ box in 
Mrs Wood’s office in the school foyer.

THE MARSDEN MARCH

£10,500 RAISED SO FAR...............
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CCF ASSIST WITH ROYAL MARSDEN FUNDRAISING

In the true spirit of the School motto NON SIBI SED OMNIBUS fourteen Cadets with 2Lt Mark Goldhawk assisted our Catering Manager Mel 
Ross on Saturday 14 March with the Thames Meander Marathon.

Mel,  along with her husband David, organises running events across the country and they were looking for help and support with the man-
ning of key water and rest stops along the route of the Thames Meander Marathon which runs between Kingston upon Thames and Putney.

Fourteen volunteers led by CSgt Luke Curran worked tirelessly throughout the day assisting and encouraging the 700 or so runners along 
the route who were very appreciative of the support the Cadets gave them.

For the Cadets’ hard work Mel offered a contribution to the CCF. However with the school fundraising for the Royal Marsden Hospital the 
CCF decided to ask for a donation to be made to that collection instead.  Mel presented CSgt Curran with a cheque for £400 this week which 
will now go to the Royal Marsden hospital.

The fourteen Cadets maintained the spirit of the school and also key core values of the British Army, selfless commitment and loyalty; a big 
thank you from the Contingent Commander goes to:

CSgt Luke Curran
Sgt Kieran Redmond
Sgt Ethan Golding
Cpl Vasily Berdnikov
Cpl Jack Coates
Cpl Matthew Macaulay
Cpl Adam MacKenzie
Cpl Sajawall Nawaz
Cpl Oliver Sagrott
Cpl Freddie Thomas
LCpl Yassin Douiri
LCpl Liam Hopson
LCpl Joseph Mattikoyya
LCpl Frankie Wright (WHSG)

Our congratulations go to Mr Alderson and Mr Johnstone who completed the Richmond Half-Marathon on Sunday, the day of the Marsden 
March, raising over £500 for the Royal Marsden Cancer Charity.   Mr Alderson completed the race staggeringly fast, in under 90 minutes;  Mr 
Johnstone completed it, just staggering, in under two hours. 

Many thanks to the parents and staff who sponsored them. 

ROYAL MARSDEN FUNDRAISING - RICHMOND HALF-MARATHON

HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 2015 ANNIVERSARIES COMPETITION

The History Department is participating in the Historical Association’s Anniversaries Competition. 2015 is a year of anniversaries, including 
the signing of the Magna Carta, Agincourt, Waterloo, Gallipoli and the first Zeppelin raids on Britain. The Historical Association invites stu-
dents in Years 7, 8 and 9 to produce a remembrance poster for an anniversary that has a special meaning for you.

The school will submit the best three entries received.  Your poster should make it clear to everyone why your chosen event should be re-
membered. It must be submitted in hard copy (either by hand or printed), and either A4 or A3 size. Remember, this is not an art competition 
– it is the history that will be judged.

Please speak to your History teacher or Mrs. Ford in the Humanities Office for further information. 

Entries must be received by Monday 13 April (first day back after the Easter break) at the latest. 
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We are very pleased to announce the full prefect team for 2015/16 and congratulate all of them on their new posts.
School Captain: Dion Barnaby    Duty Prefects Contd...     
Deputy School Captains:     FAIRMAN Harry     
Ben Jacob      FERNANDES Daniel   
Ewan Robertson      FRANCOMBE Charlie    
Art Sett       GIKAS Alexander      
Chris Spaull      GOH Jonathan     
Charles Stewart      GOODBURN Harry     
       GRANT Stefan     
House Captains:      HEYNE Eddie    
Brecon: David Vuolo     HONEYMAN William     
Camberwell: Dylan Xavier     HYAMS-PARISH Joshua     
Green Coat: Vignesh Nallathambi Pillai    KOUPPAS Christian     
Hayes: Ayo Akin-Agunbiade     LEDGERWOOD Douglas
Southwark: Nikilesh Ramesh     LEE Ernest   
       MARWOOD Robert
Senior Prefects:      MASON Jack   
Athletics: Jacob Veerapen     MICALLEF Mario    
Charities: Nikhil Pattani     MORELLI Giorgio    
Chess: Vatsal Raina      MORRISON Ikhlas     
Cricket: Curtis Rose      NIZAM Karim      
Debating: Nathan Morgan     NWAMADI Nedum     
Environment: Samir Barakeh     PATEL Dilan    
Football: Jalen Gravesande     PEACOCK Luke   
Library: Ebrubaoghene Abel-Unokan    POOVATHOOR Alex   
Music: Daniel Jacob-Ormson     PORTER Lenald       
       RAINA Vyas     
Duty Prefects:      RIGHTMYER Jake (Datchelor Prefect)    
ABDULLAH Mohammed     RUSSELL-REDMAN Samuel     
AHEARN Michael      SHARMA Shivam    
ALFRED Daren      SHARP Ben
AWAL Devjyot      TREHAN Neev
BAINS Harvey      ULAGENTHIRAN Ashwin
BRAGG Thomas      VEDAGIRI Praneeth 
BRENNAN Oisin      VONSOVICI Sergiu 
CHENG Timothy      WATSON Caleb
CURRAN Luke      WRONA Pawel
DOSHI Aditya

2015/16 PREFECTS

The annual chess match between the school team and the Old Wil-
sonian’s took place on Tuesday 24 March. It was great to welcome 
back ten old boys. Whilst most were pupils who left school in the 
past few years the oldest player, David Tidmarsh, left in 1955. That 
year he was also British U18 chess champion, a feat no Wilson’s pupil 
has yet repeated. 

Unlike the previous two years the school team proved stronger, 
winning the first round of matches 6½ to 3½   and the second round 
7 – 3, to claim victory. Leading the way for Wilson’s was Adam Taylor 
(U6), who has been board 1 for the school team for the past 3 years. 
However next year he, and five other of Tuesday’s school team, will 
be Old Wilsonian’s. The challenge next year for the school team will 
therefore be much tougher!

As well as a great chess fixture the event also provided an ideal 
opportunity for past school chess players to share their experiences 
of university life with present sixth form students. So many thanks 
to Aditya Gupta (Chemical Engineering at Imperial College), Keith 
Barker (Maths at Durham), James McMillan (Chemistry at Warwick), 
Alex McMillan (Maths/Astrophysics at Cambridge), Chetan Mehta 
(Medicine at Imperial), Sam Kimber (Finance at Southampton), Alex 
Johnson (Natural Sciences at Cambridge) and Chris Lawrie (Maths 
with Physics at Warwick) for coming back to play chess and talk 
about their experiences.

OLD WILSONIANS’ CHESS MATCH

WARNING - PLEASE NOTE YOU MAY 
EXPERIENCE SOME ISSUES WITH OUR 

WEBSITE AND EMAIL OVER THE NEXT 10 
DAYS AS WE MOVE TO A NEW SERVICE 

PROVIDER.
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ACTIVITIES DAY - YEAR 8

All of the boys in Year 8 took part in the Ryman National Enterprise Challenge. Twenty six  small groups had to compete against each 
other to design the perfect school bag. The presentation of their design had to consider their customers, price, place of sale, how it 
would be promoted and their unique selling point. The final presentation also had to include a 30 second advert and a poster. The win-
ning team was called Artistic Flair and they won with their bag design called Fusion. Well done to Alex Fletcher (8S), Gautham Nair (8G), 
Peter Young (8G), Taye te Poele (8C) and Kardigan Suthakaran (8S)  who will now all be invited to take part in the final day. This event 
takes place at Alton Towers Resort in July and includes the other 160 winners from schools all across the country. 

YEAR 7 CELEBRATION EVENING

On Wednesday evening we held our Spring Term Year Seven Celebration Evening.  The entire year group came together to share their 
progress with a very appreciative audience.  The evening began with some music from our Senior Wilson’s Barbershop Group directed 
by Mr Hann.  They gave us two beautiful performances- first, “Gaudete” followed by Freddie Mercury’s “Crazy Little Thing Called Love”.   
The Brass Ensemble led by Mr Willey played the ”Raiders March” and next we heard from members of the trumpet section playing Bern-
stein’s “One Hand, One Heart” and “Nuthatch”  by Nightingale.  Our eight man strong bassoon group played two pieces – “Rock Hard” by 
Mike Walton and the familiar “Hedwig’s Theme” and then the Wilson’s year seven choral group Schola thrilled the audience with their 
rendition of “Silent Noon” by Vaughan Williams and “The Heavenly Aeroplane” by John Rutter.   The clarinets followed playing “Olym-
pic Fanfare” by James Rae and “ Konnte Jeder brave Mann” from the Magic Flute by Mozart.  Ms Laura Beardsmore then led the flutes 
playing “Ragtime” by Sparke and the fun ”Oom Pah Pah” from Lionel Bart’s musical Oliver.  Our percussion ensemble always gives an 
impressive show, and their marvellous “Pass the Parcel” written by Mr John French was rousing as ever.   Members of the trombone sec-
tion delighted the audience with the ”007 Theme” and the old traditional tune “Drunken Sailor” and were especially thrilled to hear from 
Danny Sampson who played a solo piece -  “If I Were a Rich Man” from Fiddler on The Roof.  Mr Willey continued directing  the French 
Horn Ensemble pieces “Pink Panther” by Mancini and “O Sole Mio” By Eduardo di Capua.  Next three oboe pieces - “The Bare Necessities” 
by Gilkyson, “Summer Is Icumen In” – a traditional piece, and the fantastically titled “Two Spooks In a Souk” which was arranged by Ms 
Dennis.  Year seven student Haris Ashley then sang a solo piece - the traditional “Down by the Salley Gardens” before some of our prom-
ising vocalists sang the super “Consider Yourself” by Lionel Bart.   To bring the musical part of the evening to a close the Year Seven Wind 
Band delighted the audience with “Mambo No 5”, the “Theme from the Simpsons” and their final piece was an inspiring “Don’t Stop 
Believin’”  - All expertly directed by Mr Rogers – Director of Music.

Next music awards were given out by Mr Rogers and  Mr Walters. Students were rewarded for outstanding achievement and outstand-
ing improvement in their instrument or voice. Some music teachers also chose to award some “Highly Commended” certificates.
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BASSOON
Most Improved Bassoonist  Pedro Nartallo
Outstanding Bassoonists  Nye Flowers and Thomas Davidson

CLARINET
Most Improved Clarinet Player Karar Al-Atia
Highly Commended  James Benjamin and Jacob Fihosy
Most Outstanding Clarinet Player Ken Li

FLUTE
Most Improved   Joseph Harries
Highly commended  Kevin Luo
Outstanding Flautist  Jonathan Cheng

FRENCH HORN
Most Improved Horn Player  Kit Gikas
Highly Commended  Troy Azzopardi and Harry Hamtilon-Warford
Outstanding Horn Players  Dexter Hicks and Joseph Crawford

PERCUSSION
Most Improved Percussionist  Solomon Ajayi
Highly Commended  Abiram Manoharan and Sachit Raghavan
Most Outstanding Percussionist Matthewson Matthews

TROMBONE
Most Improved Trombonist  Jeremy Apio
Highly Commended Trombonists Zakariya Khan, Zain Ahmed and Rhithan Suresh
Outstanding Trombonist  Danny Sampson

TRUMPET
Most Improved Trumpet Player Mohammed Bashir
Highly Commended  James Meehan and Tom Malcolm
Most Outstanding Trumpet Player Samuel Stuart

VOCALIST
Most Improved Singer  Ollie Flowers
Highly Commended  Luca Romagnoli, Max Locke, Michael and Freddie Lammie
Most Outstanding Singer  Haris Ashley

To conclude the evening Mr Walters then awarded three prizes in each form.  These were not for outstanding academic success or for doing 
outstandingly well at cricket but instead they are for being good, solid, reliable members of the form.  The kind of pupils who make life in 
the form just that little bit more pleasant for those around them.

Friendship Award for students who have – through their warmth and good nature – helped to draw members of the form together in friend-
ship

Participation Award for students whose extra-curricular participation has been extensive, varied, and highly valued

Consideration to Others Award for any member of the form whose kindness, helpfulness, good cheer, and honesty has particularly 
impressed their tutor

The winners were

7B
Participation   Patrick Smith
Friendship   Tae Woo Kim
Consideration to others  Luca Morelli

7C
Participation   Mahijith Kumar 
Friendship   Dazvanth Manokaran 
Consideration to others  Harry Bowman 

YEAR 7 CELEBRATION EVENING contd.
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YEAR 7 CELEBRATION EVENING contd.

7D
Participation   Nye Flowers
Friendship   David Lin
Consideration to others  Sam Bollard

7G
Participation   Matthewson Matthews
Friendship   Will Johnson
Consideration to others  Devanandh Murugesan

7H
Participation   Tom Malcolm
Friendship   Zack Braidford
Consideration to others  Asaph Jepanessan

7S
Participation   Daniel Read
Friendship   Ethan Chak
Consideration to others  Zain Mirza
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GREATER LONDON RESERVE FORCES CADET ASSOCIATION 
  CCF CONTINGENT COMMANDER OF THE YEAR 2014

This year GL RFCA decided they should publicly recognise a hard-working and dedicated Contingent Commander from London’s CCFs.  
The winner was our own Contingent Commander Major Burton.

The award was presented by The Lord Lieutenant for Greater London Sir David Brewer CMG JP at Yeomanry House last Thursday, 19 March 
2015.  It was a proud day for Major Burton and his family, the CCF and the school as a whole. The Headmaster and School Staff Instructor 
were also in attendance.

Major Burton started his CCF career as a Cadet himself at Alleyns School.  He has been part of the CCF here at Wilson’s since 1997 where he 
commissioned as a TA Officer in 2002; he was appointed Contingent Commander in 2008. 

Major Burton has overseen much change in the Cadet Forces over the past 17 years.   2014 will stick out clearly in everyone’s mind for the 
contribution that Major Burton has made with the CCF, his key achievements being:

•	 Providing	the	Guard	of	Honour	to	the	CCF	Banner	at	the	launch	of	the	Cadet	Expansion	Scheme	–	Downing	St
•	 Ensuring	Cadets	represented	Wilson’s	at	the	Invictus	Games
•	 Expansion	of	the	CCF	with	our	Partnership	School	–	Wallington	High	School	for	Girls.	Current	roll	is	350!
•	 Having	the	honour	to	have	Cadets	chosen	to	represent	the	CCF	at	high	profile	public	events	such	as	the		
 Commonwealth Day Parade.
•	 The	RAF	section	winning	their	regional	ASTC	competition	and	then	coming	4th	out	of	over	200	schools	in	the	National	Final.

This is not even the tip of the iceberg – just the events people read about in newsletters or view on-line.

Major Burton commits so much of his time to the CCF, developing Cadets and ensuring that all his Cadets get the best Cadet experience 
going, he is an inspiration to all of us.  He displays so many of the British Army core values on a daily basis; he is a totally committed individu-
al and a true professional Officer. His Dedication to the CCF and in particular to the CCF staff is outstanding and they are extremely proud to 
work under him.

Captain Alistair Grant said: “Personally I have known Major Burton for the past 14 years and I can honestly say that I am very proud to be his 
SSI and on behalf of all the Officers, Cadets and indeed the wider school community as a whole I would like to thank him for everything he 
does.  Congratulations to him on rightly being named Contingent Commander of the Year – 2014.”

Report by:
Capt Alistair Grant
School Staff Instructor
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WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU

WILSON’S SCHOOL LUNCH MENU 
13 - 17 April 2015 

 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

SOUP Minestrone Soup 
with Homemade 

Bread 

Mushroom and 
tarragon Soup with 
Homemade Bread 

Cream of leek 
Soup with 

Homemade Bread 

Lentil Soup served 
with Homemade 

Bread 

Tomato and basil 
Soup with 

Homemade Bread 
MEAT CHOICE Chicken  fillet 

burger in a bun 
served with Potato 

wedges 

Chilli con carne 
served with 

Steamed rice 

Roast turkey,  
Stuffing, Roast 

potatoes Carrots , 
Gravy 

Beef Rogan Josh 
Served with 

Steamed Rice, 
Mango chutney 

Battered Fish and 
Chips, peas 

Chicken Goujons, 
Chips, Peas 

VEGETARIAN 
CHOICE 

Roasted vegetable 
quiche, served 

with New 
Potatoes, Peas 

Broccoli and 
Cauliflower cheese 

bake 

Wild mushroom 
and tarragon 

risotto,  

Aubergine and 
Spinach Curry with 

Rice 

Spicy bean Burger, 
Chips and peas 

LIGHT BITES Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Veg curry pasty 
 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 
Veg Samosa 

 Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Cheese and Onion 
Slice 

Chicken 
Drumsticks 

Quornish pasty 

NONE 

JACKET POTATO 
PASTA  

Topped with a 
Tomato Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

Topped with a 
Cheesy Sauce 

Served with 
Beans/Cheddar 

NO PASTA OR 
JACKET POTATOES 

TODAY  
SOMETHING 

SWEET 
Apple & Cinnamon 

Crumble with 
Custard 

Rice Pudding with 
Strawberry Jam 

sauce 

Lemon sponge 
with Cream 

Chocolate Sponge 
with Chocolate 

Sauce 

Strawberry 
Cheesecake 

 

MCALISTER ROOM AND CATERING VAN MENU 
13 – 17 APRIL 

 
 MONDAY - 

BURRITOS 
TUESDAY – 

FRESHLY MADE 
PIZZAS 

WEDNESDAY - 
OODLES OF 

NOODLES/Pasta 

THURSDAY – IT’S 
ALL IN A BREAD 

FRIDAY –  
CHIP SHOP DAY 

MEAT OPTION Spicy chicken with 
mixed beans and 
rice served in a 

flour tortilla 

Homemade 
pepperoni pizza 

Thai spiced 
chicken and 

vegetables with 
egg noodles 

Sausage and onion 
served in a 
baguette 

Fish and chips 
Chicken and chips 

 

VEGETARIAN 
OPTION 

Garlic vegetables 
with mixed beans 
and rice served in 

a flour tortilla 

Homemade 
cheese and 

tomato pizza 

Vegetable curry 
rice pot 

Mozzarella and 
basil baguette 

Vegetable burger 
and chips 

SOMETHING 
SWEET 

Homemade biscuit 
of the day 

Homemade tray 
bake of the day 

Homemade muffin 
of the day 

Homemade cake 
of the day 

Doughnut of the 
day 

 Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 

Fresh fruit, 
yoghurts and 

sandwich selection 
always available 
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CLUBS AND ACTIVITIES

CHESS CLUB
All pupils are welcome to attend the lunchtime chess club 
(Monday and Thursday). This term we will be playing UK Chess 
Challenge, the biggest chess tournament in the world. Those 
who aspire to play chess for the school are encouraged to also 
attend Castles Chess Club on Wednesday after school from 3.30 
to 5.00 p.m. 
In all cases the meetings are in (and around) F12 in the Maths 
Department, and further information can be obtained from Dr 
Cooper: (nsc@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk)

MATHS CHALLENGE CLUB
This club meets on Tuesday lunchtime and is for any Wilson’s 
pupil who enjoys the challenge of tough maths problems to 
solve.  It includes looking at past Maths Challenge and Olympiad 
questions, as well as interesting games and puzzles.   

MANDARIN CLUB
Mandarin club takes place on Wednesdays after school in 
Room 14.

CLASSICS CLUB
DIscussions begin around 1.15p.m. onwards in Room 5 on 
Wednesday lunchtimes.  Bring your lunch.  It is relaxed and 
fairly informal.  There is of course also free chocolate for all who 
attend!  Everyone is welcome (including Year 7) and everyone’s 
voice has equal weight.

ICT & COMPUTER CLUBS
KS3 ECDL ICT drop in           Mondays F5 1.10 - 1.50  
KS4  ICT drop in               Tuesdays F4 1.10 - 1.50 
KS5 Computing/KS4 ICT drop in       Wednesday F4 1.10 - 1.50
Wednesday Computing/ICT coursework  Wednesday  3.30 - 4.30
These slots are for computing and ICT work only.
NO DROP IN AFTER SCHOOL ON 18 MARCH.

HANDWRITING
Don’t let your handwriting get in the way of achieving good 
grades!  If teachers struggle to read your handwriting, then ex-
aminers will too.  It’s not too late to improve your handwriting!  
Come to Handwriting Club on Thursday lunchtimes in Room 10 
with Miss Lambert.

 WILSON’S GeogSoc
Are you interested in all things Geographical?  If so, then this is the 
place for you!  Run by the Lower Sixth, every Tuesday Week A we 
will be exploring different geographical ideas from 1.10 to 1.50 p.m. 
in Room 24.  Please come along with your lunch every Tuesday, see 
you there!

HORDES OF THE THINGS CLUB
Hordes of the Things  club happens every Friday at lunchtime in 
room 5. It is a miniature wargame in the style of warhammer, but 
less complex. All miniatures and terrain are provided and the rules 
are easy to learn. New players are always welcome and should just 
turn up.   

ARABIC CLUB FOR YEARS 7 & 8
Ever wanted to learn the 5th most spoken language in the World?  
Then come along to F15 Mondays after school from 3.40 p.m. to 
4.30 p.m. where Ms Mauthoor will be to help you learn how to read, 
write and speak in Arabic.  Please note that there is a limited num-
ber of places (15 students maximum); allocation of spaces will be on 
a first come first served basis.

CREATIVE WRITING CLUB
Tuesday lunchtimes, Room 15, Open to all year groups.

Frustrated by a lack of opportunities to expand your creative literary 
skills? Need help with creative writing-related curricular work? Then 
come to the Creative Writing Club! 

Since the start of the year, we’ve covered numerous styles of litera-
ture, including:
•													Short	stories
•													Classical	and	modern	poetry
•													Extended	prose

Whether you’re interested in becoming a better writer, you want to 
enter competitions or you just want the chance to express yourself 
outside of assessments and class work, come to Room 15 at lunch-
time on Tuesdays!

Run by Year 12 students Ebruba Abel-Unokan, Charlie Stewart, 
Archie MacGillivray and Matt Jeffery.

ECONOMICS CLUB
Tuesday lunchtimes, 6F4.

TEXTILES CLUB
Fridays in F13 from 1.10 p.m.

JUNIOR DRAMA CLUB - YEARS 7-9
Every Wednesday lunchtime at 1.20 p.m. in the Drama Suite (F23)

SCIENCE CLUB - YEAR 9
Our aim is to be able to run science clubs for younger boys in the 
future... and, incidentally, to beat other local school science club 
teams in competitions!

The club is only open to year 9 at present and meets in S10 from 
3.30  p.m. to 5.00 p.m. on Wednesdays. Boys who would like to join 
should see Mr Vingoe to be added to the waiting list.
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Congratulations to the winner of last week’s com-
petition-  Sam Stuart, 7C, who correctly identified 
the image first, The Temple of the Sun, Machu 
Picchu, Peru (chosen as it was the solar eclipse 
last week, and also to Theo Gac, 8S who won a 
bonus praise point for a correct entry in the Mon-
day prize draw.  Special mention to Dr Meddelton 
for being even quicker than Sam!  Please come 
and see Mr Sturt in rm 24 for your praise points.  
Congratulations to all who got this correct!  
  
Onto this week’s competition!  Where in the 
world is this (include the name of the landmark 
and the name of the town and country)?  There 
are two praise points up for grabs this week.  The 
first for the first correct answer and then there 
will be a draw on Monday at break (for another 
Praise point) for a correct entry received by then.  
Simply email the information to ADS@...!  Get 
thinking (bonus praise as well if you can link to 
the reason this image was chosen!).

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
HOMEWORK SUPPORT - 1.10 - 1.50 P.M.

Tuesday A: C1
Fri A:   C1     
Tuesday B: C1
Friday B:  C1   

GEOGRAPHY COMPETITION - WHERE IN THE WORLD IS THIS?

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

U14 DISTRICT CUP - BADMINTON

The U.16 team played in the London finals of the National 
competition and the winners went through to this year’s 
National final.

The boys won the first round comfortably against 
Isleworth and Syon 5 games to 0   They then played a 
team from Newham and won that comfortably 4  - 1 .
The final match was against the Essex champions 
Bancroft school.  In a tense affair, Zhi Ping Lim lost his 
singles 15 -13 and Rohit Prabhu also lost 15 – 13.  This 
meant that we had to win the remaining 3 doubles  
games to reach the final.

Joseph Li and Ryan Eaw duly won their game  15 – 7
Zhi Ping Lim and Ryan Eaw won their doubles 15 – 11 
leaving the scores tied at 2-2.  The last match was won 
easily with Joseph and Rohit showing no signs of pres-
sure,  capping a famous victory.

So on to the final on May 10 in Nottingham. 
Congratulations to all those who played.
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1ST XI - FOOTBALL TEAM WIN THE DISTRICT CUP

It was a school record getting 5 teams into the Sutton Cup final and as a coach full of Wilson’s students embarked on the journey, we 
were keen to show our strength as a school in the Sutton district. Having lost to Sutton Grammar in the final last year, we were eager to 
regain the coveted trophy. A messy start to the game ensued. Nerves got the better of both sides resulting in mainly ‘long-ball’ football 
being played and the Sutton striker presented the Wilson’s defence with early warning signs. Their hard work eventually paid off with the 
aforementioned striker glancing a header into the top corner to give Sutton the lead. This came as a shock to us following a 3-0 win in our 
previous encounter and so our game-strategy had to be altered to adapt to the conditions. Following this, we became more direct aiming 
to get the ball to the front three of Dom, Ayo and Curtis to create chances. We used the small pitch to our advantage utilising the long 
throw of Dion and, despite mounting pressure on the Sutton defence, they remained resilient in keeping a clean sheet. The first half ended 
1-0 with a shot from Marcus narrowly missing the goal yet we had failed to truly test the Sutton goalkeeper. We knew this was a ‘must win’ 
game and we came out full of energy after the break in an attempt to dominate the game. This was accompanied by a change in formation 
from a 4-3-3 to a 3-4-3 with 3 narrow strikers to cause problems for their back four. Our hard work paid off and a free kick whipped in by 
Dion was met by the head of Dom from inside the area leaving the keeper stood still to bring the score level to 1-1.  This provided us with 
momentum as we looked for a second goal. A good spell of 5-10 minutes however was short lived and soon we were on the back-foot with 
Sutton looking most likely to get the next goal. The game wasn’t opening up for either side and with 5 minutes of play remaining, extra 
time was looming.  Fortunately a Jalen corner was finally converted by Dom following a scrap in the six yard box. We were 2-1 up and 4 
minutes away from winning the District Cup final. From here on we had to defend efficiently shutting down every ball and winning every 
header. Our 3 centre-backs consisting of Sam, Lewis and Josh did incredibly well at winning the majority of first and second balls in addi-
tion to goalkeeper James collecting multiple crosses. The game came to a close with Wilson’s on top and Curtis nearly adding a third goal. 
After a valiant performance from the boys, we were awarded with our first trophy and set of medals for the season. 

This was a great way to end the season especially for the outgoing upper sixth. Set plays were key and ultimately won us the game, high-
lighting how hard we had trained throughout the season. Our collective spirit proved too much for the opposition and winning a trophy 
was evidence of how our newly-formed team had gelled so efficiently over the past year to become a successful and winning side. 
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SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

U14  AND U15 DISTRICT CUP - FOOTBALL TEAMS
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FOOTBALL RESULTS

Thursday 19 March
District Cup finals at Northey Avenue:
1st XI  won  2 - 1 v Sutton Grammar
U16’s  won  2 - 0 v Greenshaw
U14’s  won  1 - 1 aet 
  5 - 3 on penalties v Carshalton 
U13’s  lost  5 - 1 v Carshalton

Saturday 20 March
Wilson’s vs. Latymer Upper
1st XI  won  2 - 1
2nd XI  lost  3 - 2
U15A  won  4 - 1
U15B  won  4 - 3
U14A   won  3 - 2
U14B  won  3 - 0
U13A   won   4 - 2
U13B  won  6 - 1
U12A  won  4 - 1 
U12B  won  1 - 0
 

Tuesday 24 March
District Cup vs. Cheam High
U15A won 2 - 2 at fulltime
  3 - 3 a.e.t. 
  7 - 6 on penalties

Wednesday 25 March
Semi-Final of the Surrey Cup
Wilson’s vs. Overton Grange
U16 won 6 - 1

CHESS RESULTS

Final Matches of the Season

Wilson’s B  drew Trinity A     3 - 3
Wins for Vyas Raina (L6), Akash Gupta (9C)
Wilson’s B win Division 2 undefeated with 5 wins and 3 
draws in their 8 matches.

Wilson’s D drew Trinity B    3 - 3
Wins for Sharumilan Ravindran (U6), Aurideep Nayak (7H) 
and Samino Fernando (8G)
Wilson’s D win Division 4 undefeated with 4 wins and 3 
draws in their 7 matches.

Non Sibi Sed Omnibus

SPORTS NEWS

For up to date PE news, events and sporting fixtures follow @WilsonsPE on twitter. 

BADMINTON RESULTS

Wilson’s vs. Glyn School
U19C lost 4 - 5 (vs. A team)
U12C won 5 - 4 (vs. B team)

U12 - RUGBY

Year 7 had a brilliant rugby day last Friday culminating in an 
exciting 30-25 win over Carshalton. Despite going down to two 
early tries the team rallied to produce some excellent rugby and 
scored some great tries. Benjamin with the last minute try to win 
the game.

Try Scorers: Benjamin (3), Madan (2), Ramcharan.
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